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Abstract approved:

The competition or rivalry for the use of water resources

among economic sectors of the Pacific Northwest and among geograph-

ical regions of the western United States has intensified in recent

years. This rivalry and the long run prospects for water shortages

have increased the demand for research concerning the productivity

of this resource in alternative uses. This demand exists because the

distribution and use of water resources require investment which

typically comes from both public and private sources. Private and

public planning groups seek answers to questions regarding future

water resource development alternatives..

Agriculture has historically been a major user of water i.n the

Pacific Northwest. A substantial portion of total investment in water

resource development has also been, in agriculture. As a result water

use planners and decision making bodies are necessarily interested
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in water use in agriculture. The success of water resource planning

requires answers to questions regarding the value of the productivity

of water in all its major uses, including various aspects of water use

in agriculture.

Different aspects of water use in agriculture which are irn-

ortant to decision makers include (1) the value productivity of various

kinds or types of water resource investments, (2) the value produc-

tivity of water in various kinds of agricultural production in different

geographical areas, and (3) the returns to private a.nd public invest-

ment in agricultural water resources. This study was directed to

providing answers to these questions. Pacific Northwest agriculture

was studied from this viewpoint.

Agricultural water resources were classified as irrigation,

drainage, and water related Agricultural Conservation Program (AC?)

practices. These are the major classifications of water resources

in which investments are made in the Pacific Northwest.

Production function analysis was selected as a method of in-

vestigation. Production functions were estimated for five areas or

subregions in the Pacific Northwest. These areas are composed of

counties with similar patterns of production. The Agricultural Ce.n-

sus was the primary data surce, supplemented by related U. S.

Department of Agriculture publications, and various state publications,

Ordinary least-squares regression (OLS) techniques were



employed to derive the initial estimates of the parameters of the pro-

duction function models. Tests for detecting interdependence within

the independent variable set of the models revealed a considerable

degree of instability in the OLS parameter estimates. This condition

makes the OLS solutions (and various derivations) particularly vul.ner-

able to change from measurement error, poor model specification,

and equation form.

A prior information model was selected to explicitly include

available prior'knowledge in the estimation process. The model se-

lected allows (1) tests of comparability of the two information sources

(prior and sample), (?) over-all contribution of prior information to

the new solution sept, and.(3) derivation. of'percentage contribu-

tion of the two information sources to individual parameter estimates.

The results of the study indicate that no reliable estimates of

value of production from drainage and ACP were possible from the

sample information. Returns to irrigation were considered lower

than expected in two of the farming areas and higher than expected in

another. Estimated returns were high in the area which produces

primarily field crops (about nine dollars per acre.foot). The area

has a small level of current irrigation development. Indications are

that irrigation development is probably beyond the optimum level in

the area where most large, projects have been developed i.n the past

(less tha.n four dollars per acre foot). Future development would be



most profitable (assuming equal development cost) in the dryland field

crop area

Estimated returns to othe.L factor inputs indicate (1) low returns

to labor in two areas, (2) generally high returns to current operating

expenditures, and (3) low returns to machinery capital. Returns to

cropland were about as expected in two areas (five to seven percent)

but low in two other areas (about two percent). Indications are that

labor mobility should be increased in the area and that future land

development should be in the livestock-field crop and the fiei crop

areas rather tha.n the coastal area or the west-central valley areas

(primarily the Willamette Valley)
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A PRODUCTION FUNCTION ANALYSIS OF WATER RESOURCE
PRODUCTIVITY IN PACIFIC NORTHWEST AGRICULTURE

I. INTRODUCTION

Water is an important natural resource which occupies a unique

position, in the development and maintenance of the communities, cities,

and states, and consequently, the entire. Pacific Northwest region..

The uniqueness of its role is apparent whether it is abundant or-scarce;

whether its forces are harnessed for power or leave a periodic path

of destruction from flooding. Water supply and water quality prob-

lems, or the exposure of an area to floods or drought, are important

factors in the intensity and location of economic activity of the region.

Water as a. Natural Resource

Natural resources are defined or set apart from "unnatural' or

"man-made" resources in that they exist as a source or supply in na-

ture Our sources of water may,. in some sense, be thought of as man-

made supplies, but i.n general, our water supplies are thought of as

ha'ing their origin in nature., and are appropriately called a natural

resource. The term "water resources" includes a wide variety of

sub-classifications which are associated with particular locations or

forms in which we find water. As such, snow packs in the mountains

and moisture in the soil are as much water resources as streams,

lakes, and estuaries.



Water Resource Development in the Northwest

Water resource development typically refers to changing tbe

hydrology of water, thus making it usable, or more usable, by pe.ople

In some cases this may require the building of dams and canal struc-

tures, the digging of irrigation and drainage canals, and dredging liar-

bors--or in the opposite vein--building access roads to high mountain

lakes, planting trees to protect the soil from rapid ru.n-off and thus,

the quality of downstream water, or simply diverting flash flood run-

off in the desert to form livestock watering ponds. A typical class ifica-

tio.n of water uses includes domestic and. municipal, industrial, electric

power, agricultural navigation, recreation, and fish and wildlife

The Pacific Northwest has perhaps one of the broadest ranges of

water. resource uses and. the most diverse system of development of

any comparable sized region in the United States. Rivers, streams.

and lakes are numerous in western Oregon and Washington where too

much water (flooding and slow drainage) is ofte.n a problem in winter

a.nd drought consistently comes in the summer when stream flows are

also low. Eastern Oregon and Washington and southern Idaho are semi-

arid regions with Low year-round average precipitation. Water short-

age is almost always a problem. Major rivers, including the Snake

and Columbia, flow through the area and considerable water diversion

is practiced to supplement other sources. Most of the regions elec-

trical power is generated on these two rivers.
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Perhaps the most apparent example of development of the water

resource in the Pacific Northwest involves streams and rivers. The

development of streams and rivers began early in this century. The

Corps of Engineers completed a navigation project on. the Alsea River

in western Oregon as early as 1898 (9, p. 3). Other projects corn-

pleted by the Corps which are most apparent to the casual observer

include dam sites on major rivers such as The Dalles, McNary, and

John Day on the Columbia River betwee.n Washington and Oregon, and.

the Chief Josepho.n the Columbia near Bridgeport, Washington. Total

Federal costs of projects completed in the Columbia North Pacific

District by the Corps of Engineers up to 1967 was approximately $1.5

billion (9, p. 3). These projects include water use for navigation,

flood control, power, and recreation Non-Federal costs of the pro-

jects total $10.8 million (9; p. 3). The Bureau of Reclamation, whose

primary function is irrigatio.n development, also has a long record of

project construction in the region. Among the first projects com-

pleted were the Sunnyide portion of the Yakima project in north cen-

tral Washi.ngto.n i.n 1907 and the Umatilla project in north central

Oregon in 1908 (62, p. 754). Net Federal investment in Bureau of

Reclamation projects (initial investment minus repayments) in. the

region up to 1965 totaled $715 million (63, p. 51).

Individual municipalities and small groups have done much to

develop docks, access roads, irrigation outlets, etc., along the
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streams and rivers in the area The total private uivestrnent is per-

haps u.nmeasurable, but is a major source of water resource develop-

H ment i.n the region. Data from the Census of Irrigation (61, State

Table 1 and 1 for Oregon, Washington, and Idaho) and a publication by

the U.. S. Water Resources Council (64, p. 6-16-5) indicate at least

54% of water use in the period 1959-1965 is from private development

sources. These private sources include rural domestic,. municipal,

self-supplied. industrial, individual farmers and farm mutuals in

agriculture. Approximately 14.. 5%of the total water used in 1965 was

from groundwater sources, less than one percent from saline sources,

a.nd the remaining 85. 5% from surface sources (64, p. 6-16-5).

Strictly within agriculture, the Agricultural Stabilization and

Conservation Service (ASCS) through. the Agricultural Conservation

Program has been instrumental in.promoti.ng investment in water re-

sources. This program is administered with the cooperation, of the

Soil Conservation. Service, Forest Service, Extens io.n Service, Soil

and Water Conservation District supervisors, and. other agricultural

agencies a.nd includes approximately thirty-five water related prac-

tices including establishment and management of drainage System8,

irrigation systems, water conserving cultural practices,. livestock

water facilities, and. others (see Appendix Table 1.11 for a complete

listing of the pracM-ces included in this study). ASCS has invested

$76 7 million (49, p 1) in land and water cost-sharing agreements in
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the state of Oregon alone from 1936 to 1964. The Soil Conservation

Service also conducts the Small Watershed Program for assistance

in the construction of sn-jail dam projects. This program was author-

ized under Public Law 83-566 and amended in 1966. Investments to

date have bee.n relatively small in this program, but the program pro-

vides a significant potential source of future investment.

Individual farm investment in water resource development and

use are partly evidenced by the growth in acres irrigated and drained.

The farmer's share of the cost-sharing program of AC? suggests that

at least $76. 7 million have been invested by the farmers in Oregon in

land and water conservation programs from 1936 to 1964. Additional

investments by farmers have been. made independently of these Federal

programs.

Approximately 89% of the total regional use of water in 1965 was

in agriculture (64, p. 6-16-5). A.n estimated 51% of the total agricul-

tural water use for irrigation in 1959 came from private sources--

individual and farmers' mutuals (61, State Table 1 and 2 for Oregon,

Washington, and Idaho). Of the total agricultural use i.n 1965, about

13% came from underground sources, which is almost totally from

private investments (64, p. 6-16-5).

tCost-shari.tig agreements under ACP are usually one-half the
per u.nit cost.
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In general, the water supply of the region is abundant, although

distribution varies widely and seasonal.flows are low in many of the

smaller streams. The available average annual natural runoff is

approximately 289. million acre feet (rnaf/yr.) of which 19% originates

in Canada. Total annual withdrawals average 33.3 maf/yr. of which

10. 5 maf/yr.. are consumed. About 95% of the co.nsumptio.n is due to

irrigation (64, p. 6-16-1).

Water Resources in Agriculture

Irrigation is no doubt the most recognized aspect of water re-

source developxne.ntin agriculture a.n.d.usuaUy the most important.

Other aspects are usually present, however, and at times more im-

portant. These- other aspects are 1assified in this study as draiiiage

and water conservation practices In many areas of western Oregon

and Washington, irrigation cannot be developed without also developing

a drainage system and/or flood protection. Sometimes the soils are

such that natural water percolation downward is almost nonexistent

and excess water must be taken. off the land by surface drainage sys-

tems. In cther cases, natural water supplies are sufficient and only

drainage is necessary. Many areas of land along rivers are useless

for agricultural purposes without flood protection. In the semi-arid

regions of eastern Oregon and Washington, conservation practices
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increase the effectual water supply by making better use of natural

precipitation.

Total investment in. agricultural water resource development is

difficult to assess since a substantial portion comes from private

sources. In addition, public investments are often in the form of

multiple purpose projects which serve both agricultural and nonagri-

cultural sectors. Special reports from Census of Agriculture indicate

an average capital investment of $137.00 per irrigated acre by irriga-

tion organizations in 17 western states and Louis ia.na in 1959 (64, p.

4-4-6).

Problem Statement

A significant portion of the water resource investments in the

Pacific Northwest has been allocated to water resource use and deve1-

opme.nt in agriculture. The public portion of these investments takes

many forms, administered under various programs by several agencies

and includes the building of dams and other structures, as well as the

promotion of various cost-sharing arrangements with individual farm-

ers. The decisions to invest-have been historically based upon a proj..

ect by project or program by program evaluation. Various decision

making units have been involved in these decisions and include individ-

ual farmers, farm groups (irrigation and drainage districts), munici-

palities, and state and Federal agencies. Recent planning efforts have
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been designed to coordinate many of these activities. An example is

comprehensive river basin planning i.n which Federal, state and local

groups have the opportunity to participate in the planning process.

This approach will hopefully remove some of the piece-meal, some-

times contradictory, decisions.

The private decisions to invest are not independent of the public

sector's investment decisions. Present period investments are in-

fluenced by the availability of present public funds and the expectation

of future public investments.. The development of an irrigation prcject

requires some private investment. Cost-sharing agreements which

are traditionally renewed year after year affect not only tctai. invest-

me.nt but the timing of private investment.

The piece-meal decision process and. its impact on private de-

cisio.n making point Out the necessity of coordinated public water man-

agement policy Growing demands (relatwe to supply) for water and

water-related capital (due to increased population and increased public

demand for water via recreation activities) increase the competition

for water and the importance of making correct decisions regarding

development. The recent awareness of ecological problems asso-

ciated with misuse of water adds prudence to the development ques.tio.n

and adds an additional note of urgency to implementing "good" decisions.

Comprehensive planning and the coordination of public and pri-

vate water development decision making seem imperative in the



determination of the best use of our water resources. The success

of such an approach depends on a great many factors--not the least

of which is reliable in.formatio.n concerning water use and productivity

in the agricultural sectOr. This implies the necessity of several kinds

of information including (1) the productivity of water i.n various uses

in different geographical areas, and (2) the aggregate regional pro-

ductivity of these water resources. Additional information require-

ments are the returns from both public and private investments in agri

cultural water resources. To these ends the following objectives are

outlined.

Objectives of the Study

The overall objective of the study is to determine the contribut.on

of agricultural water resource development to recent agricultural pro-

duction. More specifically, the objectives are to:

1. Determine production response coefficients for irrigation,

drainage, and water conservatio.n practices in each of sev-

eral farming areas in. the Pacific Northwest.

2. Determine the public and private returns per dollar invested

in agricultural water resources in the Pacific Northwest.
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Ju.stification

In summary of the above discussion, and in addition to it, it is

sufficient to say that this study is justified on the basis of providing

information for decision makers regarding an important problem of

the day. It is designed specifically for public water management policy,

i.ncludi.ngFdera1, regional, state, and local decision making groups--

though it may be of some value to individuals. The study is viewed as

providing partial i.nformation.to the input requirethents for intelligent

public decisions regarding an increasingly vital, publicly managed

resource.

The kinds of information, which this study is intended to provide

are considered important by the United States Water Resources Council

(64, p. 4-4-6).as evidenced by the following statement:

Federal agricultural water management policy should in-
clude consideration of both the policy's overall effect on
agricultural production, and the productivity of invest-
ment in irrigation relative to alternative investments such
as drainage, clearing of land, and other technological
developments.
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II. THEORY AND CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

The estimation of agricultural production functions was selected

as the basic technique for the analysis of water resource productivity

and returns to public and private water resource investment in Pacific

Northwest agriculture. The analysis was accomplished by explicitly

specifying important types of water resource investment as variables

i.n the production functions. Information regarding the contribution of

water resource investment to the value of farm productio.n and the re-

lationship to the other production inputs was obtained by statistically

estimating these functions.

The Production Function Concept

The concept of a production function is essentially a physical or

biological science concept of the relationships between inputs and out-

puts in a production process As such the concept is crucial to, and

has been predominantly used i.n the development of firm production

theory in economics. Coupled with input and ottput prices, the pro-

ductio.n fu.nctio.n determines the shape of the firm demand functions for

factor inputs, and the firm supply function for the output.

The production function concept has also been extended to include

the productio.n responses of an aggregate of firms, of industries, and

of regions. Many empirical studies have bee.n concerned with the
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estimation of production. responses at a level of aggregation above that

of individual firms. These.functions are typically referred to in the

literature as aggregate production fu.nctions

The extens ion of the production function concept beyond the firm

level of aggregation has been a response to the need for answers to a

certain class of questions. Questions of intercornrnunity or interre-

gio.nal allocation of resources in agriculture, for example, are con-

cerned with aggregate effects. Policy issues of farm organizations,

counties, states, regions, and nations are necessarily concerned with

the performance of groups of people, groups of firms, and perhaps

groups of industries.

Policy implementation usually requires control or influence on a

system at the aggregate level. This is not to say. that individuals with-

in the group are unimportant, only that it is usually an unworkable

propositio.n to consider each individual separately. Eve.n if this could

2The term "aggregate productio.n function" is typically defined to
mean a function which is at a higher level of aggregatio.n than the firm
level. The distinction was probably made at this level because of the
traditional firm orientation of micro-economic theory. However, this
definitio,n is completely arbitrary since any functio.n in the hierarchy of
aggregatio.n may be thought of as a.n aggregate of some lower level
functions. This traditional definitio.n is sometimes confusing, especially
in co.n.nectio.n with discuss ions on aggregation bias. Reference to an
"aggregate production fu.nctio.&' is also less descriptive than other
terms such as firm fu.nctio.n or industry function. Therefore, the
term "aggregate production function" will not be used in this writing.
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be done, it is not usually acceptable to disregard the aggregate effects.

The static pure competition model in micro-economics has no

real need for a production function of a higher level of aggregation

than the firm production function. Equilibrium conditions (which are

considered the standard or usual case) require that the marginal pro-

ductivity, and thus the marginal value product (MVP), of each produc-

tion factor be the same.for all firms since all price ratios are equal

for each firm and each interpreneur is a profit maximizer. The theory

does not necessarily require that each firm have the same production

function - - only that each function exhibit diminishing marginal pro-

ductivities of the factor inputs. Aggregation to the market level is ac-

complishedthrough the aggregation of firm supply functions for the

output and the aggregation of demand functions for the factor inputs.

The theory is designed to conceptually explain the firm side of the

market system and to provide a framework for predicting future market

conditions. The system is always considered to be moving toward equi-

librium. As a result the theory provides a static concept of how the

market utends to function but provides very little guidance to con-

ceptual measures of the Useverity?t and causesu of a particular dis-

equilibrium condition.

The existence of disequilibrium in the system is first evident in

the market place where quantity supplied does .nct equal quantity de-

ma.nded. But this evidence does not isolate the source of the
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disequilibrium or allow its analysis without an. investigation of the in-

dividu.als which make up the aggregate supply a.nd demand functions.

The theory assumes that the industry firms are attempting to maxi-

mize profits based on expected output prices and that appropriate in-

dustry adjustments will tend to be made in the next time period in the

event that output prices were not as expected in the present period.

Conceptually, the mechanics for tracing the disequilibrium to its

source are contained in the theory -- we may simply analyze each

firm in the industry. But the theory does not show how to analyze ag-

gregate disequilibrium associated with particular production. inputs.

An obvious alternative is to aimlyze the aggregate relationships,

provided it is possible to do so without ambiguity. To insure the ab-

sence of ambiguous answers from the aggregates, the relationship

between the individuals and the aggregate must be unique and identifi-

able. Given this realization and the set of existing prices, one will

be able to determine, ex post, whether firms in the.aggregate used the

appropriate level and combination of inputs. To explain the full con-

ceptual implications of unambiguous aggregate functions, the following

discussion uses the simplified case where firms produce a single homo-

geneous product and use the same set of hortiogeneous inputs. The

discussion is developed based on the relationship between firm pro-

duction functions and the industry function. It should be recognized

that the same principles hold for any aggregation level.
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Consistent Aggregation

A question of concern as to the usefulness of aggregate functions

is whether the aggregation is consistent. Aggregation will be said to

be consistent when the definition of the aggregate function is such that

solutions derived from it are not in conflict with the aggregation of

individual function solutions; i.e., the aggregate results are not am-

biguous. They are free of aggregation bias. Green (18, p. 35-44) has

derived the .neces sary and sufficient conditions for cons istent aggrega -

tio.n. The essentials of his derivations as related specifically to pro-

duction functions are presented in Appendix I, along with three simple

examples for illustrative purposes. Only the results and implications

are presented here.

In general, any set of continuous functions can be aggregated

consistently if the appropriate weights are used. For non-stochastic

models, consistent aggregation depends completely upon the aggrega-

tion procedure used. Some important results of Appendix I are:

1) If individual functions are linear with the same slopes, the

aggregate functiOn will be consistent when aggregates are de-

fined to be simple sums (see example A of Appendix I).

2) If individual functions are linear with different slopes, the

aggregate function will be consistent if (a) input aggregates are

weighted sums with weights equal to the firm marginal product
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for that particular input and the output aggregate is the simple

sum of outputs, or (b) input aggregates are simple sums and

output aggregates are weighted sums (see example B of Appendix

I) -

3) If individual functions are of the Cobb-Douglas type and

homogeneous of degree one, all having the same value for the

exponent of each input, aggregation will be consistent for con-

stant input ratios if (a) inputs and outputs ae simple sums in

the case where firms have identical functions, or (b) inputs or

outputs are simple sums while the other is a.n appropriate

weighted sum whe.n firms have functions with the same exponents

but different constant terms.

The requirements of consistent aggregation are slightly more

complicated whe.n the functions are stochastic instead of exact (see

Appendix I). This added dimension makes consistent aggregation de-

pend upon (1) the aggregatio.n procedure, (2) the algebraic form of the

equations, and (3) the statistical estimation method used.

Conceptually, the industry production function must meet some

very specific requirements. (It should be clear, however, that these

requirements are mathematically and statistically the same as is re-

quired for unambiguous aggregate supply and demand functions from

our usual market equilibrium theory). Given that firms exist and that

they each have a physical production function, an industry production
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or physical response function also exists which will provide the same

aggregate information as the aggregation. of the individual firm functio.n

responses, provided the aggregates are appropriately defined. Only

in special cases, however, will the firm functions contribute in equal

proportions to the aggregate; thus, simple sums data (summed over

firms) are appropriate only in special cases.

I.n some other respects, however, the industry function is con-

ceptually the same as conventional firm functions. The aggregate func-

tion is defined for a specific producti-o.n unit (the industry) and for a

specific unit of time (a production period of one year in most studies).

Given the function and the existing input-output prices one could indicate

the aggregate discrepancy (ii any) from optimal levels of resource use.

Given similar functions f or other groups of firms, one could also in-

dicate the desirable direction of the movement of resources between

groups.

Consistent Aggregation in Perspective

The aggregation problem has, for the most part, been ignored i.n

empirical aggregate studies. The obvious reason for neglecting the

problem is that there seems to be no practical alternative. Correct

aggregation of the data to provide a consistent aggregate function re-

quires specific information about the. individual functions which make

up the aggregate. If we had such information, we would have no need
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for the aggregate function. Most available data (e. g., Census of

Agriculture) are reported as simple sums and we usually have no

goodmethods by which to disaggregate them. The only functional

forms consistent with a simple sums data are linear functions with

like slopes or functions homogeneous of the first degree, with the

special restriction of identical functions with fixed input ratios. We

may assume, however, that the wider the divergence from both

similarity and linearity between the individual functions, the greater

the probability of a large aggregation bias at the aggregate level.

From an empirical point of yiew, it is noteworthy that there. is

no guarantee that we would be more accurate in evaluating aggregate

results if we first estimated the firm functions andthen aggregated

the results. The firm level function estimation is subject to the same

kind (if not the same potential magnitude) of error as the industry

function. These errors are from estimation, equation formulation,

and aggregation. This approach is, of course, much more costly in

time and reserarch expenditures when .the study involves large of firms.

Two implications of the above discussion on.consistent aggrega-

tionare important to.this study: (1) The aggregation problem is not

3Frorn.a mathematical point o.f view, a firm function is also an
aggregate function - - the components being some subdivision of the
farm; e. g.. ZOO one-acre production functions for a .200 acre farm.
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peculiar to the traditionally defined aggregate functions (industry, re-

gional, or a higher level of aggregation). The same problem exists at

the firm level. The potential bias at the firm level my be less, but

we have no such assurance. (2) A function (regardless of the level of

aggregation) will be consistent only if the aggregates are appropriately

defined in accordance with the form of the individual functions making

up the aggregate. Thus, the use of simple sums data (which are usually

the only data available for analysis) for the estimation of a nonlinear

aggregate function is necessarily an inconsistent aggregate. (3) Con.-

ceptually, the most appropriate level of aggregation for a particular

case depends on the kind of research question for which answers are

being sought. If one is interested in results at a high level of aggrega-

tion, there is perhaps a trade-off between probable inaccuracy due to

aggregation bias and the cOst of doing the analysis at a lower level of

aggregation. Limited research time and funds often prevent the anal-

ysis at the lower aggregation level.

Historical Development of Production Function Analysis

Advantages of the production function technique as compared to

alternative techniques. are its relative simplicity, the potential adapt-

ability to low-cost secondary data sources, and the existence of numer-

ous references to (apparently) successful past studies of a similar

type. Available alternatives to provide similar information are limited
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and costly, given the present state of economic research technology.

For example, farm survey data would provide the data for an aggregate

regional analysis but would be very costly for so large a rogio.n as the

Pacific Northwest. Studies for small areas would provide some infor-

mation but would lack the universality of the aggregate approach.

The following sections are designed to give the reader an over-

view of how production functions have been used i.n the past. A cross-

section of production function studies is given along with the criticisms

which followed in the literature. The discussion includes agricultural

and no.nagricultural studies. Studies at various levels of aggregation

are included.

Early Studies

The essential characteristics of the present day production func-

tio.n concept find their origin in early economic writings. The character-

is tic of eventually diminishing marginal productivities of the factor in-

puts did not have its beginning in contemporary firm theory but rather

i.n early descriptions of agriculture as an industry. In particular,

Ricardo described diminishing returns in his theory on rents.

Specific algebraic forms of the productio.n function were not sug-

gested until early in this century. W.icksell, as cited by Earl Heady

29, p. 15) suggested that agricultural output was a function of labor,

land, and capital, and that the function was homogeneous of degree one
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Cobb and Douglas (7) were the first to try empirical estimation They

estimated a production function for American manufacturing industries

by the use of time series data. The functional form used was

YaL_a (2.10)

where Y was the predicted index of manufacturing output over time, L

was the index of employment in manufacturing industries, and K the.

index of fixed capital inthe industry. Additional studies by Cobb and

Douglas using this same basic functional form (with the sum of the

exponents not necessarily equal to one) resulted in. the common usage

of the name Cobb-Douglas to describe the general form of (2. 10).

Various formulations of the Cobb-Douglas function have since

bee.n designed in response to a number of criticisms which arose over

the initial formulatio.n and its implications. The function has been used

for both national (or regional) and industry functions from both time

series and cross-sectional data.

Criticisms of early empirical estimation . . . Criticisms of early

attempts to estimate production functions included conceptual questions,

measurement, and estimation questions. Reder (40) indicated that

the empirical functions differ from the theoretical firm production

function in three ways: (1) l.a theory, the production function shows

the relationship betwee.n.input. quantities and the output of a firm and

not the input-output relationship from a.n aggregate of firms. (2)
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Theoretical production functions are in terms of physical quantities,

not in terms of value of output-added. (3) In firm theory the marginal

value producti%rity (MVP) of a factor input is the first partial deriva-

tive of the total produ.ct function, times th marginal revenue. In

the empirical function the -marginal-value product is assumed to be the

first partial derivative of the total value function Accordingly, an

MVP of the empirical function should be called an inter-firm MVP

while-the theoretical concept is a.n.i.ntra-firm MVP. Only under cot-

ditions of static pure competition equilibrium would the two concepts

be the same.

Reder's criticisms of a statistical nature poixited. out weaknesses

in the quality of data, inaccurate measurement, and tho:lack of rea-1

experiments to generate the data. The measurement of capital was

criticized since it did not measure-the annual flow of capital but mea-

sured either the capital stock or current investment. This may be of

particular importance i.n the use of cross-sectional data to estimate

firm functions where firms employ different technology because ef

fixed plants inherited from the past. Observations for the firm func-

tio.ns partially reflect differences in management skills over time in

the case of time-series data, and differences in-rnanageme.n.t skills

between e.nterpreneurs in the ca-se of cross-sectional data. Neither

time-series data nor cross-sectional data provide true experimentation

where capital and labor are combined at various levels to determine
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a corresponding output level.

More recent attempts to estimate production functions have taken

essentially two routes; (1) inter-industry functions of the original

Cobb-Douglas type which have been primarily concerned with estimat-

ing functional distributive shares between labor and capital, returns to

scale, and technological change over time and, (2) inter-firm functions

which have been primarily concerned with MVP estimates of particular

(more specific) inputs (and their comparisons) and returns to scale

for the industry. In addition to these two categories, a.nd withj.a agri-

culture, experimental data have been used to estimate physical pro-

ductio.n responses from various levels of fertilizer or other experi-

mentally controllable inputs.

Recent Estimation of Agricultural Production Functions

Resource productivity questions of a very specific nature (e.g.

marginal productivity of various kinds of fertilizer o.n a particular

soil type) have been recently analyzed with experimental data from

state experiment stations. Examples of these types of studies are

Miller and Boersrna (35) and Heady and Pesek (30). Studies such as

these are numerous in agriculture and provide a great deal of specific

information regarding production responses. Although these functions

provide more specific information than the firm or industry functio.ns

the results are usually less applicable to extension or policy issues
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sincethe control exercised in the experimental design (usually) .neces-

sarily requires the exposition of less variance in the important factors

than will be found in the "real world".

Firm productio.n functions es-timated from a cross-section of farm

records provide diagnostic information to the group of farms. They

indicate, for example, whether equilibrium conditions exist, i.e.,

whether returns to labor and various forms of capital are different

from their market prices. The nature of the information is more gen-

eral than that from experimental data and usually applies to broad

groups or aggregations of inputs. Heady and Dillon (a9, p. 554-585)

report several of these functions, each designed for a specific purpose.

A major criticism of this procedure (as in the ase of early

Cobb-Douglas functions) is that the data are non-experimental. But

as explained in the above paragraph, the usual experimental data are

not necessarily ideal for this type of analysis either, since full applica-

tion to extension or policy issues would require an experimental design

which would allow at least real-world magnitude changes in. all the in-i-

portant i.nput variables. Since the data for the firm functions are non-

experimental, considerable care and judgement are required to select

appropriate observations. Theobserved input levels are the results

of res ource owners' decisions to produce and are not subject to ex ante

control by the researcher. Careful ox post selection by the researcher,

however, may yield a set of real-world data comparable to
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experimental data in terms of the factor levels a.nd production. units

to which the data relate (29, p.. 187).

Other recent production functions for agriculture have been esti-

mated. from county data as opposed.to firm data in the above case. The

essential difference between the two formulations is simply that the

latter is based. on an aggregate (simple sums) of the firm input-output

records. Historically, the data source for these functions has been

the Census of Agriculture. A disadvantage over the firm level data

above is that the researcher can .not exercise as much selectivity in

obtaining appropriate observations. It is difficult, if not impossible,

to take account of differences. in..ma.nagement skills. (This problem

is also encountered in firm functions where cross-section farm survey

data are used.) An additional difficulty is that it is more difficult to

select aggregates of farms with similar products.

Recent studies based on county data. include attempts by Griliches

(20) to isolate the effects of labor quality differentials (measured by

level of education) on agricultural production. Headley (28) attempted

to measure the effects of agricultural pesticides and Ruttan (42) esti-

mated regional agricultural production functions and the demand for

irrigated acreage. These studies have typically made use of cross-

sectional rather than time-series data.

Use of firm and county data in agriculture has some advantages

over the early Cobb-Douglas functions for U. S.. industry. An
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important difference is the nature of the industry with which the re-

searcher is working. Since agriculture more nearly resembles the

'pure competition model, the required assumption of equal price ratios

for the firms making up the aggregate is more plausible than for other

sectors of the economy. Homogeneity of input and output mix may be

approximately maintained with careful selection of observations.

Another important difference is that the input set has been more corn-

pletely specified. The specification usually includes labor, cropland,

and various forms of fixedand operating capital. (Capital is specified

according to the kind of capital which is most important in the area

under study.) Nevertheless, essentially the same kinds of criticisms

have been made against these agricultural production functions - -

namely conceptual problems, measurement problems, and estimation

problems. The conceptual problem is as follows. If there exists one

function for the industry as we suppose, and if pure competition exists

as required to make sense of the value function, then why would we ex-

pect to observe more than one point cross-sectionally? Questions have

been raised, depending on the study in reference, as to the measure-

merit and combination of inputs which are obviously not of a homogeneous

nature. In addition, the requirements for mathematically consistent

aggregation are not strictly followed in the combination of variables and

i,n the specification of the industry function at the outset. Questions

have also been raised as to the appropriate measure of fixed capital
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to use in the estimation process an.d the implications of different mea-

sures. Statistical questions have been raised regarding the lack of

repeat observations associated with non-experimental data. The

question is also asked why we would expect any more error associated

with the value of output (taken as the dependent variable) than with any

of the independent variable set. Attempts. which have been made to

deal with some of these problems are cited in the following section.

Typical Measurement Procedures for Agricultural
Production Functions

A dir ect empirical corresponde.nceto the conceptual productio.n

function is not available at the firm or higher aggregation level. In

practice, firms do not produce a single product but several; all inputs

are not clearly separable nor distinctly defined. Some inputs which

appear to be variable and entirely TTconsumedt1, in the present production

process may, in fact, leave a residual which is carried over into a

future production period. Fixed inputs may exhibit a.n unobservable

service flow in a particular production period and consequently, are

difficult to quantify.

Typically, the problem of multiple outputs has bee.n treated by

using output prices as weights and summing over these value products

to obtain a total value of output. (As pointed out earlier, these are

not experimental data, but rather the values generated by economic
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decisions to produce.) The justification for this procedure is to group

firms within the aggregate so that they reflect the production of the

same set of products in relatively fixed proportions, implying that

firms all face essentially the same set of output prices. If it ca.n be

assumed that all firms in the aggregate produce a fixed proportion of

the various outputs, the problem is eliminated. If neither of these

assumptions are realistic, then some correction should. obviously be

made. Griliches(22) attempted to adjust for differences in product

mix by explicitly accou.ntth.g for the differences in percent of output

that is accounted for by livestock and livestock products. Mundlak

(36) demonstrated the, use of an implicit production function for the case'

of different product mix between firms, where he made use of re-

gression and covaria.nce analysis (as well as instrumental variables)

applied to both cross-sectional a.nd time-series data.

Measurement of the labor variable ha's been a source of criticism

in estimating production functions. The.typical approach. is to esti-

mate the total input in hours' or man-year units, without accounting for

quality differences. Lack of adequate data have prevented refinement

of the specification. The problem is reallytwo-fold; (1) the agri-

cultural labor force is composed. of hired, family, and operator labor,

and (2) large discrepancies in productivity may exist both within and

among the three components. Griliches (22) attempted to establish

whether education was a significant factor in labor productivity. The
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difficulty with trying to adjust.for quality differentials (labor or other-

wise) is that the adjustment requires a priori information about the

relative productivity of the different components. This is precisely

the information.we seek from the analysis in. the beginning. Concep-

tually, we could include each. component as a separate variable and

derive the separate productivitie.s. From a statistical standpoint,

however, this is not usually a realalternative since the number of

possible variables is restricted by the number of observations.

The measurement of the land. variable has typically been strictly

an acreage measurement without consideration- of differences i.n land

quality. Griliches (22) used the interest on value of land aà a. measure

of the service flow from land --. assuming that land value reflects the

quality differentials. Ruttan (26, p. 38) used two variables to repre-

sent the land input -- dryland acres--and irrigated acres-.

Other.forms of capital (e.g.,. machinery and farm buildings)

also present a.measurement problem. Conceptually, only the service

flow from "fixed" capital items should be entered as an input in the

present productio.n.period. In practice, the value of the stock of capi-

tal has been. used a a "proxy" for. the service.flow. In other cases, a

simple, annual depreciation rate has been used to represent the flow

from fixed capital.



Interpretation of the Agricultural Production
Function Estimated from County Data

There exist many levels of aggregation and two types of data from

which to estimate functions; thus, it is important that the reader under-

sta.nd the interpretation, of the function estimated from cross-sectional

data. A cross-sectional approach using county data is taken i.n this

study. The underlying assumptions required to make ueconomic sens&'

of such aggregate functions are related to the use' of replications in ex-

perimental design. A simple example will help convey the idea.

Assume that we want to estimate a production function.for ferti-

lizer in the production of corn on a particular farm. Two possibilities

exist.for obtaining, repeat observations. We could produce several

(say ten) crops on the same acreage under controlled greenhouse con-

ditio.ns, varying the levels of fertilizer over time. Alternatively, we

could isolate ten .Tidentical, one-acre tracts of land to provide obser-

vations and vary the levels of fertilizer between tracts. To the extent

that the tracts are identical and other factors (e. g.,. plowing between

tracts) are invariant between tracts, the difference in yields would

measure only the response due.to fertilizer. The basic assumption

required. is that everything not explicitly accounted.. for in the functional

relationship is quantitatively fixed or unimportant. We must also re-

quire that units. of both. fertilizer and the other 'Timportant" factors are

of a homogeneous' quality.
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Using the cross-sectional approach it is clear that we were think-

ing not of estimating an aggregate function for ten acres of corn in the

sense of estimating total corn production from ten acres. We were

thinking of estimating total corn production from one acre of corn from

various levels of fertilizer,. using ten tracts of land to provide obser-

vatio.ns -- and assuming that the te.nacres were otherwise identical

in all important respects.

In the present study, county cross-sectional data were used to

estimate the productionfunctions.. It should be clear that these func-

tions are county production functions. The reasoning for this conclu.-

sion is analogous to the corn example above. The functions are aggre-

gate fi..uictions in that they represent input-output relationships for the

aggregate of firm level input-output records. We assume that counties

are homogeneous units4 and that we are measuring, output aggregates

from different levels of aggregate input use, but that each county has

the same production fu.n.ction and is operating at a unique position on'

it. The "homogeneous" county units provide cross-sectional observa-

tions from which to estimate a county prcduction. function.

4Considering counties as homogeneous units simply implies that
for any two counties having the same quantity of homogeneous inputs
(labor, machinery, cropla.nd, etc. ), output would be the same.
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III. UNITS OF OBSERVATION, VARIABLE MEASUREMENT,
AND FUNCTIONAL FORM

Three major components of the development and. implementation

of a model are the choice of the units of observation, decisions regard-

ing variable measurement, and the selection of the functional equation

form. The three major sections of this chapter are devoted .to these

topics.

Units of Observation

The choice of the units of observation partially depends. upon the

geographical, hydrologic, a.nd climatic, characteristics of the study

area. The 'following description.is given to enhance the reader's

understanding of the area characteristics.

Description of the Study Area

The study area consists of the three states of Oregon, Washington

and Idaho. The region is commonly known a the Pacific Northwest

and includes most of the drainage area. of the Columbia River basin

within the United States, the portion of the Great Bas in within Oregon,

and the coastal areas of Oregon and Washington.

The region is physiographically diverse. Western Oregon and

Washington are characterized by two parallel mountain ranges which

extend from north to south through the two states. The coastal range
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parallels the ocean a few miles back from shore while 100 miles east

the Cascade range extends the entire distance from northern Washington

to southern. Oregon. The Willarnette-Puget Trough lies between the

two ranges. East of the Cascades lie the basin and range area,. includ-

ing parts of the Columbia Bas in, the Snake River Plains, and numerous

intermoantain valleys of the Rocky Mountain system.

The mountain, system has a. great impact on the region!s climate.

West of the Cascades the winters are wet and mild while summers are

typically very dry. Annual rainfall varies from about 30. inches- in the

valleys .to as high as 100 inches-in areas along the coast. East of the

Cascades, temperature extremes are greater and rainfall less.

Although precipitation varies with elevation, annual averages are as

low as eight inches in.the 'central plains.

The average annual 'water runoff of the region is in excess of 200

million acre feet per year (64, p. 6-16-3). About 54maf/yr.. originates

in Canada. Major ground water aquifers capable- of providing supplies

for irrigation, municipal, and industrial uses underlie about one-

fourth of the region. Total irrigated acreage in the region-was esti-

mated to be- over -four million acres-in 1966. Approximately 1.4-million

acres were irrigated, in Oregon, with 1.5 million and 3.3 million in

Washington and Idaho, respectively. Both ground water and surface

sources are important, but the major supply of irrigated water comes

from surface sources. An average- annual 5. 4 million acre feet of
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stream flow depletion is estimated for the states of Washington and

Oregon. An additional . 5 million acre feet are depleted from ground

water sources jn.the two states. An estimated 8.5 million acre feet

of stream and, ground water depletion is expected in a recent typical

year in Idaho.

The study area consists of 157.2 million acres. of land (58, 59

60, state Table 1) of which 79. 2 million acres (32, p. 60) are national

forest lands. Approximately 19.2 million acres of land are cultivated

i.n crop production (26, p. 70) and the remaining 58.8 million acres

include' range, forest and waste land which are important in livestock

production, wildlife habitat, and in providing various forms: of recrea-

tion. In general, the region has a very highly diversified output of agri-

cultural products. Agricultural production west of the Cascade Moun-

tai.n range in Oregon and Washington is predominantly dairy and live-

stock products near the coast and highly diversi.fied (field crops,

vegetables, fruits, and. nuts) i.n the Willamette Valley and northward

into Washington. Livestock production and field crops are important

in eastern Oregon and Washingto.n as well as most of Idaho.

Delineation of the.Study Area by Homogeneous Subregions

The three-state study' area was divided, into five' county groups

or subregions. The delineation was based on the type of farm output

which was most prevalent. The five' subregions are designated Areas
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A, B,. C, D, and. E, and are characterized by the dominant types. of

farm output as follows:

(1) Area A contains 41 counties which typically produce field

crops, and. livestock and livestock products;

(2) Area B is composed of 15 counties which produce primarily

livestock and livestock products;

(3) Area C is composed of 20 counties which produce mostly

field crops;

(4) Area D (27 counties) produces mostly livestock, and dairy

and. livestock products, and

(5) Area.E (16 counties) is highly diversified in its production

(see Figure 1).

The procedure for grouping the counties was based on the percent

of the total value of farm products sold (TVFPS) from the various

Ce.nsus classifications of farm output. The Census classification in-

cludes the following:

1. All crops (AC)

(a) field crops. (FC)
(b) vegetabLes. (V)
(c) fruits and nuts (FN)
(d) forest products. (FP)

2. All livestock and livestock products (ALLP)

(a) poultry and poultry products (PPL)
(b) dairy products (DP)
(c) livestock and livestock products (LLP)



AREA A
Oregon

Benton (56) Idaho (83) Idaho
Crook (64) Jefferson (100)
Cilljam (46) Jerome (108)

Adams (84) Nez Perce (81) Idaho
Blame (99) Power (109)

Jefferson (58) Kootenai (76) Ada (96)
iClamath (70) Lincoln (104)

Boise (90)
AREA D Bonner (74)

LemhL (86)
Maiheur (73) Musidoka (105) Franklin (116)
Morrow (47) Oneida (115)

Oregon
Cern (89)

AREA C
Umatilla (48) Owyhee (112) Clatsop (38) Shoshone (78)
Union (49) Fayette (88) Oregou Columbia (39)

AREA E
Waflowa (50) Talon (102)

Lian (57)
Coos (65)

Wasco (44) Twin Falls (113)
S1errnan (45)

Curry (67) Oregon
Valley (85) Descliutes (63)

Washinaton Washington (87) JoseIine (68)
Clackamas (52)

Washington Hood River (43)
Lincoln (53)

Grant (17) Jackson (64)
AREA B Adams (24) Tillamook (40)Klikitat (33) Lane (62)

Benton (30)
Yakima (29) Oregon Columbia (35)

Washington Marion (55)

Baker (61) Douglas (11) Clallam (7)
Muitnoniak (42)

Idaho
Douglas (66) Franklin (31) Clark (32)

Polk (54)
Washington (41)

Bannock (110) Orant (60) Garfield (36) Grays Harbor (12)
Bear Lake (117) Harney (72) Lincoln (18) Island (9)

Yamhill (51)

Boundary (74) Lake (71) Spokane (19) Jefferson (8) Washington
Butte (92) Wheeler (59) WaflaW-alla (34) King (15)

Chelan (10)
Camas (98) Whitman (25) Lewis (23)

Cowlitz (27)
Canyon (95) Washington Mason (13)

Kit:sap (14)
Caribou (111) Idaho Pacific (22)

Asotin (37) Okanogan (3)
Cassia (114)

Ferry (4) Benewah (77)
Snohomish (9-1)

Pierce (21)
CIark (93)

Kittitas (16) Bingham (106)
Stevens (5)

Skagit (2)
Clearwater (80)

Fend Oreille (6) Bonneville (107)
Thurston (20)

Skamania (28)
Custer (91)

San Juan (0) Latah (79) Wahkiakum (26)
Elmore (97)

Lewis (82)
Whatcom (1)

Fremont (94) Madison (101)
Gooding (103)
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FIgure 1 The Pacific Northwest and Five Homogeneous Farming Areas
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Area A contains counties with greater than 50% of TVFPS from

FC plus LLP, where the percent from FC and from LLP is greater

tha.n 20%. Area B contains counties with at least 50% of TVFPS from

LLP and less than 20% from any other single source. Area C con-

tai.ns at least 50% of TVFPS from FC a.nd less than 20% from any other

single classification. Area D contains counties with at least 50% of

TVFPS from ALLP and not less than 10% from DP and .not less than

10% from LLP. Area F contains the remaining counties which exhibit

a diversity of TVFPS between the seven classifications.

The rationale for this delineation is to group production units

which have similar production relationships and i.nput-output prices i.n

order to reduce aggregation bias. The two important factors in aggre-

gatio.n bias are constant i.nput and output prices among observations and

proportional i.nput a.nd output combinations. By delineating homogeneous

farming areas according to type of farm output, the i.nput combina-

tions a.nd prices of inputs and outputs are expected to be very similar,

or at least more similar than -if the entire Pacific Northwest was- in-

cluded i.n one category. Some differentials i.n prices, no doubt, exist

in cases where transportation costs for some counties would be sub-

stantially greater tha.n others in the area.

Another 'purpose of the delineation is to hold constant a set of

output-oriented agricultural policy variables with which this study is

not concerned. Price supports and allotment programs have
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considerable impact on the value of certain classes of agricultural

production -- especially in certain uunusualtt years. Since this study

is concerned with the effects of certai.n subsidized water resource

inputs i.n agriculture, it is necessary to delete the output policy effects.

The use of political boundaries (counties) is not ideal from a con-

ceptu.al point of view since, other units would be more important in de-

fining an internally homogeneous unit. Political boundaries do pro-

vide some measure of internal homogeneity, however, since various

farm programs are administered by county delineation. As a practical

matter, county observational units were required because of data limita-

tio.ns.

Variable Measurement

The aggregate production function for each of the five farming

areas was specified to include eight input variables. This specifica-

tio.n allows for the explicit recognition of the water resource inputs - -

irrigation, drainage, and water conservation practices --which are

the focal points of the study. A complete. specification a.nd appropriate

measures of all the inputs were considered essential to "good" estima-

tion.
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Definition of Variables.

The production function for each of the five homogeneous farming

areas was specified as

Y=f(X1, X2 ..... , X8) (3. 10)

where Y = valuc of farm products sold plus value of home con-
sumption ($1000)

X1 -man years of family, hired, and operator labor

X2=...value of current operating expenses, including feed for
livestock and poultry, seed, bulbs and plants, fertilizer,
gas, fuel and oil., machine hire, repairs and mainten-
ance, and pesticides ($1000)

X3 service flow of capital on farms, including most types
of mechanical equipment and farm buildings ($1000)

X4 cropland: quantity adjusted by .a quality index (1000
acres)

X5= AUMs (animal unit months) of available grazing (1000)
units)

X6 irrigation water application (1000 acre feet)

X7 service.flow of farm investment i.n drainage ($1000)

service flow of farm investment i.n water conservatio.n
practices. ($1000).

For a detailed explanatio.n of the data sources and procedures used, see

Appendix I. Particular attention, is given here to the measurement of

the service.flow of capital and the importance of quality differentials in

land. a.nd labor variables.
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Flow vs. Stock Concepts of Input Measurement

The measurement of capital assets in the cross-sectional pro-

duction function presents some conceptual and operational difficulties.

As mentioned in Chapter II, a commo.n practice found in the literature

is to use the stock value of capital assets as a proxy variable for the

actual portion of the input used in the present production period. This

practice can legitimately be used only in a special case and is ge.ner-

ally not satisfactory. Yotopoulas (65, p. 476) points out the fallacy

of this approach and, at the same time, shows that the correct mea-

surement ca.n be calculated from information usually available. The

proof and detailed explanation of his suggested procedures are presented

in Appendix I. Griliches presents basically the same argument (19, p.

1417).

Capital is a multiperiod input of production and yields outputs in

several time periods. The portion used in an early time period is

small compared to the remainder to be allocated to future time periods

and vice-versa in later years. In agriculture, capital usually con-

stitutes a significantly large portion of the total input i.n the production

process and thus should be measured properly if the analysis is to be

useful.

Conceptually, it is clear that only the current service flow of

capital inputs properly belongs in the input category of a production
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function estimated for the current time period. Ideally, in a perfect

market situation, this amount would be equal to the rental price per

unit of time, times the units of time the input is used in the production

period. Data. of this kind are not usually available. Data on the initial

investment or survey data of current market value of the stock are

usually the type of data available.

Use of the stock proxy as mentioned above is justified only on the

basis of an assumption which requires that the stock be proportional

to the flow.. If this property holds, the.n no information is lost by the

use of stocks instead of flows if the ratios are known. This can be

seen from the following examples.

If the function is of the multiplicative form

ala2Y=aS1 S2,

where Y = output

S1 a.nd S2 are stock values of two inputs, and stocks are pro-

portio.nal to flovs such that

S1 = k1F1 and S2 = k2F2

where k1 and k2 are constants greater than zero and F1 and F2 are

service flows corresponding to the above stocks, the.n

Y = a(kjF1)Cl(k2F3)a2

= a(k1)al(k2)0ZF F A F' F

where A = a(k1) (k2)



and the nerfts a1 and
°2

are unchanged - - the constant term ab-

sorbs the total effect.

In the case of an additive function of the form

Y a + b1S1 + b2S2,

where S1 k1F1 and S2 = k2F2 as before, a si.rnilar conclusion is

drawn.

Substituting for S1 and S2 we have,

Y a + bfF1 + bF2

where b k1b1, and b = k2b2.

The appropriate equation for the flow concept can be obtained from the

stock equation without loss of information just by knowing k1 and k2.

The above use of stocks, then is valid when proportionately holds.

This is not the usual case, since most capital items produce a variable

flow of services over the life of the asset and the change in stocks

(by deterioration), usually is at a different rate.

A summary of the results by- Yotopoulos. (Appendix 1) is as follows:

1) When the service flow of an asset with a finite life span is

constant over time (1. e.g, the sum of interest and deprecia-

tion is a constant, with the interest charges falling and de-

preciation charges rising as the asset ages), the use of

stocks instead of flows places more weight on the more dur-

able asset.
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Z) When the service flow of an asset with a finite life span de-

teriorates with time, the use of stocks instead. of flows also

places more weight o.n the more durable asset (proportion-

ally more weight than in the case of a constant seivice flow).

3) A varying weight from stocks to flows may result (depending

on their relative rates of change) in the case where assets

(e.g.., livestock) first appreciate with age and then depre-

date.

4) When an asset has an infinite life span.(e. g., land), stocks

will remain proportional to flows and either measure will do.

The appropriate service.flow for each of the four cases above

were derived by Yotopoulos and are shown in Appendix .1, equations

Za 12, Za 15 and 2a 17 Equations Za.12 and Za 15 are the continuous

form for the case where the service flow is constant, and the case

where the service flow varies with time, respectively. Equation Za. 17

is the discrete, general case where market values are available at dis-

crete points in time.

The above formulas were utilized in the calculatio.n of the service

flow for three of the fixed capital variables; capital service flow from

machinery (X3), drainage (X7), and ACP (X8). The data for X7 and X8

were available in a time series from 1940 through 1964. The service

flow from any particular year's investment was assumed to deteriorate

at a rate equal to the inverse of the expected.life of the asset. Using

formula 2a. 15, the service flow for 1964 was calculated for each annual
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investment and individual service flows were summed. to obtain a total

1964 flow for the asset. For example, if a particular aspect of drain..

age investment had an expected. life of ten years and investments were

made in each of the ten years preceeding 1964, then ten service flow

estimates were made for 1964; the investment made in 1955 contributes

its tenth and final flow increment, the 1956 investment contributes its

ninth.flow increment, and so on, through 1964. These components

were summed to obtain a flow for 1964. This procedure should bea

substantial improvement over an attempted. current market valuation

of the capital stock which is. often used.

In the case of machinery capital, time-series data.o.n invest-

meats by classes of machinery items were not available, so the discrete

form, 2a. 17, was used to calculate the 1964 service flow. That.for-

mula is

Rt = rV (V+i_V)

where R = service flow in period t

Vt market value at beginning of period t

market value at end of period t

r discount rate.

The base data for this variable comes, from Farm Income Situa-

tion estimates of capital consumption, which approximates the annual

change in market value. V1-V was assumed to be equal.to this change
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for 1964, for each county (see Appendix I for a detailed explanation).

Quality Dimensions of Input Variables

Quality differentials among units of an aggregate create essen-

tially the same problem of aggregation bias as summing over firms

which are not using. proportionally the same input-output combinations.

This problem has a certain pote.ntial of occurring, on any of the aggre-

gate variables but, give.n the present nature of the input classes in this

study, It is most likely to 'be important in the labor and land variables.

The other inputs, -- irrigation, AUMs, current operating expendi-

tures, capital, drai.nage and. ACP -- appear to be relatively homogen-

eous among units of the aggregates.

Labcr quality differentials. . . The aggregation procedure used

for labor assumes homogeneity of labor units within the three corn-

pone.nts - - family, hired, and operator labor. This variable has the

potential of introducing considerable aggregation bias into the model.

By delineating the farming areas according .to type of farm output,

however, much of the bias is expected to be' reduced since we would

expect proportionally the same amounts of hired, family, and. operator
5labor among the counties producing nearly the same product. Quality

5An analysis of variance of the labor components seems to sup-
port this conclusion. The ratio of family, operator, and hired to total
labor is significantly greater between areas than within areas, at the
95% probability level.
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differentials within each of the three components, however1 is difficult

to access. One indicator of qualitydifferentials is education levels.

Griliches (22, p. 419) found education to be an important factor in

specifying agricultural production functions. His study, however, used

regional data as observations £ or a national model. There would not

be as much variation expected within the Northwest among counties as

across the nation among regions.. One could weight the labor compon-

ents by an index of education, as did Griliches. The difficulty with

this approach is that no real procedure exists to indicate the appropriate

weights for different levels of education. For example, we need to

know the productivity of twelve years of education as opposed to the

productivity of six years.

To the extent that there exist significant differences in the pro-

ductivity of hired labor between counties in a homogeneous farming area,

the productivity of family, labor between counties, and the productivity

of operator labor between counties, then the coefficients for labor will

be biased. Some bias will also enter because of the differences in the

ratios of these components, but this is expected to be minimal. In.

general, the bias is not expected to be large because of the delineation

of the homogeneous farming areas.

Land quality differentials . . . The variable' which probably dis-

plays the greatest potential for a biased coefficient due to the neglect

of quality differentials is land. Given the varied geography and all the
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various soil characteristics of the region, it is clear that the aggrega-

tion of units of land. irrespective of their quality differences would be a

meaningless. measure.

A literature search. on the subject suggests that no really satis-

factory index is available. Griliches (22, p. 423) used the interest

on the value of cropland as a xneasure.for the cropland input. The

procedure has the disadvantage of including usitefl or 11location value

and is not independent of other fixed assets on the land such as buildings,

irrigation canals and underground pipe systems,. and drainage facilities.

Ruttan (42, p. 38) used quantity of cropland, distinguishing only between

irrigated and nonirrigated land. Headley (28, p. 22) used the capital

stock of land and buildings, which includes not only site value but is an

inappropriate measure because of the influence of buildings and other

improvements.

Ideally, what is needed is a.n index which measures the natural

productivity of the unimproved, soil. Such a. measure is difficult to de-

fine a.nd. seemingly impossible .to determine.

A different approach was.take.n'in this study. To reduce the

aggregation bias due to quality differentials, two procedures were

followed: (1) A distincti.o.n was made between cropland and grazing

land because of the unlikely possibility of defining a.weighting scheme

which would condense these two categories into homogeneous units - -

thus, two variables. were included; cropland and AUMs. (2) A cropland
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productivity index was constructed to transform the cropland acres to

reLatively homogeneous units. Thus, the. cropland variable is the in-

dex-weighted quantity of cropland in the county.

The cropla.nd quality index was constructed separately th each

area in two steps: (1) A base county which grew crops most common

to all other counties in the area was selected. Ratios of average county

per acre yields for all common crops were calculated using the base

county yields as the denominator. (2) The county land quality index

was calculated by summing these ratios, weighted by the ratio of each

county's acreage to the.total area acreage for each common crop.

To illustrate the index construction, consider the following hy-

pothetical example; Assume Area I contains two counties producing

wheat and corn. Assume further that.Cpunty 1 has average yields of

four bushels of wheat a.nd six bushels of corn; County 2 (the base county.)

has yields of six and eight, respectively.. Acreages, of wheat and corn

are; County 1 - ten and twenty acres, respectively, and County 2 -

twenty and forty acres, respectively.- The yield ratios are; County 1

2/3 for wheat and 3/4 for corn, and County 2, one.f or both wheat and

corn. Ratios of county acreages to the total are; County 1, 1/3 for

both wheat and corn, a.nd County 2,. 2/3 for wheat and 2/3 for corn.

The resulting indexes are .47222.for County 1 and 1.3333 for CowityZ.

The ratio of these two indexes is invariant with the selection of the base
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county. 6 Appendix Table II lists the indexes by Area and County.

Yields were take.n from the Columbia-North. Pacific Comprehensive

Framework Study (39) and represented the normal yields for all counties

in a recent average year.

The index used in this study is only a rough approximation of the

ideal index but is expected to remove much of the problem of combining

heterogeneous cropland units. This index is based on yield data which

reflects, to some degree, the use of irrigation, fertilizer and the other

inputs. Yields under strictly dryla.nd conditions would perhaps have

produced a Hbetter index; this procedure was .not used since most

crops are not produced at all under dryland conditions in some areas.

The index based. only on dryland yields then would have neglected the

productivity advantage of much of the best cropland..

6 lii tabular form the example is shown as follows:
Land Quality Index Example

Crop
Wheat Corn. Index

Yield ratios
cou.nty 1 2/3 3/4
cOu.nty2 1 1

Acreage ratios
county 1 1/3 1/3
county. .2 2/3 2/3

Index
county 1 .4722
county 2 1.3333
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Erro.s in the Variables and. Specification Bias

Two. major problems associated with variable measurement and

inclusion of relevant variables are errors in the variables and specifi-

cation bias. Both. of these problems result in biased coefficients. i.n

the application of the ordinary least-squares (OLS) technique. The

individual consequences and indications of the effects of these condi-

tions are discussed in this section.

Errors in the variables. -- The underlying assumptions. of OLS

for the linear model Y X p + U (matrix notation) may be simply stated

as follows (32, p. 107):

E(U) = 0

E(UU').= ET2 'fl

X is a set of fixed numbers

X has rank k< n.

The first assumption states that the expected value of each U. equals

zero (this implies that U is a random variable with expectation zero,

and we are not required.to know its distribution). The second assump-

tion implies that the variance of the U. are all equal and that th U.

values are pairwise uncorrelated. The third assumption states that the

X7s are observed without error and are a set of fixed numbers. The

fourth assumption states that the number of parameters to be estimated

is less than the number of observations.
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When the assumption of fixed X is violated due to measurement

error, the observed, values of X only approximates the underlying "true1'

values. Applicatoon of OLS in this case will yield biased estimate8

of , even when the sample size is large (31, p. 149). The problem

can. be solved (i. e.., unbiased coefficients may be obtained) only with

some very special, additional information and some additional, more

restrictive assumptions.

The data used in this study are almost certain to contain. some

measurement error since the data are from secondary sources, designed

for multiple uses. In the case of census data, the values used to de-

rive the X's in this study are partially based. on sample data which

implies the existence of a.n error term.

One method of approaching the problem consists of using instru-

mental variables (proxy variables) which can be measured without

error. The' difficulty with thi.s approach is that it may simply change

the problem from one whose effects are rather obvious .to one whose

effects are mostly hidden. That is, the problem may simply be trans-

formed to a problem of not knowing bow good a representation of the true

variable the' proxy really is. In additio.n.to this difficulty, it is not

likely that even a proxy variable (inthis study) could be measured with-

out error. Another method for solving the problem requires assump-

tions about the distributions of the error terms for each X and for 13.

It also requires knowledge of the relationship between the vaHances
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of the error termsfor each X and the variance of U (31, p. 151-175).

Although this approach may hold good possibilities in some cases, it

is not likely that such explicit information exists for the data in this

study. About the best that ca.n be done in this case is to recognize

that, other things equal, the regression coefficients will be biased due

to measurement error.

Specification bias. -- When unimportant variables are included

in an OLS model, significance tests indicate that the coefficient is not

significantly different from zero a.nd we may drop the variable from

the equation. When important variables are not included inthe model,

specification error is said to exist and the estimated coefficients of the

variables in the equation will be biased. [For a proof of this statement,

see Draper and Smith.. (11, p. 82).] This is the reason that the model

must include all of the important variables and not just the ones of

particular interest.

A related problem exists i.n this and other similar economic

studies when no repeat observations for X exist. In this case, the re-

sidual mean squaresj(Yi..Id.f. ,. has expectation only LI the

model is correct. If the model is not correct, the expected value of

the residual mean square contains a positive bias and will result in a

tendency for smaller F and t values which are used in testing total

r
A

The model is hlcorrectni if E(Y) = (Y) for all values ofX..
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regression and individual coefficients for significance. It is note-

worthy that R2 is not a reliable indicator of correct models since it

is independent of the '1lack of fit" sum of squares. 8 Without repeat

observations on X (or perhaps prior information on "pure error") no

precise method exists for evaluating model correctness. Consequently,

the t and F tests have the distinct possibility of reflecting bias and must

be used with the understanding that they are valid only if we assume the

model is correct.

Functional Forms and Estimation Techniques

Several considerations are important i.n specifying the functional

form of a production function. Some of these considerations are: (1)

the compatibility with economic theory, (2) data limitations, (3) liinita-

tions in available statistical techniques, and (4) consistent aggregation.

Several equation forms are discussed in the following sections. Each

of these.forms is evaluated with respect to the above considerations in

the context of this study.

7The actual mea.n square values generated by a particular "in-
correct" model may, by chance, not have a larger value since it has a
random element.

8Give.n repeat observations on X, "pure error" can be estimated.
The residual sum of squares used to calculate R2 is the sum of,. the sum
of squares for pure error and the sum of squares for lack of fit and is
invariant with any dIstribution of values between the two (11, p. 27).
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Linear Functions

Functions which are linear in both the variables and the para-

meters were used in the study. These functions can be estimated with

OLS and are compatible with the requirements for consistent aggrega.-

tion (if we assume micro units have linear functions with the same

slope). Thus, the available, simple sums data are applicable. Sta-

tistically, these functions are "efficient users" of degrees of freedom. 9

These functions, however, do not exhibit the usually expected diminish-

ing returns and as a result, marginal products and marginal rates of

technical substitution are constants. This functional form implies that

the inputs are "independent" rather tha.n substitutes or compliments in

production. The elasticity of production depends on the constant and

the level of output and is; (1) always equal to one when the constant

equals zero, and (2) begins at zero whe.n Y is equal to the constant .nd

approaches one as Y increases without bound (previded the constant

term. of the equation is assumed positive). Although Cobb-Douglas

functions have been the most widely used functions for the type of ag-

gregate data used in this study,. linear functions have been used with

some success and considered superior by the researcher (33, p. 2).

Functions which are li.near in the parameters but not i.n the

9Equations are said to be efficient users of degrees of freedom
if the number of parameter estimates, relative to the number of van-
ables is a minimum.
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variables were tested on a portion of the data but were not given serious

consideration for statistical reasons. These functions involving cross-

product terms and powers of the X's (e.g., Y b0 + b1X1 + b3XJX2 +

b4X12 + b5X22) are highly inefficient users of degrees of freedom. The

degrees of freedom were relatively important in this study since the

total observztions for one area were as small as 15.

Cobb - Doug las Functions

Probably the best known functional form found in the literature on

aggregate production fu.nctionsis the Cobb-Douglas. function which has

the general form
b b bYbX 1X . ..X

0 1 2

The parameteris for this function were estimated by ordinary least-

squares (OLS) techniques applied to the logs of the variables and by a

non-linear technique in the real number form. The function is an ef-

ficient user of degrees of freedom. It also allows the possibility of

consistent aggregation from simple sums data when the sum of the ex-

ponents equals one (in this case it is a homogeneous function.of degree

One). Diminishing factor returns are possible with the Cobb-Douglas

function (they may also be continually increasing) but will, be always

negative or always positive. Marginal rates of technical substitution

are symmetrical and vary directly with the ratio of the inputs.. The

elasticity of production is a constant over the entire function and may
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exhibit the qu.alities of the traditional textbook production function.)

The elasticity of substitution is always equal to one arid any two inputs

are always, either substitutes or complements but never change over

the function.

Cobb-Douglas functions were also estimated in their real number

form. An iterative procedure was used to derive the parameter.s esti-

mates for the functions. Some kind of an approximation techniqu.e is

required since the function is nonlinear in. the parameters and applica-

tio.n of the usual linear regression techniques is not possible. The com-

puter program used to estimate the parameters l.n this study makes use

of the Standard Gauss-Newton mathematical method (11., ch. 10).

Briefly explained, the method uses the first term of the Taylor Series

expansion and a series of.Ii.near regressions to converge on the para-
n

meter values which. miiaifriize (y-Y) . Given the function
i=l i I

Y= F(X,P)

where Y is the dependent variable vector,

X the independent variable vector, arid

P the parameter vector,

an initial estimate of P is selected and the relation
o_ 9Y 8Y 8YF.

°iap +azap .+.. +c p +eii ri fl

is estimated using OLS procedures to estimate (i=l . . . n). (The
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superscript on F indicates the function value for the 1th observation of

X given the initial estimates of P.) The a. estimate a change in the

marginal contribution of P. to the 1th deviation about Y, give.n the initial

parameter set. The a. are subtracted from the initial estimates of P

and these values provide a new set of parameter estimates. The pro-

cedure repeats itself until the change in the P (i. e., a. ) is arbitrarily

small a.nd the last set of P is taken as the least-squares estimates.

The adva.ntage of this technique over the log transformation pro-

cedure is that it allows the assumption of an additive error term which

may be more realistic than a mtiltiplicative one. A disadvantage is that

the usual lit" and "F" tests are no longer strictly valid. However, in

the case where the Cobb-Douglas is essentially linear over the range

of the data th parameters thay be tested by assuming an approximate
A

distribution for
I-,'

Also, individual or groups of parameters may be tested by the "extra

sum of squares" principa.l as presented by Draper a.nd Smith (11, p.

67).
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IV. PRELIMINARY ESTIMATES

The preliminary results a attempts to estimate the parameters

of the linear and Cobb-Douglas functions are given and discussed in

this chapter. Ordinary least-squares (OLS) regression was used to

estimate the parameters for the linear and log linear functions. The

parameters for the Cobb-Douglas functions-were also estimated by a

nonlinear regression technique. The two sets of parameters for the

Cobb-Douglas functions are compared and analyzed for consistency

with the: implied assumptions. MVP estimates were calculated ad

compared amongthethree equations and among the-five areas.

Multicollinearit y tests were conducted for the linear equations

to test the reliability of the statistical tests from OLS. Procedures

by Farrar and Glauber (14) were used to test the models for multi-

collinearity. The results of these tests are discussed and compared

among. the equations for the- five- areas.

The Linear -Functions F-om Ordinary Least-Squares Estimation

In four of five cases, te linear functions have larger R2s than

the log linear functions (see Table I). Only in Are E is-the reverse

true. Given the assumptions of ordinary least-squares, the estimated

parameters forX1 through X5 for the linear function.in Area A are



Table I. Aggregate Agricultural Production Functions for Five Homogeneous Farming Areas Pcif,c North.vet, 1964

Parameter Estimates for

Coustant x2
*

X4 X5 X7* Sum of Eapon- Critical Values of
Forsu and
Homogeneous

(labor ($1000 ($1000 (1000 (1000 (1000 ($1000 ($1000
K2

euts for Cobb- Students 't

Farming Area ** in man current capital acres AOMS) acre drain- service Dug1a.s

years) operating service crop- feet age flow of Fm,ctious

eapersl- flow) land) intga- service ACP) Natural Log
itureS) ttoe fIw)

water)

Ares A 1. 697 2.042

Linear -1142.336 5.154 2.920 -2.069 15.184 5.454 5.513 -263.436 17.801 .9925
(.767) (.343) (.843) (4.580) (1.580) Z.84S) (145.870) (33.902)

LogofC.D. S.048 .2076 .7637 -.1024 .1074 .19 .0861 .0022 .0054
(.159) (.097) (.146) (.045) (.035) (.028) (.021) (.029) .9904 .9861 1.057

Nat. ofCD. 6.948 .4470 .7248 -.3697 .0755 .0747 .1075 -.0395 .0568 .9937 1.077
(3.727) (.087) (.096) (.117) (.055) (.038) (.059) (.031) (.032)

AreaS 1.943 2.447

Linear -37.275 2.353 3.078 .112 -5.076 1.050 1.246 102.430 -80.709 .9993
(1. 185) (.273) (.280) (1.711) (.418) (1.144) (30.503) (24.130)

Log. ofC.D. 4.066 .5814 .6733 -.1840 .0260 .1103 .0194 .1084 -.3289
(.327) (.187) (.319) (.081) (.044) (.024) (.046) (.089) .9980 .9947 1.005

Nat. ofC.D. 1.3906 .4336 .7035 .1811 -.0895 .1142 -.0257 .1517 -.4573 .9977 1.012
(1.010) (.217) (.162) (.204) (.073) (.069) (.054) (.057) (.163)

AreaC 1.796 2.201

Linear -402. 438 -4. 931 2.738 1.240 5.583 -1. 925 9.324 16.100 -1. 812 .9809
(4.127) (.525) (1.636) (3.501) (5.736) (3.729) (71.098) (5.097)

log ol C 7) 3 162 6168 5450 8789 1863 - 0253 0753 - 0137 - 0450 9845 9793 954
277) (164)

(
213) ( 068) (

050)
(

025)
(

037)
( 034)

Nat. of C. 1). .4425 -.6624 .7383 .9881 .191.9 -. 0199 .0277 -. 0803 -. 0585 .9824 1.125
449) ( 276) ( 174)

( 216 ( 058) 045) ( 044)
( 05$) (

022)



Table I. Continued.

Parameter ianat5 tot

Functiou Constant 111 X2
*

X4 X
* *

Sum of Expon- Ctltical Values of
Form and

(labor ($1000 ($1000 (1000 (1000 (1000 ($1000 ($1 curs for Cobb- Student's 't"
Homogeneous Douglas
Fannmg Area

in man current capital acres Am5ls) acre drain- service
Fauctiona

years) opera service crop- feet age flow of
expend- flow) land) irriga- service ACI') Natural Log
iturea) flow)

water)
.

1.734 2.101

Linear -325.217 2.721 1.927 -.750 20.368 2.010 3.028 6.811 -6.570 .9854
(1.895) (.292) (.567) (11.785) (3.588) (3.558) (55.423) (22.698)

Log of C.D. 1.187 .2987 .5993 .2465 -.0643 .0243 .0339 -.0045 -.0331
(.227) (.152) (.280) (.110) (.057) (.033) (.042) (.038) . 9833 .9821 1.101

Nat. oIC,D. 2.6235 .4658 .7000 -.1513. .0141 .0554 .0172 -.0072 -.1)167
(2.563) (.238) (.156) (.262) (.094) (.056) (.042) (.061) (.04.4) .9827 1.078

AreaE 1.895 2.355

Linear -22.417 6.432 1.611 -2.104 26,402 .234 2.831 -29. 754 -19. 642 .9907
(1.913) (.593) (.917) (28. 305) .190) (12.570) (55.991) (82.588)

Log ofC.D. 10.880 .8607 .7301 -.7472 .0872 .0437 -.0198 -.0553 .0884
(.200) (.188) (. 244) (.069) (.033) (.051) (.039) (.845) .9942 9952 .988

Nat. ofC.D. 12.2475 .8967 .5809 -'.7391 .0878 .0374 -.0239 -.0450 .0838
(12.370) (.274) (.242) (.334) (.102) (.039) (.040) (.035) (.066) .9874 .978

* These inputs svere calculated using a 0.05 discount rate. Discount rates of 0.075 and 0. 10% were alo used but the estimated coefficients did not change significantly. Results from these re-
gressions are available upon request from the author.

4* Log of C.D. refers to the log form of the Cobb-Douglas function; Nat. of C.D. refers to the natural form of the Cobb-Douglas function.

0'0
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all significant at the 99% level.
6

and are significant at the 90%

level, while is. significant at only 50%. . The variable parameters

for Area B are all significant at the 95% level except X3 and w11cI

are significant at 40% and 65%, respectively. Area C has parameter

estimates which are significant at 95% for X2, X4 and X6. The para-

meter fqX1 is significant at 70%. In Area D, the parameter for

is significant at 99%; l and are significant at 90%.
6

S signifi-

cant at only 65%. Area F has parameters significant at 99% for

andX3. The parameter for is significant at 95% whilethe level

is only 75% and 60% for and X4, respectively.
,

and are

significant only at very low probability levels.

The Cobb-Douglas Functions

Cobb-Douglas functions were fitted to.the data under two dif-

ferent assumptions. The results ofthe two procedures are discussed

in the following sections.

Log-linear Functions

l 2Estimates of the parameters for the function Y = 13XJ X2

.X8 U were derived by transforming the function to the log form:

log Y = log.30 + N log X1 .
8

log.X8 + log U.

This procedure as annie s a multiplicative error term for the function

in. its original form. Thus, the derivations of and the significance
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tests. are strictly applicable only lxi the log form of the equation. By
A

calcu.lattng Y in the real num1ers, given the parameters from the. log
2fit, R s.in..the real nurnberswere.derived.and are recorded.in Table

I under the column labeled R2,. Natural, only in some cases.arethe

R2s:in.the logs greate.r than.theR2s in.the real numbers. 6

There were generally fewer parameters significant at the 95%

level for the log-4inear.functions than for the linear functions. In

area.A only three parameters were significant at 99% as opposed to

four in the linear form. Parameters for X3, .X5 and are sigrilfi-

cant at a very low level while.they were significant at 90% in. the

linear equation. Parameter signs were negative .forX31 X5,and X8

instead of X3 and X7 as in.the linear form.

In Area B, only , 135k
137 and were significant at the 95%

level while all except and
6

were significant at the 95% level in

the linear model. X3 and X8 had negative parameters instead of

and X8 as.in the linear model.

6R2 is defined as:

R2 YY e 13'X'Y - (matrix notationexcept for nY
Y'Y'-.nY

wherethe lower case and upper case letters referto the mean
corrected and uncorrected sums of squares, respectively. Since 13'

are:constants, whetherR2 decreases orincreases witlithe log trans..
formation depends on the relative size of the elements of X and Y.
The log transformation reduces theabsolute value of largenurnbers
proportionately more than the small numbers.
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Greater "t" values were obtained for Area C in the log form

than.in the linear.. Only parameters for X5, X7, and X8 fell below

the 95% level while X1, X3,. X, X7 and X8 were all below 95% in the

linear model. However, four parameters (for X1 X5, X7 and X8)

had nega.tive signs while the signs were negative forX1, X5 and

in.the linear model.

Similar results are evident for Areas D andE. Signs were

negative for parameters of X4, X7 andX8 in.the log frm for .AreaD

while negative signs appeared .forX3 and X8 in the linear form. In

Area E, signs changed from negative for 133? 6'
and in the log

form to negative for 133 and 137 in.the linearform. Several differences

insignificance levels were also present. It is interesting to note that

R2.was higher in the real numbers than in.log form except in Area E.

Nonlinear Functions

The si.gns.and magnitudes of parameters for the Cobb-Douglas

functions estimated by nonlinear techniques were considerably dii-

ferent from the parameters of functions estimated by the log trans-

formation technique. Also, the estimates of R2 were slightly differ-

ent and higher -inthe nonlinear case than-in the logiorm, except in

Area.E. In general, signs of the parameters conform more closely

with the parameter signs in-the linear functions than with the log

functions.
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Bias in predicting Y was always slightly downward forthe-func-

tions fitted by nonlinear techniques. Use of the log form parameters

in the natural equation form produced slightly more bias:in three out

of five cases than did the parameter set generated from nonlinear

techniques. These biases, in percentage terms, are presented in

TableI. No serious bias is encountered for either case.

Table II. Precent Bias in Cobb-Douglas Production Functions for
Five Homogeneous Farming Areas, Pacific Northwest,
1964.

Percent average bias in predicting Y
Area and
Equation % Upward % Downward.

Area A
LogofC.D.* 1.37
Nat. of C.D.* .14

Area B
LogofC.D. .10
Nat. of C. D. . 001

Area C
LogofC.D. .73
Nat. of C. D. 1. 05

AreaD
LogofC.D. .14
Nat. of C. D. .42

Area E
LogofC.D. .30
Nat. of C. D. 07

* Log of C. D. refers to.the log form of the Cobb-Douglas
function; Nat. of C. ID. refers to the natural form of the
Cobb -Douglas function.
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Marginal V.iue Product Estimates

The marginal value product (MV?) estimates for the five areas

based on the sample informati.on, are shown in Table III. The esti-

mates for the Cobb-Douglas functions.are evaluated at both the geo

metric and arithmetic means of Y and Xr (r = 1 .... 8). In areas A,

B and D, the MVP estimates between equation forms were most. con-

sistent (of the three possible comparisons) between..the linear esti-

mates and the natural Cobb-Douglas estimates. Similar statements

can not be made about Areas C and E.

It is significant to note the relative stability and instability of

the various MV? estimates:among the three equations in each area.

The MVP forlabor (X1) is relatively stable (especially in Areas D

and E) and indicates ureasonableIestimates of returns to labor, ex-

cept for Area C where large negative returns are indicated. MVP

estimates for current operating.expenditures (X2) are the most stable

among the three equations. In general, the magnitude of the MVPs

indicate under-investment in variable expenditures. [This finding is

fairly consistent with those of Headley (28), Griliches (20), and Ruttan

(42, p. 102-109).] Machinery capital (X3) is relatively unstable.

MV? estimates change signs in two out of the five cases. The nega-

tive signs indicate that too much capital is being used -- even.to the

point of reducing total value product; this conclusion seems very



Table 111. Marginal Value Product Estimates for Three Equation Forms in Five Homogeneous Farming Areas, Pacific Northwest, 1964.

Areaand
equation * 1 2

Marginal

3

Value P.roduct of

4 5 6 7 8

($1000/man yr.) ($/$) ($/$) ($/ac.) ($/AUM) ($/ac.ft.) ($/$) ($/$}

A) Linear 5.184 2.920 -2.069 15. 184 5.454 5.513 -263.440 17.801
Log of C. D. **

G. mean 2.421 2,644 -.355 8.799 -.087 5.485 20.295 -5.136
A. mean 2.714 2.711 -.461 11.643 .105 4.219 12.828 -5.510

Nat. ofC.D.**
C. mean 5.202 2.504 -1.277 6.173 3.405 6.823 -363.677 53.913
A. mean 5.914 2.605 -1.686 8.287 4.179 5.323 -233.188 58.680

B) Linear 2.355 3.078 .112 -5.077 1.050 1.246 102.430 80.709
Log of C. D.

G. mean 5.264 2.156 -.403 1.830 1.545 1.262 305.146 -82.132
A. mean 6.014 2.299 -.476 1.856 1. 234 .537 132.847 -84. 624

Nat. .fC.D.
C. mean 3.926 2.253 .396 -6.299 1.600 -1.672 427.036 -114.196
A mean 4 485 2 402 468 -6 390 1 278 - 712 185 912 -117 660

C) Linear -4.931 2.738 1.240 8.583 -1.925 9.234 16. 100 -1.812
Log of C D

C mean -8 862 1 751 4 021 7 668 -2 813 26 058 -44 376 -27 091
A mean -9 085 1 903 4 131 7 299 -2 567 6 094 -23 190 -g 952

Nat oICD
C. mean -9.079 2.262 4.312 7.534 -2.111 9.156 -248.106 -32.920
A. mean -9.726 2.569 4.629 7.495 -2.012 2.237 135.492 12.638

0'
0'



Table Iii. Continued.

Matginal Value Poduct of
Areaand

1 2 3 4 8equafio S 6 7

($1O00/manyr.) (5/5) (51$) (S/ac.) ($/AUM) ($/ac.ft.) ($/$) (51$)

D) Linear 2.721 1.927 -.750 20.368 2.100 3.028 6.811 -6.570
Log of C.D.

G. mean 2.315 1.356 .607 -16.408 .863 10. 987 -7.685 -13.122
A. mean 2.714 1,360 .694 -14.537 .834 4.384 -52.684 -11.496

Nat. ofC.D.
G. mean 3.621 1.589 -.374 3.610 1.974 5.593 -12.336 -6.642
A. mean 4.209 1.580 -.423 3.170 1.890 2.212 -8.439 -5.768

E) Linear 6.432 1.611 -2.104 26.402 .254 2.832 -29.754 19.642
Log of C. D.

G. mean 6.705 1.949 -2.765 20.049 2.954 -7.422 -62. 81Y 90.455
A. mean 7.248 2.003 -3.185 15.834 .758 -5.686 -31.874 74.609

Nat. of C.D.
G. mean 6.576 1.711 -2.575 19.002 2.380 -8.433 -49.180 80.715
A. mean 7.523 1.862 -3.138 15.885 .668 -6.839 -26. 417 70.469

A
* G. mean indicates the geometric mean of Y and X ; A. mean indicates the arithmetic mean of Y and X.

r r
** Log of C D refers to the log form of the Cobb-Douglas functions Nat of C D refers to the natural form of the Cobb-Douglas funetLon

a'
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"unreasonable".

The MV? for:cropland(X4) is relatively stablein Areas A, C,

and E, but very unstable for Areas B and D. "Reasonable" estimates

of returns to cropland are shown jn.thethreeareas which show stbil-

ity --but negative returns are sometimes indicated .inAreas B and.D.

MV? estimates for AUMs .(X5) are relatively stable between

eqna1ions within-areas but not among.areas. Negative signs. appear

in Areas A and C.

Stability for the MV? estimates of irrigation (X6) are indicated

in Areas A and D but not in Areas B, C,. and F. The magnitudes of

the estimates vary somewhat between areas where stability is mdi-

cated, but appear "reasonable" -when compared with estimates derived

from other studies. [Ruttan's study (42, p. 40) indicates returns to

-irrigated acreage -in-the -Pacific Northwest at about $30 per acre above

that for dryland, which is. approximately equivalent to$1O per acre

foot of water applied].

MV?s for drainagerand-AC?. .(X7 and X8) are highly unstable

-(and "unreasonablyt' large) in Areas A, C, and D. . They are also

"unreasonably" large in Areas B and- F.

Testing Ordinary Least-Squares Assumptions

The-consequences:of errors in-the independent variable set- and

specification bias have already been discussed (see Chapter III).
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Another problem often encountered in economic data (especially ag-

gregate data) is the lack of assumed independence in the independent

variable set. This problem is referred to as.rnuiticolUnearity. The

instability of the above .MVP estimates,. the instability of the estimates

of parameter standard errors as other variables enter the equations

ma step-wise fashion (not shown here but exhibited on.computer print-

outs of the regressions), and.the relatively high simple correlation

coefficients between the X's (see Table IV and Appendix Table VU)

are all indications of the. existence of multicollinearity in the models.

The following section explains the problen-i of multic011inea.rity and its

relation to specification bias and errors in the variables. The section

also provides tests for the existence of multicollinearity.

Multic ollinearity

The specific purpose .f regression analysis. is. to estimate the

parameters of a hypothesized dependency relationship (at least ma

single equation model) betweena dependent variable and a set of

"independent"variables. It is not designed .to.isolate the effects of an

interdependency relationship within a set of variables; hence, the

assumption in OLS of an.independent set of X. When this. assumption

is.violated toa significant degree, multicollinearityis said toexist

and the expected results are not generated by the application of OLS.

The.following discussion related to the detection, measurement,
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location, and causes of multicollinearity is primarily due to Farrar

and Glauber (14, p. 92-107).

The interdependency condition defined as multicollinearity...

"can exist quite apart from the nature, or even the existence,
of dependence between X and Y. It is both a facet and a symp-
tom of poor experimental design. Multicollinearity constitutes
a threat--and often a very serious threat--both to the proper
specification and the effective estimation of the type of struc-
tural relationship commonly sought through the use of regres-
sion techniques" (14, p. 93).

The difficulty with a multicollinear set of X's is that as the

interdependency becomes more severe, the correlation matrix (x'x)

approaches singularity7 and the elements of (x'x) explode; conse-

quently, so do the estimates of: the parameter variances correspond-

ing tothe linearly dependent members. Farrar and Glauber (14,

p. 93) explain the results of the extreme case as follows:

"It should be acknowledged that the OLS model Y = X + U may
be mean corrected and then transformed so that the least-squares
estimates are

I 1b =(xx) x'y,

where (x'z) is now the aimplecorrelation matrix of the original set
of X and x'y the simple correlations of X and Y

The b' has a varlance-covariance matrix,var (b'),and the usual least-
squares estimates, $1,are expressed by

( Z\
3. = b'. I (11, . . . k parameters)
1 1

where and refer to the mean corrected sums of squares
(11, p. 147).
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"The mathematics, in its brute and tactless way, tells us that
explained variance can be allocated completely arbitrarily be-
tween..lin.earlydependent members of a completely singular set
of variables,, and almost arbitrarily between members of an
almost singular set. Alternatively, the large varinces on re-
gression coefficients produced by mtilticollinear independent
variables. indicate, quite properly, the low information content
of observed estimates. It emphasizes one's inabUityto dis-
tinquish the independent contribution to explained variance of
an explanatory variable that exhibits little or no truly 'indeperi-
dent variation."

The application of OLS toa niulticollinear variable set results in

(1) parameters which'are very unstable and as a. result very sensitive

to changes in model specification,, and (2) "t'P values :that become

small .s multicoUlnearity increases.

The most important results of multicollinearity may be.more

far reaching.and undermine the entire empirical research process--

primarily because of its potential impact on model specification. The

researcher brings to the research problem a pre-conceived idea of

the functional relationship between.a dependent variable and a,set

of "independent" 'variables (including.which independent variables, are

important). This pre-conceived idea comes from acombination of

theory, prior. information,, and possibly some intuition. This pre-

conceived model is tested on.the data -- .the results of which are used

to modify. the prior information, and thus,, the model specification.

This procedure continues until an. "accepta.ble"rnodel is found which

is some compromise between the initial prior information and the

sample ii1ormation as discrepancies between the two decrease 'to
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some tolerable level. As the sam.pleinforrna.tion becomes :increa.8

.ingly. interdependent, however, parameters estimated from the sample

become increasingly unstable and sample significance decreases. If

the researcher has little confi.dence.in.his prior beliefs, and is unaware

of the extent of the multicollinearity in the sample iilormation, he

will have a.tendency to over-adjust his prior information. This often

leads to the exclusion of important variables and oversimplified

models sinceincreasingthecornplexity of the model usually'increases

the rrtulticollinearity problem and decreases the tu values of more

and more 'variables.

The existence of rnulticollinearity. also presents an additional

complication when measurement problems. are present. In this:case

not only'are the estimated parameters biased but the variances of the

parameters (due to multicollinearity) are large and "t"tests.are even

more misleading.

To avoid these problems (or at least reduce their effects), it is

essential that. the researcher be able to detect. the extent, magnitude

and patterns of multicollinearity. Solutions to the problems once

these characteristics. are known,. are not well established at this point

in. time, but the consensus of opinion among economists indicates

some approaches. Farrar and Glauber support this conclusion.

'Tconornists:are coming more'and nioretoagreethat.
correction requires the generation of additional information.
Just how this information is to be obtained depends largely
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on the tastes of an investigator and on.the specifics o a
particular problem. It may involve additional primary data
collection, the use of extraneous parameter estimates from
secondary data sources, or the application of subjective in-
formationthrough constrained regression, or through. Bayesian
estimation procedures" (14, p. 92).

A series of three testsdesigned by Farrar and Glauber was used to

determine (1) the degree of overall model multicollinearity, (2) the

location of multicçliinearity, i. e., which variables cause the problem,

and (3) the patterns of collinearity between variables.

As surriing that x is distributed as a multivariate normal, the

quantIty

X2M -[N-1-'(Zn+5)] 1ogxIx (4.10)

is approximately distributed as a cu-square with v = 1/2 n(n-l)

degrees of freedom (14, p. 101). (x represents the n independent

variables, each of which is normalized, by sample size and standard

deviation, to unit length- -thus x'x Is the determinant of the simple

correlationrnatrtxforthe independent variable set.) N is the sample

size and nthe number of variables. The statistic, X2()* indicates

the extent to which xis interdependent and may be judged significantly

different from zero for different percentage points in the chi-square

distribution--provided, of course, we accept the assumption of multi-

variate normality. X(v) under this assumption provides a cardinal
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measure of the departttre of x from orthogonality. 8

The quantity

= (r-l) N = N-n (4. 11)

= n-i

where r11 = ith.diagonal element of (x'x)

N = sample size

xi = number of variables

is distributed as an.F distribution with and v2 degrees of freedom

(14, p. 102). This statistic is calculated for each of the nvariables,

and indicates acardinal measure of whether each is significantly

colljnear when we assume multivariate normality as before.

The quantity

(4. 12)tii()
l-r 2

where
13

I / j and

and r33. = the 1th
and

th diagonal element of (x'x), is

distributed as student's "t" with v = N-n degrees of freedom. This

statistic is calculated for each possible pair of variables in the

independent variable set and indicates, pairwise, the location of the

8The independent variable set is said to be orthogonal if the
sums of cross products for all pairs of variables is equal to zero.
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multicollinearity problems (14, p. 104). Each of thethreetests

provides a cardinal measure of multicollinearity given the assumption

of multivariatenormality9. If one does not wish to.make-this assump-

tion, ordinal measures for all threetests are still present.

Multicollinearity Tests

Both linear and log-linear equations were tested for rnulticol-

linearity by the three -step procedure outlined in the above section.

The test results for the linear equation of Area A are presented in

Table IV; the tests for the remaining functions are shown in Appendix

Table VII.

With reference to Table IV, the general model test implies that

there isa problem in themodel evenat the .995 p.robabilty level.

The locational test shows relative stability in the: coefficients, of

X5,.. X7, and X8, but those for X1, X, X3 andX6 are almost certain

to.bealfected by multicollinea.rity since F3 (.995) = 7.53. At 90%,

all the variables:are significantly affected since (.90) = 2.56.

The pa.irwise patterns indicate the major source of the problem to

be between X1 and X2, X3 and X5, X3 arid X6, X and X8,. and X6 and

X7 A summary of the results of the multicollinearity tests for, all

9It should be recognized, of course, that the choice of an
appropriate probabilitylevel Isitseif subjective, as many statistical
test.



Table IV. Multicollinearity Tests for the Linear Function of Area A, Pacific Northwest, 1964.

Test Value of Statistic Critical Va1ue for the F, and
t distributions

General .95) 41.3

352. 414 51.0
(v) (28, 995)

Location
Fr,

= 2.56
(.90)

v2)
33

=F7.(v1, X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 (95)
1 3

71.4 154.0 122.9 8.1 4.6 39.6 9.2 6.7

t(33 1.697
Paerns*

x1 x2 x4 x6 = 2.042t(33
(v) .95)

3.646t(33
4.97 1.40 -.81 -.28 -2.71 1.03 -2.32 .999)

X2 .945 2.30 1.51 -1.51 2.43 .76 1.48

X3 . 913 .964 .98 2.75 3.61 .88 -.20

.464 .573 535 -.79 -1.46 -1.49 3.44

.433 .466 .559 .270 .02 1.12 1.39

X6 .738 .842 .881 .371 .430 -2.76 -1.14

.651 .602 .575 .352 .471 .276 .1.65

X8 066 176 145 590 287 - 039 354
0'

* The lower diagonal is the simple correlation matrix and the upper diagonal the t value
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five areas for both linear equation forms is given.in Table V. (These

are objective tests except, of course, inthe- choice of the probability

level, which is subjective. In this particu.lar:case, however, we can

be almost 100% confident that multicollinearity does 'exist., and if it

does, we know whi.ch variables most likely cause the problem. 10

Alternative Approaches to Multicollinearity Problems

One obvious solution to the multicollinearity problem is to dis-

card the data,. or portions of it, and select new data. The. multi-

collinearity characteristic of aggregate data, however,, is wide spread

and the probability of obtainIng "better" data from secondary sources

(Sources similar to the original data in this study) is small.

An alternative exists in the use of prior information. Several

kinds of prior information models exist which have been developed to

incorporate different types and degrees of completeness of the prior

knowledge. The purpose and applicatio.n of prior information models

101t is interesting to note that the use of factor analysis to
locate the variables which are' most closely related indicates an inter-
dependency in the' linear equations betwee.n X1, X, X3 and X6 for
for AreaA; X1, X, X3 and X8 for Area B; X1, X2, and X3.for Area
C; X1, X, X3 and for Area D; and X1, X2, X3 and X7 for Area E.
These' results are almost identical with those in Table V. For a short
treatment of the topic of factor analysis in economics and business
research see Ferber and Verdoorn (15, p. 101). Some of the usual
"rules of thumb" for detecting multtcolhnearity provided little or no
help i.n identifying, the problem.



Table V. Summary of Multicollinearity Tests Results for Two Equation Forms in Five Homogeneous Farming Areas, Pacific Northwest, 1964.

Area and Significant Equations Significant Variables from the Significant Pairs of Variables
quation from the General Localization Test (probability from the Pattern Tests (probability

Test (probability level .995) level .95 to .995)
level .995)

Area A

Linear Yes

Log-linear Yes

Area B

Linear Yes

Log-linear Yes

Area C

Linear Yes

Log-linear Yes

Area D

Linear Yes

Log4lnear Yes

Area E

Linear Yes

Log-linear Yes

xl, x2, x3, x6 x1x2, x3x5, x3x6, x4x8, x6x7

x1, x2, x3, x6 x1x2, x1x3, x5x6, x7x8

x1, x2, x3 x2x7, x6x7, x8x7, x8x1, x8xx8x6

x1, x2, x x1x2, x1x3

xl, xZ, x3, x4, x6

x1, x2, x3

xl, x2, x3, x4, x7

x1, x2, x3, x4

x1, x2, x3, x4, x7

x1, x2, x3, x4

x1x3, x3x6, x3x8, x4x5, x4x6, x4x8, x5x6, x5x8, x6x8

x1x2, x1x3

x1x2, x1x3, x3x4, x5x8, x6x7, x6x8

X1 X1X3, X2X3, X2X4, X5X4, X4X5, X4X6, X7X8

xlx4, xlxS, x2x4, x7x4, x8x4

x1xa, xix4, x1x8 x3x8,x6x7
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is discussed in the following chapter where the use of a. model by

H.. Theii. (45) is explained and incorporated with the regression

equations derived in this ch.pter.
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V. MODIFIED STATISTICAL RESULTS

Prior inforrrj,ation Models

Economists have traditionally thought of empirical econometric

models: as being based strictly on sample information. This has not

been strictly true. The tendency has been to look upon the empirical

estimation process as the application of completely objective criteria

toa set of relevant, factually accurate data which inturn, reveal the

nature of the structure or process. This may be an overstatement,

but it emphasizes the failure to explicitly recognize the importance

and the traditional, but implicit use of prior information.

The process of specifying a function with a certain set of input

variables implies that the researcher has prior information which

indicates that another set of input variables are not important, i. e.,

parameters for the oriitted variables are not significantly different

from zero. More explicitly, prior information is often used to im-

pose certain constraints on the selected model (e. g., requiring that.

the sum of the estimated exponents for the Cobb-Douglas function

equal unity). Prioriniorniationisalso used to define the variables

themselves (e. g., labor is definedasthe sum of family, operator

and hired labor rather thaxLdefiningthe three components as separate

variables). As already stated in an earlier section, the traditional
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approach to finding an "'function has been to begin with a

particularmodel, test it on the data, and revise the model until some

tolerablecompromise betweenthetwo is found. The results of the

compromise are such.that the final model is not only acceptable

statistically, but the estimated values are economically "in the ball

park!'. The end result is. a model which contains anindeterminate

amount of prior information.

More recently, statistical models.have been.developed to

explicitly make use of both prior and sample information. In this way,

a potentially valuable source of in.forma.tionisriot accidentally dis-

carded or given an unknown weightin the estimation process. This

approach openly reveals the two sources of information for evaluation

by both criticsand.clientele.

Several techniques forincorporating prior information have

been developed. They differ primarily because of differences i.n.the

type of prior information available. These techniques are designed

for situations where; (1) exact priorinformation for anindividual

or group of parameters is available, (Z) the information on para-

neters is of a statistical nature with'known finite means and van-

ances, (3) the'p.riorinforxnationis represented byapriori distribu-

tion for a set of parameters, and (4) prior information is less

complete and information exists only inthe form of inequality
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restraints. Models for situation (2) were used In. this studywhere an

upper and lower bound was placed on the parameter w.th the mean and

variance specified such that there isa very small probability of values

existing.outside the range. A model by H. Theil (46, p. 401) which

allows the use of prior information on any or all of the parameters

was selected. The model was used in this study to(1) explicitlyin-

dude prior information.inthe estimation process, and(2) asa.tool

for the analysis of the OLS models which exhibit multicollinearityin

the independent variable set.

Theil's Prior Information Model

Theil's model combines the usual sainpleinformation and prior

information in a particular form. The usual OLS model is specifiedas

Y=Xf3-1-u (5.10)

where Y is a T element vector of the dependent variab1e

X is a (T by A) matrix of independent variables.

13 is A element vector of parazneters

uisa.T element vector of the disturbances.

The usual OLS assumptions apply (see Chapter III).

In addition to the sample information, we also have prior in-'

.formationa.ssumed to be of the following form:

r= Rftl-v (5. 11)

where ris a k element vector of estimates for R (where .kA).
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R is- a- (k by A) matrix of knowrL, nonstochastic elements and

detèrmineè which parameters have prior -information and

how they are weighted.*

is the A-element vector of fixed, unknown, true-parameters.

v is the k-element vector of prior information-errors.

The error vector-v is distributed independently of the u. -vector

and has the following (known) nonsingular matrix of second-order

moments:

E (vv')- = (5. 12)

An example of the R matrix is R = [I, 01,

where I is- a (k by-k) unit-matrix-and 0 the-[k by (-A-k)] zero matrix.

This-matrix provides prior estimates for-the first k elements of 3,

with equal weights.

The derivations for the model which -combines the two sources

of information makes use of Altkints generalized least-squares solu-

tioxis. When the true error -variance is known, the estimates of

the-parameters for-the- combined model are best linear unbiased es-

timates when it is assumed that E(v) = 0. However, 'when the-true

11Aitke&s-generalized least-squares is only slightly more com-
plex than OLS. It consists of the-following. Y X+u as usual; where
E(uut) -2 The-estimates for t3 are:

= (X XX'fl.y; where (X'2X) is-the-matrix

of second-order moments.
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error variance (o) is not known and we use in its place the estimate

of the variance (S2) from OLS, the parameter estimates are asymp-

totically unbiased when E(v) = 0. Also, the matrix of second-order

sampling moments is asymptotically efficient. These two results in-

dicate that the parameter estimates approach best linear unbiased es-

timates as the sample size becomes large (36, p. 406).

TheiJ)s prior information model contains the following tests and

estimates:

(1) ç = (r-Rb [S2R(X'X)R' +] -1
(r-Rb)1

(5. 13)

.isa testfor comparability ofthe two information

sources, where 9is distributed as a X(k) (k number of

prior parameter estimates).

(2) (SX'X + R' 1R)1(S2X'Y + R'4ir) (5. 14)

A is the vector of as ptoticaLly, best linear unbiased

estimates of derived simultaneously from sample and

prior information.

(3) V() = (S2X'X + (5. 15)

V() is the matrix of asymptotically efficient second-order

moments (assuming E(v) = 0.and S2 is random and un-

biased).

(4) 0 = !trS2XIX(SXX +R'iR). (5. 16)

(5)
op

= trR'iV'R(S2X'X + R'qiR)' (5 17)
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8 and 8 are the relative shares of the sample and prior

information, respectively, assuming that the prior and

sample information are independent.
(Y-X')' (Y-x);

(6) T-O A (5.18)
S

is.a new estimate of the model variance.

A partial explanation of equations (5. 13 through 5. 18) is given

in the same order below:

(1) The comparability statistic, (when the covariances

between the prior estimates are all zero) is expressed as
ki. r.-b. 12

= E[V (ri) +Var (b)]

Or, 9 is the differences in the estimates from the two sources

(divided by the sum of their variances), squared and summed.

(2) The new estimate, j. (in the case where X is orthogonal)

is equal to:

+Var(bO[
+

V0ar(r

= [Varri) +Var(bi[ + Var(ri)]

= [Var(r) + Var(b
[ s2 + Var(r

(3) The new yarj.ance-covariance matrix for , V(), is the

inverse of the sums of the inverted sample and prior, variance-
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covariance matrices. In the. case where the- covariances for all the

sample parameter estimates are zero, then V() would reduce to

V1) = (Var(r.). + Var(b4.

(4) and (5) Since 0 +0 necessarily equals unity, it will suffice

to explain only one of them -- is easier. The proportional. contri-

bution of prior information to the new estimates is simply shown as:

.k V()
Var(r.)

1

And 0 = 1 - e. It isalso true that for each parameter in

100% of the information comes from two sources -- sample and prior

information. Further, the percentage from prior information plus

the percentage from sample information (for each 13k) equals

(100%).

(6) The new estimate of the variance is simplythe deviation

sums of squares for the model with the newly estimated set of para-

meters, , divided by its degrees of freedom. The degrees 61 free-

dorn are equal to the total number of sample observations, minus a

positive number between zero and -- the number of OLS parameters.

As the prior in.formation approaches the sample.information, 0

approaches unity, the-error sums of squares approaches -that of the

sample, and approaches the model variance derived from OLS.
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Estimates From Prior Information Models

Simultaneous solutions for the parameters based on prior and

sample information were obtained for the five homogeneous areas.

Linear and log-linear models for the sample were used with TheiVs

model which is designed for linear models. Exact prioriniormation

was specified for the nonlinear models. Two sets of prior iriforma-

tion were used with Theilts model and the results compared. First,

prior information was specified as expected market equilibrium

values of the parameters. Secondly, parameter estimates from other

studies were used as prior information estimates for the parameters.

Prior information was obtained for all the parameters except

The multicollinearity tests (Table IV and .ppendix Table XI)

indicate a high interdependency between X1, X3 and usually X4, X6

or X8 at the .995 probability level. At the .90 level, however, the

F tests. are significant for all the variables except X7 in Area C and

X5 in Area.E; therefore, prior information was specified for

through



Prior Information From Expected Market Equilibrium Conditions'2

Prior information for expected equilibrium conditions requires

input prices for the input sub-set measured in physical terms. The

price of labor was determined for theareaingeneral. Average year-

ly earnings per hired worker were estimatedat $3, 000(54, p. 15)

while the average family and operator returns were estimated at

$5, 600 per year (50, p. 86-87). A weighted average price for labor

wasthen estimated for thePacific Northwest usingthe percent labor

used in each of thesecategories:in 1964. The weighted average price

was $4, 560 per man year. Land values were estimated using

Statistical Reporting.Service unpublished work sheets for Oregon (56)

which contain estimates of value per a.cre of nonirrigated cropland by

reporting units (eight units in Oregon). The value per acre of the

unit corresponding most. closely to the.liomogeneous areas defined in

this study were used as an estimate of value per acre (it should be

remembered that the cropland variable in this study is a proxy for a

variable which would measure landquantity weighted by its 'natural"

productive capacity). The expected value of the parameter for land

Whether observed market prices and quantities in any parti-
cular:year are infact market clearing values.is.a question for re-
search. The quantities used here as prior information are values
which the investigator judges (expost) would have been the correct
values for the aggregate of farmers to use to obtain an optimum solu-
tion.
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was estimated asthemarket value per acre times five percent. The

price per AUM was taken to be equal to.the average price charged on

Forest Service grazing lands plus associated permit costs (38). The

price per acre foot of irrigation water was estimated to be $6. 00.

Thisestimate was based on unpublished research data (8) showing ;the

pricing structures of three major Bureau of Reclamation projects in

Oregon. It is difficult to estimateanaverage water price since irriga-

tion districts use different pricing schemes, some of which are corn-

posed of afixedcharge plus a variable charge based on use rates.

The range was always between $4 and $8 total cost per acre foot; thus,

a uniform $6 price was assumed. The other variables were measured

in terms of value of the service flow. The expected market equili-

brium price would be-equal to a dollar return per dollar of investrnexd

service flow. Thus, $1.00 was the-prior estimate for X3, X7, and

X8. (The service-flows include an-assumed 5% return on u.ndepreci.-

ated investment.)

Prior Information From Other Studies

The second set of prior information estimates was taken mostly

from Ruttari's study (42, p. 40, 109). Ruttan's estimates for the

Pacific Northwest region were utilized. Direct correspondence be-

tween Ruttan's variables and all the variables .of this study was not

possible. MVP estimates for labor, current operating expenditures,



and nonirrigated cropland were taken as prior estimates for the para-

meters of the same variables in this study. Returns to three forms

of capital in this study [X3 (machinery), X7 (drainage), X8 (ACP)1

were assumed to be equal to returns for current operating expendi-

tures in Rutta&s study. He omitted the capital variable because of

multicollinearity and assumed (42k p. 37) that current operating ex-

penditures and capital were combined in fixed proportions.

The returns per AUM of grazing was talen to be slightly above

the average fee and associated cost. Returns per acre foot of irriga-

tion water were calculated by taking the difference between the re-

turns per acre of irrigated and nonirrigatedcropland [from Ruttan's

study] divided by the average water application rate for the region.

Standard Errors for the Prior Information

Standard errors for the prior information estimates were deter-

mined by taking a range sufficient to include most of the probability

for the parameter. This was accomplished by finding a standard

error which would just satisfy the requirements for significance in

Student's "t" test, given the degree of freedom for the particular

equatiOn. For example, the "expected equilibrium value" for labor

(P1-i for ) in Area A was 4, 560; the standard error for the labor

coefficient was determined as
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-

r
= 2.685 (5. 19)

r1 to .95

where v = 32 and t refers to the appropriate point on the t distribution.

The same procedure was used to determine prior information standard

errors for the other variables and in the other equations with the ap-

propriate degrees of freedom. The other components of (the cor-

relation coefficients between r1 and r, for ij) were all assumed to

be .01. This procedure is equivalent to saying that prior estimates

of the parameters exist which, a priori, are expected to also have

variances small enough to provide a significant statistical test at the

95% probability level.

Prior Information Model Solutions

The parameter solutions, measures of comparability, predic-

tion bias, and percentage contribution from the two information

sources:are summarized in Tables VI, VII, and VIIL With reference

to Table VI, the comparability tests fail at the 99. 5% level for Areas

A, B, and PM-Z of Area. E [ X08
. 995)

= 22. 0]. Areas C and D,

and PM-i of AreaE, however, show comparability between the two

information sources. The values.are not significant at X08 90)

13. 4 for Areas C and D and not significant at. 08, 990)
20. 1 for

PM-1 of Area.E. When..the standard errors ( ) were estimatedr.

usrng t(v 90) ui area A, comparability tests hold at the 99% level



Table VI. Prior laformatioo M0441s for Five Homogeneoa Farming Areaa, With Two So,rcea of Prior lnformatioo for Lbear Fmtio,,a, Pacific Northwest, 1964.

Farmiog Prea Parameter Estimates and Standard Errors
and Equation Pl p4 p5 p6 p7 A 2 0

R2

ArenA
Linear Eauarion

A
o353 -1142.336 5.184 2.920 -2.069 15.184 5.454 5.513 -263.436 17.801 .9925 4,583,173

(.767) (.343) (.543) (4.579) (1.580) (2.845) (145.870) (33.902)
s..

P1-1* 4.560 1.000 1.000 9.550 1.650 6.000 1.000 1.000
(2.585) (.589) (.589) (5.630) (.972) (3.536) (.589) (.589)

5.8.

91-2* 1.081 2.120 2.120 36.000 2.250 6.570 2.120 2.120
(.637) (1.249) (1.249) (21.213) (1.327) (3.873) (1.249) (1.249)

S.E.

PM-1** i". -2828.403 4.620 2.061 -.068 14.869 1.763 3.897 .964 .977 .9856 32.09 7,849,537 .5566 .4434
(614.817) (.600) (.249) (.300) (3.074) (.787) (1.755) (.588) (.588)

S.E.

-1606.662 2.825 3.171 -1. 116 13.047 2.851 3.736 2.153 2.107 .2854 31.22 8,056,756 .6118 . 3882
(692.820) (.450) (.263) (.437) (3.564) (.974) (1.876) (1.2491 (1.249)

Area B

OLS A -37.275 2.355 3.078 .112 -5.076 1.050 1.246 102.43 -80.709 .9993 30,908
(1.155) (.273) (.280) (1.711) (.418) (1.144) (30.506) (24.130)

P3-I 4.560 1.000 1.000 5.001) 1,650 6.000 1.000 1.000
(2. 347) (.515) (.515) (2.573) (.849) (3.089) (.515) (.515)

91-2 1.081 2.120 2.120
. 36.000 2.250 6.570 2.120 2.120

(.556) (1.091) (1.091) (18.820) (1.158) (3.376) (1.091). (1.091)
s..

PM-11 -107.840 -.845 3.794 -.341 -2.601 -.235 4.986 .978 .878 .9913 87.147 269,731 .7044 .2956.
(86.063) (.469) (.093) (.151) (1.353) (.208) (.418) (.514) (.513)

-24.777 -. 346 3.837 -.663 -3. 657 .075 5.246 2.092 1.666 .9955 46.884 109,866 .7134 .2866 '.0

(87.977) (.383) (.090) (.141) (1.530) (.225) (.411) (1.086) (1.084)
s..



Table VI. Coutlmsed.

Fumlg Area
assd .satioss

Area C
Litter Eqetios

OLS -4

S. 3.

91-2

S.E.

PM-i

S.E.

PM-2 -i

Area D
th,ear Eqtios,

A

Parameter Estimates ami Standard Esros

13i 2 p8

02.438 -4.931 2.738 1.240 8.583 -1.925 9.324 16.100 -1.812
(4.127) (.526) (1.636) (3.801) (5.736) (3.729) (71.098) (S.097)

4.560 1.000 1.000 10.350 1.650 6.000 1.000 1.000
(2.540) (.557) (.557) (5.762) (.919) (3.347) (.537) (.557)

1.081 2.120 2.120 36.000 2.250 6.570 2.120 2.120
(.602) (1.179) (1.179) (20.050) (1.253) (3.661) (1.179) (1.179)

367.589 .917 1.562 .785 10.904 1.539 8.674 .994 .894
,018. 200) (.628) (.329) (.318) (1.637) (.892) (1. 634) (.556) (.541)

474.S36 .739 1.762 .532 11.011 1.946 9.031 2.076 1.549
84.886) (.586) (.341) (.473) (1.800) (1.192) (1.723) (1.179) (1.082)

OLS -325.217 2.721 1.927 -.750 20.368 2.010 3.028 6.811 -6.570
(1.895) (.292) (.567) (11.785) (1.482) (3.558) (55.423) (22,898)

4.560 1.000 1.000 14.400 1.650 6.000 1.000 1.000
(2.631) (.577) (.577) (8.307) (.952) (3.464) (.577) (.577)

3.

PI-2 1.081 2.120 2.120 36.000 2.250 6.570 2.120 2.120
(6.23) (1.221) (1.221) (20.761) (1.300) (3.795) (1.221) (1.221)s.

PM-i A -545.756 1.750 1.628 .167 6.397 1.609 3.451 .963 .943
(343.511) (1.300) (.211) (.282) (6.025) (.754) (1.729) (.576) (.576)

PM-2 3 -391.504 1.023 1.905 -.139 12. 137 2.008 3.959 2.098 2.036
(331.663) (.584) (.628) (.117) (9.192) (.282) (1.792) (1.221) (1.217)

S.E.

A A2
R 0'

9809 4,760, 308

.9727 10.394 6,079,471

.9762 11.579 4,261,391

9854 951,596

9
8

4729 .5271

5146 .4854

9817 12.654 958,077 .5213 .4787

9850 11. 137 797,407 .5556. .4444



Tabir VI. Contirned

Fannin3 Area Parameter Eatimater aud Staudard Errors
ud Equatioo p1 P2 34 37 2 0

Ara.t 1.

Lthear Equation

01.3 -22.417 6.432 1.611 -2.104 26.402 .254 2.831 -29.754 19.642 .9907 2,432,095
(1. 913) (.593) (.917) (28. 305) (.190) (12.570) 55. 991). (82. 588)

A
Pt-i p 4.560 1.000 1.000 18.000 1.650 6.000 1.000 1.000

S.E. (2. 406) (.528) (.528) (9.497) (.811) (3.162) (5. 28) (.528)

P1-2 1.081 2.120 2.120 36.000 2.250 6.570 2.120 2.120

S.E. (.570) (1. 118) (1.118) (19.000) (1. 187) (3.464) (1. 118) (1. 115)

PM-i -1092.031 5.646 .654 338 8.092 141 5.120 911 .900 .9806 18.525 3,119,799 .5171 .4823
(775.242) (.745) (.209) (.283) (6.481) (.146) (2.927) (.521) (.527)

S. E.

P1.4-2 -54.090 2.502 1.406 .038 26. 439 -.027 9.179 2.040 1.982 .9421 45.082 9,449,018 .5355 .4645
(791. 202) (.415) (.241) (4.65) (7. 504) (.145) (3.134) (1. 118) (1. 118)S.E.

* 91-1 and P1-2 reier to ior estimates based on (1) expected equflibrium eouditkrns and (2) evious studies, respectively.

** PM-i and PM-2 refer to T1üels prior information model rolutious usisg P1-1 and P1-2, rerpectively.

'.0
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Table VI. Mean Predicted Values of Y for Two Prior Information
Models vs. Actual Sample Mean Values for Five Homogen-
eous Farming Areas, Pacific Northwest, 1964.

Area and Actual Mean Predicted Mean Average
uatio.n Values of Y Values of Y Precisio.n (%)

Area A 16,553.00
PM-i 16,551.20 99.99
PM-2 16, 553. 10 100.00

Area B 4,661.70
PM-i 4,662.00 99.98
PM-2 18,417.50 99.99

Area C 18,416.10
PM-i 18,411.60 99.98
PM-2 18,417.50 99.99

AreaD 7,179.60
PM-i 7,180.20 99.99
PM-2 7, 179.20 99.99

Area E 16,492.80
PM-i 16,493.20 100.00
PM-Z 16,494.20 99.99
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TableVIu.Percentage Contribution of Prior and Sample Information to PM-i and PM-2 Parameter
Estimates For Five Homogeneous Farming Areas, Pacific Northwest, 1964.

Area and
Information p p3 p4 p5 p6 p8 O.and

PM-i
A

Prior 0.0 0.55 2.00 6,00 3.32 7.28 2.74 11.08 11.08 44.05

Sample 11.11 10.56 9.11 5.11 7.79 3.83 8.37 .03 .03 55.95

B

Prior 0.0 .44 .37 2.52 3.07 .67 .30 11.05 11.04 29.36

Sample 11.11 10.67 10.74 8.59 8.04 10.44 10.91 .06 .07 70.64

C
Prior 0.0 4.56 3.89 8.31 .90 10.46 2.65 11.09 10.51 52.7
Sample 11.11 6.55 7. 22 2.80 10.21 .65 8.46 .02 .60 47.63

D
Prior 0.0 2.71 1.48 5.74 5.86 6.97 2.77 11.08 11.07 47.68

Sample 11.11 8.40 9.63 5.37 5.25 4.14 8.34 .03 .04 52.32

E

Prior 0.0 1.06 1.74 7.96 5,18 .31 9.51 11.07 11.07 47.90

Sample 11.11 10.05 9.37 3.15 5.93 10.80 1.60 .04 .04 52.10

PM-2
A

Prior 0.0 5.80 .49 1.36 .31 6.00 2.61 11.10 11.09 38.76

Sample 11.11 5.31 10.62 9.75 10.80 5.11 8.50 .01 .02 61.24

B

Prior 0.0 3.30 .08 .49 .08 .42 .16 11.06 10.96 28.55

Sample 11.11 5.81 11.03 10.62 11.03 10.69 10.95 .05 .15 71.45

C
Prjor 0.0 10.54 .93 3.88 .09 10.05 2.47 11.10 9.34 48.40

Sample 11.11 .57 10.18 7.23 11.02 1.06 8.64 .01 1.77 51.60

D
Prior 0.0 9.75 .29 2.21 2.18 5.26 2.48 11.10 11.06 44.33

Sample 11.11 1.36 10.82 8.90 8.93 5.85 8.63 .01 .05 55.67

E

Prior 0.0 7.72 .51 4.82 1.88 .17 9.08 11.09 11.10 46.37

Sample 11. 11 3.39 10.60 6.29 9.23 10.94 2.03 .02 .01 53.63
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without significant changes in coefficient estimates or in and 0.
Due to the large values for9in Area B (for both P1-i and P1-2.), the.

prior information models were rejected. Better prior information

is evidently required for this area (the reader will recall that Area

B is the livestock area).

Both prior model solutions for all five areas predict the average

Y very precisely, as shown in Table VII. It should also be observed

that R2 (in terms of the sample) for both models in eacharea.de-

creased less then 1% except for PM-2 of Area.E (see Table VI).

Table VIII shows the relative contribution (from the two sources

of information) to each new parameter estimate. (These results were

obtained by disaggregating 0 and 0 from (5. 16) and (5. 17) ). As

one might expect from examining the results of Table VI, the major

contribution from the prior information is. concentrated in and

in each area -- ranging from 41% inArea.C13 to 75% inArea B. The

new parameter estimates for labor in PM-i draw mostly on the sam-

pie information, except for Area C where prior informationis. about

two-thirds as important as the sample information. The new machin-

ery-capital parameter contains varying proportions of the two informa-

tion sources among the areas. The new parameter for land is based

13Wjth reference to Table VIII, Area C, and line 'Prior",
the sum of columns and '8 equals to 21. 60. Dividing 21.60 by
52. 37 and.multiplying by 100 equals 41%.



mostly on sample information in all except Area E where prior inform-

ation is very influential.

The t values for the prior information models show a marked in-

crease in cases where they were small in the OLS solutions. Thisis

especially true for and where the new t values are usually signi-

ficant at the 90% level. This result occurs for 137 and of course,

because of the dominant influence of the prior information. This is

not always true however. For example, the t value for PM..l of Area

D (for X6) changed from 0. 85to2. 00 while the prior information con-

tributes only 25% to the value of the new parameter. The t value for

134 in AreaE increased from .93 inthe OLS solution to 1. 25 inPM-1

and the prior information contribution wasabout 47%.

Comparison of the Two Prior Information Models

The results of the two models were not greatly different except

in AreaF where was significantly less for PM-2,. and the new

variance estimate was three times larger. The differences in. the re-

sults in the other areas are primarily due to.the differences in the

prior information for 137 and -- the PM-2 information being slightly

nearer the sample information.

The PM-i model was selected over the PM-Zrnodel for several

reasons. The prior estimates for PM-2 were determined from

another study where vaziable definition is not really comparable (and
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is non-existent in. the case of and in whichcase they were

determined by implication only). In short, the prior information for

PM-2 is considered.inferior to that for PM-i because, (1) the van-

able definitions in..the study from wh.ich P1-2 information was taken

are not comparable, (2) the study from which thePI-2 information

was taken had problems of specification bias, errors in the variables,

and multicollinearity, and (3) the results from using.thePI-2 inform-

ation was not greatly different from the results of using Pt-i informa-

tion.

Prior Information Models.and Multicollinearityin the Sample Models

The measures from Tables VI VIII and VIII help point out the

seriousness of the multicollineanity problem in the sample data. In

somecases (Area C, for example) the PM-i solutions, are markedly

different from the OLS solutions in.that the parameters for X1, X5

and X8 changed from relatively large negati.ve values :to relatively

large positive values; also, 37 changed from a relatively large posi-

tive value(l6.i) to relatively small positive value (.994). Despite

these changes, R2 decreased less than 1% for both PM-1 and PM-2

and both predict Y with at least 99. 90% accuracy on the average.

Comparability tests also hold with probabilities.as low as 80%. The

sensitivity of the OLS solutions are now obvious; it is apparent that

there may exist many sets of in .the neighborhood of the OLS
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solutions which do almost as well as the"BLUE" estimators.

Given this indication, the. advisability of incorporating prior informa-

tion - in which case the relative contribution of each source is known

and.given -- becomes clearer and undue reliance is not placed on the

OLS solutiona as might otherwise be. The capability of the sample

data to "revealt' information is more adequately assessed and utilized

without forcing erroneous solutions.

Marginal Value Product Estima.tes from PM-i

The MVP estimates for the prior information models in four

areas are shown in Table 1X4 (Prior models for Area B were re-

jected because comparability tests fail at very high levels of probabil-

ity even when prior variances were specified relatively largeo)

Several very large changes from the estimates of the linear equations

in Table III of Chapter IV are evident. MVP estimates for and

X8 generally changed from very large values (positive or negative)

should be pointed out that this "discovery" is by no means
uniquely attributable to the prior information model itself. Evena
"trial and error" procedure of trying slight variations frorriwould
reveal the same thing, i. e., that although the OLS solutions do find
the global minimum, in this case it is not a very "deep" minimum,
which points up the potential magnitude of bias from even a small
specification orrneasurenient error.



Table IX. Marginal Value Product Estimates for Linear Prior Information Models for Four Homogeneous Farming Areas, Pacific Northwest, 1964.

Area and
Equation

x
1

(1000 $/rnaxl yr.)

Area A
PM-i 4.620

Area C
PM-i .917

Area D
PM-i 1.750

Area £

PM-i 5.646

x2 X3 X4 x5 x6 x7 x8

($f$) ($/$) ($/ac) ($/AUM)\ ($/ac. Ft.) ($/$)

2.061 -.068 14.869 1.764 3.897 .969 .977

1.562 .785 10.904 1.539 8.674 .994 .894

1.628 .167 6.397 1.609 3.451 .963 .943

.654 .338 8.092 .141 5.720 .911 .900

I-

0
I-.
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to estimates very close tothe specified prior information. X1 and

were relatively sensitive to priorinformation butX2 and X3 con-

tinue to show consistently high returns to current operating expendi-

tures (X2) and low returns to.capital (X3). Although the signs for the

capital variable changes from negative to positive inAreas D andE,

the irrigation .(X6) MYP did not change drasticallyfrom the estimates

based only onthe sample.

Priorinforrnation models were alsotried in the loglinear func-

tions. Parameter estimates from these prior models arenot shown

since the inverses required in (5. 13) and (5. 15) were so near singular

as to render further calculations unreliable.

Exact Prior Information for Cobb-Douglas Functions

Exact prior information for the Cobb-Douglas functions was

specified and the results examined. The rationale for fitting such

functionsis related to the relevant factors for selecting anappropriate

functional form of the aggregate production function.. These factors

(as discussed.inChapter UI) are economicusefulness, available

statistical techniques, and consistent aggregation. Thesethree fac-

tors are discussed in relation to the three functions used thusfar.

'5Thisis a natural consequence of solving the set of simultane-
ous equations where one equation has large coefficients and variances
and another small coefficientsand variances. See Appendix V for
an example problem.
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This establishes the reason for fitting.exact prior information to the

Cobb -Douglas functions.

From strictly a statistical point of view, there is little differ-

ence between the linear and log-linear functions if we make the usual

OLS assumptions -- both. functions yield BLUE estimators of the

parameters. Both functions would have to be considered superior

over the natural form of the Cobb-Douglas function. The natural form

predicts:quiteaccurately on.the averageas well as having R2swhich

are about equal to those of the. log form. In Areas A and D, R2 was

slightly greater than in the log linear function.

From strictly a mathematical point of view (given the simple

sums data) the linear functions and the natural form of the Cobb-

Douglas (given fixed input ratios at the firm level) probably contain

less aggregation bias.than the log-linear functions. The log linear

functions would require geometric sums data to be consistent inthe

log form, but could not then be consistent with retransformation.

The Cobb-Douglas function in its natural form (whether para-

meters are estimated directly or by the log transformation technique)

are .more.consistent with economic theorythan the linear functions.

This is, not because economic theory disallows linear production

functions, per se. Rather, it is because no data on purely technical

input-output relationships existed for the study and the sums of eco-

nomic decisions to produce, given the price system, were relied upon
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for data to estimate the.aggregate production function. In a strict

sense, the linear aggregate function is economically unrealistic since

profit maximizing behavior was assumed for the firm operator. Given

fixed input prices for the firm an.d the required assumption of firm

functions with the same slope (for consistency), only corner solutions

would exist; thus, economically speaking, the linear equation.is un-

tenable. As a practical matter, however, the linear function may be

considered a "good" approximation over the range of the data.

An additional consideration isthe use of the prior information

models. Theil's procedure is applicable only to linear models. At-

tempts to use the model on the log..linear functions failed because of

the near singularity of some of the matrices required in the calcula-

tions. Thus, the only models usable for prior information by Tb.eilts

procedure werethe linear models.

In consideration of the above factors a.n.d due to the stmilarity

of MVP estimates from the natural Cobb-Douglas and the linear func-

tions (see TableIlI), exact prior information (based oriPM-1 solutions

for the linear functions) was specified for the Cobb-Douglas functions.

Since prior information by Theil's procedurecould not be incorporated

directlyinto the Cobb-Douglas functions, another procedure was used.

The prior information estimates of MVPs from the linear functions

(Table IX) were used to specify exact prior estimates for all the
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parameters except in the Cobb-Douglas function. 16 The results of

imposing exact, prior
1

values on the natural form of the Cobb-

Douglas function arepresented in Table X.

Comparing the functions with the natural form of the Cobb-

Douglas functions (Table II, Chapter III), it is clear that the set of

exact prior parameters (Table X) do almost as well as those of Table

I. values are almost as high, and bias in predicting Y, on.the

average, is not serious. In fact, the bias for Area C, Table X is

actually smaller a.t the mean than it's counterpart in TableL

MVP estimates calculated at the. arithmetic, mean of from the

functions in Table X were changed slightlyfrom those of Table IX due

toa small bias.at themean of If the equations had been completely

unbiased at the mea.n of Y, the MVP estimates would be exactly the

same as those from PM-i. The MVPs are presented in Tabl.XI.

Summary

Theil's prior information model was selected as a method of.

introducing additional information into the regression analysis.

Prior information was determined from the estimates in
X.

PM-I of Table VI and calculatedas r (MVP) ,' where MVP.

is the 1th parameter from Table IV, PM-i. is the ratio of the
1th input to total output, evaluated at the .3rithmetic' theans. Para-'
meters with "t" values less than 1. 0 in PM-i were specified as zero4



*
Table L Cobb-Douglas Prior Information Models for Four Homogeneous Farming Areas, Pacific Northwest, 1964.

Area Constant Exponent of Average
2 BIas

R
x1 x2 x4 x5 x7 x8

A 2.8179 .3487 .5726 .0000 .1353 .0315 .0784 .0002 .0009 S,8S5,139 .9905 -3.14
(.039)

C 7.4245 . 0618 . 4441 .1658 . 2763 .0151 . 1063 .0006 .0041 8, 302,004 .9668 .40
(.221)

D 4.0612 .1929 .7183 .0000 .0283 .Q470 .0267 .0008 .0027 978,515 .9850 1.67
(.080)

E 4.9300 .6725 .2390 .0795 .0447 .0000 .0200 .0016 .0011 3,788, 712 .9855 -.44
(.123)

* Prior information is specified exactly for all the parameters except (

I-
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Table XI. Marginal Value Product Esthnates for the Cobb-Doublas Prior Information Models for
Four Honiogeneous Farming Areas, Pacific Northwest, 1964.

MVP of

Area
X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8

($l000/manyr.) ($/$) n/ac.) ($/AUM) ($/ac.ft.
) ($/$) ($/$)

A 4.475 1.996 000 14.404 1.709 3.772 1.145 902

C .921 1.569 .788 10.942 1.551 8.699 1.027 .897

ID 1.779 1.655 .000 6.496 1.637 3.505 .951 .952

E 5.621 .651 .336 8.056 .000 5.701 .915 .921

' Marginal value product estimates are different from those in Table 9 accordingly, as the mean of
Y is different from the mean of the observed Y.
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Additional information was needed since a considerable degree of

multicollinearity was evidenced in the OLS models of Chapter IV.

Theil1s model allows the specification of prior parameter es-

tirnates with variances. This was consideredan improvement over

specifying exact information as traditional approaches to the problem

have required. In this study, for example, the variance for each

prior parameter estimate was specified such that there isonlya small

probability (approximately . 05) that the parameter would fall outside

a range defined by two standard deviations about the mean (the prior

parameter estimate). This is equivalent to saying, for example, that

our prior information for labor in this study (Table VI) consists of the

parameter estimate of $4, 560 per man year, and further, that there

is only a small probability (approximately 0. 05) that the parameter

value is less than zero or greater than $10, 000 per man year; hence

a variance of $15, 370. Variances were similarly constructed for

the other parameters.

Traditional approaches to the rnulticollinearity problem have

been to (1) delete variables, or (2) combine variables. Bothof these

approaches involve the use of prior information -- exact prior inform-

ation. When variables are deleted, the assurnptionis that the appro-

priate parameter estimate for the deleted variable is the same as the

estimated parameter for the variable with which it was interdependent.

W1en the deleted variable is not an exact linear combination of another
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included variable, however, a problem of specification bias occurs

when the new model is estimated. When variables are combined, the

specification problem associated with the deletion of important van-

ables is eliminated but individual information (parameter estimates

and variances) is lost. The onlyimpl.ication which can be madeis

that the parameters for the individual variables are the same (in the

casewhere thecombination is the simple sum of the variables). This

implication is the result of exact prior information; i. e., that para-

meters .are the same. No real information about individual para-

meters is gained from the sample.

Theil's model was used to irc'orporate two alternative sources

of prior information; (1) expected equilibrium values (the parameter

values which would have beenoptimum for the aggregate of farmers,

given the observed set of pricesand(2) parameter estimates from

other sources. Expected equilibrium values were judged tlbestu of

thetwo priorinformation sets. In geaeral, the overall contribution

of prior information was about 50% except in Area B where the corn-

parabi.lity test failed almost with certainty. Most of the aggregate

contribution from prior information was due to the. influence on p7

and which contain about 99% pnior:inlormation. Exact prior inform-

ation was specified for the Cobb-Douglas :functiofls (for all except

Area B) based on the results of the linear prior informationmodels.

The reasonsfor specifying.exact prior inforxnation.inthiscase were:
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(1) the Cobb-Douglas functional form was considered more appro-

pri.ate than the linear equations from an economic theory viewpoi.nt,

and (2) the initial MVP estimates from the two equation forms were

near the same values. The results in terms of MV? estimates were

very near those for the prior linear model results, and the equation

performance -was almost equal the initial regression results for the

Cobb-Douglas functions. R2s were near the same values- and bias

in predicting Y on the average was not significantly different (corn-

pare Table X with Table I, Chapter IV).

The overall performance of bath-the linear and the Cobb-

Douglas prior information -models (Tables VI and- X) has some im-

portant implications about the usefulness of the prior information.

As a set, the new parameters performed -(in terms of the data) almost

as well as the OLS set from th-e sample. This indicates the instability

of the OLS parameter set. The results indicate that the-new para-

meter set could be the "-correct" set and not conflict greatly with the

derived sample information.

Th-e -individual contribution -of prior -information to the -new para-

meters varies -considerably between parameters. Given these rela-

tive -contributions, some parameters may -be -judged statistically

significant (from the sample statistics) since they are based primar-

ily on sample information. Others may -be -judged significant only

subjectively since -they were based almost entirely on subjective
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prior information -- the variances of which were assigned such that

the parameters would be significant if a valid stastical test existed.

This applies partictilarily to and As a result, the estimates

based almost exclusively on prior information will not begiven.at-

tention in later sections on economic interpretation. To compare the

results for and $ among areas, for example, would be futile since

99% of the estimates came from prior information which was specified

to be equal in each area.
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VI. ECONOMIC INTERRRETATION

Three major implications can be drawn from the MVP results

of Table IX and Table XL First, statements can be made about

intraregional (within homogeneous farming areas) market equilibrium;

i. e., whether (ex post) resources were allocated efficiently within

the area. Secondly, since homogeneous farming areas are delineated

by type of farm output, statements can be made about resource alloca-

tion between outputs, and more generally, allocation between farming

areas. Thirdly, statetnents can be made about private and public

returns per dollar investment in water resource development.

Intraregionai. Productivity Comparisons

The reader should be cautioned that any statements regarding

market disequilibrium (or aggregate firm misallocation of resources)

in this study necessarily refers to an ex post condition. As such,

one should be careful in drawinginferences about the testing of static

economic theory. We have only the results of (1) aggregate decisions

to produce, (2) weather conditions, (3) interregional price effects,

and (4) other factors that actually occurred. We do not have exante

information onthe decision-makers' set of alternatives, the con-

straints under which he operated, orlis expectations of future values of

the relevant variables. Simply because equilibrium was not observed
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does not necessarily imply that efficiency criterion was not used.

Farrnsin Area A produce mostly a mixture of cropand livestock

products and occupies much of the area immediately east of the

Cascade mountain range in Oregon and Washington, as well as. some

mountainous areas of central Idaho. Within Area A there is an indica-

tion (from Table IX and XI) of over-investment in (machinery) capital

and a. significant under-investment in. current operating expenditures.

Labor returns are very near the estimated price of labor for the

region at large. Returns to land are approximately equal to a 7. 5%

return on an. estimated $190 per acre land. 17 (This is an estimate of

an exclusive return to land and does not include buildings, irrigation,

drainage, and conservation improvements.) Returns per acre foot to

irrigation are slightly less than the estimated price per unit, This

estimate may reflect the relatively high level of irrigation develop-

ment in the area. The area contains most of the major irrigation pro-

jects in the Pacific Northwest which have been developed by the

Bureau of Reclamation. Included in the area are counties served by

irrigation water from the Columbia Basin and Yaldma Projects in

Central Washington, the Crooked River and Descbutes projects in

Central Oregon, the Vale, Burnt River, and Boise projects near the

17Th.i.s land value is the estimated value of nonirrigated crop.
land from Statistical Reporting Service data.(62) for a reporting
area in Oregon roughly equivalent to Area A.
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Oregon-Idaho boundary and portionsof the Minidoka and American

Falls projects in southeastern Idaho.

The prior information model for Area B was rejected because

of the lack of comparability of the two sources of information. More

precise prior information (specifically for this livestock region)

would have been desirable,, but better information was not available.

Some.informatj.on.is available from the OLS solutions and the multi-

collinearity tests (see Table I and Appendix Table VI). Without con-

sideration of the multicollinerity tests, coefficients for X3, X4 and

X6 would probably be rejected. Multicollinearity tests indicate that

and are highly interrelated with X1, X2, X7, and which

tends to yield small "t" tests. So we have no real basis for rejection

of the parameters resulting from rnulticollinear variables1
since the

t values would be larger in absence of the multicollinearity. Returns

to current operating expenditures appear to be relatively stable, both

among the functional forms 'and within.the equations as other van-

ables enter the regression in a stepwise fashion. That is, the co-

efficient and its standard error seem relatively independent of the

absence or presence of other variables in, the equation, and the first

partial derivatives (evaluated at the means) are also relatively stable

among the three equation forms. Estimates of returns to current

operating expenditures (evaluated at the arithmetic mean in the Cobb-

Douglas functions) range from $2.29 to $3. 08 per dollar invested,
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indicating that expenditures were too small in this variable. Esti-

mates for returns to AUM's and labor were slightly lower than ex-

pected returns, indicating that expenditures should be adjusted away

from these variables..

Area C is composed primarily of southeastern Washington and

a portion of eastern-Idaho. These are semi-arid counties with con-

centrated irrigation development in limited areas. Referring again

to Tables IX and XI, low returns to labor, high returns to current

operating expenditures, and slightly low returns to machinery capital

are indicated. Sample information, contributes about 25% of the in-

formation for capital, 65% for current operating expenditures and 60%

to labor. Returns to cropland are equivalent to 5. 3% on land valued

at $207 per acre. About 92% of this estimate is from sample informa-

tion. The. sample contribution to the MV? of irrigation is about.76%.

The MV? seems somewhat above the likely cost per acre foot (approxi-

mately$8 per acre foot is a maximum charge by irrigation districts

in the region). The relatively high return.s to irrigation most likely

reflect the high productivity of. the limited water supply in this area.

The production of field crops inthe area evidently respond well to

irrigation. Franklin County, Washington, for example, had irrigated

wheat yields of about 80 bushels per' acre while the overall average

was only 37 bushels in 1964 (60, State Tables 13 and 14). In general,

the implication regardingArea C is that too much labor and
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machinery capital are being used and not enough of current operating

expenditures and irrigation.

The M\P estimates for Area D (the coastal area of Oregon and

Washington) lead to about the same conclusions as in Area C. Too

much labor and machinery capital are bein.g used and too little cur-

rent operating expenses. Cropland is only earning 2. 3% return on

land valued at $288 peracre. The MVP of irrigation water isa little

below the minimum estimated cost of $4 per acre foot. This low MVP

probably reflects the low productivity of irrigationwater in an area

where rainfall is mostly adequate. The average yield for irrigated

hay (clover, timothy, mistures of cloves, and grass cut for hay) in

Coos County, for example was 2. 34 tons per acre while the overall

average yield was almost as high (about 2. 16 tons per acre). The

MVP estimate of $3. 45 per acre foot may indicate over development..

The cost of irrigation in the area, however, is not doubt less thanthe

estimated $6 per acre foot for the regional average since the develop-

ment is almost entirely private stream use with low capital invest-

ment.

The MVP estimates for Area.E (primarily the Willarnette Valley

of Oregon) indicate "reasonable" returns for labor and irrigation.

The estimate for
6'

however, is about 85% prior information. The

sample information estimate was considerably lower. This is an

area where summer irrigation is crucial to many crops. The area is
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mixed with both private (stream anti underground water) and public

irrigation development. Development has evidently obtained1 or

slightly exceeded, the optimal level under 1964 prices and yields.

Returns to machinery capital and current operating expenditures are

low and returns to cropland indicate a 2.2% return on $360 per acre

land. Prior information contributes less than 15% to and and

less than 3% to About 50% of 134 is due-to prior information, while

the estimate for 133 contains 71% prior information. In general, the

MVPs indicate that investment should move slightly away from cur-

rent operating expenditures, machinery capital, cropland, and AUMs

to labor.

Interregional and Interproduct Comparisons

The results of Tables IX and XI indicate some discrepancies of

resource allocation among regions and thus among types of farms.

Labor returns are considerably higher in Areas A and E than in Areas

B, C, and D. This could indicate that labor is '1trapped" in Areas B,

C, and D relative to-Areas A and E. Another possibly explanation is

that the diversity of types of production in Area-E allows more-effi-

dent use -of indivisible man years of family and operator labor. Many

factors may be important in explaining these discrepancies and would

require further study to isolate-the causes. Without consideration of

the causes or possible barriers to labor -mobility we can only say-that
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the discrepancy exists and efficiency could be increased by improving

labor mobility between the areas
(assuming1

of course, that the cost

of increasing the mobility is less than the benefits).

Interregional differences in returns to current operating ex-

penses and (machinery) capital are not so different as to warrant dis-

cussjoxi or draw inferences about misallocation. 18

Returnstocropland indicate that future development should

take place in Areas A and C rather than Areas D and E (assuming of

course, that new land is available for development). Whether lands

in Areas D and E should actually be taken out of production depends

upon the opportunity costs for the investment and the tisalvagenl value

of the land.

Irrigation returns indicate that future investment should proba-

bly take place in Areas C and E rather than .the other areas (depend-

ing, of course, on the relative cost of development). Area C pro-.

duces field crops under semi-arid conditions and contains a consider.-

able quantity of irrigable, presently cultivated, cropland. Present

irrigation is diverse throughout the area - - concentrated near large

'8Statistical tests are availableto test the differences in para-
meter values among the regions. The application of such tests would
likely show no significant difference between the parameters among
areas for current operating expenses andcapital. The reliance of
these tests (due to the influence of prior information) would be diffi-
cult to access and as such could be misleading; therefore, the tests
were not conducted.
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development projects in Area A. AreaE conti.ns counties where

high valued fruit and vegetable crops are grown. The area has high

annual rainfall but the dry summers make dryland farming very

hazardous. Further project development in Areas A and D would ap-

pear unprofitable (at present private cost per unit), especially since

the best alternative development sites are already taken.

Public and Private Returns From Water
Resource Investments

Private Returns

The sample provided very little information regarding returns

from drainage and ACP. These investments (as measured in this

study) area relatively small portion of the total agricultural capita-i

investment in each of the areas, and as such, the data would not allow

the isolation of the "independent" effects of these variables. One

possible reason is that the output effects of drainage may be mostly

"hidden" in theirrigation variable. The "t" values for and X7

were significantly greater than zero at the 95% probability level in

the multicollinearitytests in Areas A, B, D, and E (see Appendix

Table VI). This indicates a substantial interrelationship. Drainage

systems are required in many cases before irrigation is possible;

thus, thetwo systems are often installed simultaneously. The ACP

variable -containsa group of different practices, some of which are
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no doubt output-increasing while others are output-decreasing. Re-

turns to irrigation appear adequatetocover private cost (as indicated

by irrigation district charges) at least in Areas C and E. The returns

may be slightly below the per unit cost on Areas A and D. No reliable

information was obtained for Area B concerning irrigation.

Public Returns

In an aggregate sense, we might expect public or privateinvest-

ments in any capital item anywhere in the economyto earn a return

approximately equal to the return on investment at the margin in any

other sector or area, if the marginal conditions for optimization are

met. As a practical matter, however, we observe some parts of

privateindustry earning 20% returns or greater, while returns on

government investment may be quite low (perhaps almost zero in some

cases). Some arguments in favor of this kind of allocation have been

supported by suggesti.onsthat government policy may have a cam-

panion (or even primary) purpose of making income transfers, either

from one sector to another, or from the present toa future genera-

tion. The latter argument is that government is the guardian of our

resources and as such, may 1egitimate.y invest funds with higher

opportunity costs in projects designed to retard resource use rates

(and therefore current returns) to the benefit of future generations.

Arguments have also been made for investments by government only
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if they earn-a returnequal to or greater than theopportunity cost in

the private sector (see Baumol, 52 p. 489).

Given the MVP estimates of Table IX and XI, it is not likely

that public investments in irrigation are earning an Iacceptab1eU rate

of return. The total current annual cost of irrigation in .the mid-

1950's (private plus public) as estimated by Ruttan (26, p.. 46) was

approximately $44 per acre of irrigated land in-thePacificNorthwest.

This is approximately equivalent to-$l0 per acre foot of water de-

livered. MYP estimates on.the basis of per acre foot of water

delivered were considerably below this figure-in each of the areas.

Two additional factors may influence .the total impact (in -agri-

culture) of public investment in-agricultural water resources. These

factors are; (1) theeffect on the value of the productivity of other

factor inputs, and (2) the overall total revenueeffect.

Related Input Effects

If we accept the linear functions as the appropriate functional

form then related input effects do not exist. Inputs are classified as

substitutes, compliments, or independents as the -change in the

marginal product of one input from a change in the quantity of another

input Is negative, positive, or zero, respectively. Mathematically,

this is expressed as
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d
ax

dX
0. (6. 10)

The quantity (6. 10) is, of course, zero for the linear equations. If

we accept the Cobb-Douglas function as appropriate, then (6. 10) for

all r and s, is always positive since,

Pyr for all r (6. 11)
ax r r

and, ) A
d(3:x) pyr rs

= , for all r and a. (6. 12)dx xx
S rs

The quantity (6. 12) may. also be written:

(& 9.)

d(8x ) MP MPr r S
13dx AP AP

S r S

where, MP = marginal product of input r.

A? r = average product of input r.

Since MP < AP for all r and all values x , and since we requirer r r
both MPr and A?r to always be positive forthe Cobb-Douglas func-

tion, then (6. 12) is always positive and the pair of inputs arecompli-

ments over the entire range of x. Values of (6. 12) for irrigation

are presented in Table XII.
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Table XII.. Estimates of Changes in the Value of the Marginal Pro-
duct of Other Factor Inputs from a One Unit Change in
the Use of Irrigation, Four Homogeneous. Areas, Pacific
Northwest, 1964.

Area and
Variable x

1
x

2
x

3

Change in MVP
x x
4 5

of
x x

6 7
X

8

1. 1.0 Unit ..

change. in
irrigation

Area A . 0011 . 0005 . 0000 0034 . 0004 - 0003 . 0002
Area. C .0004 .0007 .0004 .0051 .0007 -- .0005 .0004
AreaD. .0009 .0008 .0001 .0031 .0008 .0005 .0005
Area £ 0037 0004 . 0002 * 0054 . 0001 -- .0006 . 0006

With reference to Table XII, we may infer that a marginal in-

crease in irrigation has the greatest impact on the marginal produc-

tivity of land. The incremental change in land productivity is greater

in Area C and F where crop production is most prevalent. Increased

irrigation has its next greatest impact on labor productivity in Areas

A, D and F.

Theestimates from Table XII indicate the effects of incre-

mental changes in irrigation on the other factor inputs. The magni-

tudes of these crosseffects, however, are limited by the equation

form. The ratios of marginal toaverage products arenot allowed

to be greatly different due to the nature of the equation. Further

investigation would be required to accurately gg5s these cross

effects.
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Value of Output Effects

An offer by the federal government to share the-cost of agri-

cultural water resource -development is an immediate-inducement for

the individual firm to use more of the resource, produce more-output,

and use relatively more of the -input than other -inputs which-are rel-

atively more-costly. The effects may be-considered the same as:a

price decrease.for-the input in-question. Table XII shows estimates

of what happens to the MVPs of related inputs when irrigation is -in-

creased, given fixed output prices. How much prices of the inputs

themselves change, and how much-the resulting increase in output

will effect output prices-depends -upon the-elasticities of supply and

demand in both factor and product markets. Although estimates-of

these-elasticities-is beyond the scope of this study, an-article-by

Brandow makes possible some general comments (2, p. 898-).

Given an -aggregate-production function which is homogeneous of

degree one, - and the assumption that the firm functions making up the

aggregates-are-all the same Cobb-Douglas functions, homogeneous of

degree-one, Brandow shows some interesting results. In addition to

the function-al form of the production function, we make-the usual

assumptions -that input supply functions to-the industry of agriculture

are-positively sloped-and that the-aggregate-demand for agricultural

output is a -negatively sloped function. We also-assume-equilibrium
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in both markets before and alter a price change. The generalization

may then be made that

dema.mid for an input is elastic, unit elastic, or inelastic
accordingly as demand for output is elastic, unit elastic,
or inelastic, regardless of what happens to the prices and
quantities of other inputs, so long.as the parameters of
the system do not change (2, p. 898).

If the aggregate demand for output in a. region is inelastic,, as

we usually suppose, and the output market is cleared, then a. subsidy-

induced increase in irrigation, drainage, or AC? may cause 'a decline

in total revenue in both the agricultural input supply industry, and

agriculture itself. 19 Whether net revenues in agriculture increase or

decrease dependsupon.the relative size'ofthe'pricechanges in rela-

tion .to the quantities of inputs used and outputs sold. It is conceivable,

however, that the results 'of such a price subsidy may be to lower

aggregate incomes in agriculture while inducing greater output and

lower consumer costs such that the consumer of agricultural products

may be receiving the total benefits from the water resource develop-

ment in the form of consumer surpluses. Whether 'this would, in fact,

happen depends upon the rateof growth in demand I or agricultural

products 'in relation to the rate of development of projects, and upon

the industry production function.

19lncreases in output under conditions of inelastic demand
lead to smaller total revenues since theercent increase in output
sold is less than .the percent decrease in prices received.
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VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Sumrnary

The.cornpetition for water resources among regional economic

sectors has intensified in recent years. This rivalry and the long

run prospects for water shortages have.i.ntensified the demand for

research concerning theproductivity of this resource in alternative

uses. The distribution and use of water resources require invest-

ment which typically comes from both public and private sources.

Theprirnary purposeof this study was toevaluatetheproductivity of

this investment (from both sources) inagriculturei.nthe Pacific

Northwest.

Estimation of production functionsfor agriculture in the area

was selected as a method of analysis. Past studies seemed .to mdi-

cate "acceptabl&' results from the use of models at a relatively high

level of aggregation (macro.level), as opposed tothemicroapproach.

in which implications (from selected micro units) are:extrapolated

to the aggregates. Precautions were talen in the measurement of

variables, model formulation, and statistical estimation because of

(valid) criticisms in the literature regarding various methodological

aspects of production.function.analysis. An attempt was made to

isolate the productivity of water resources in agriculture through
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separate productivity estimates for irrigation, drainage, and water-

oriented conservation practices.

A major conceptual and methodological problem with aggregate

functions is whether the data to be used are consistent with the func-

tional form of the micro equations. Micro-level data were not avail-

able for aggregation by a selected procedure; neither were the micro-

level functional forms known. The data. available for analysis were

already aggregated by a specific aggregation procedure (the simple

sums of farm level data). The inability to select an aggregation pro-

cedure and the lack of knowledge of the functional forms of the micro

functions irnplies.a strong possibility that the aggregate functions are

somewhat biased due to aggregation (1. e., the macro equation may

not give the same results as the simple sum of the micro results).

Although this possibility exists, there is no reason to believe that the

resulting bias is any greater than the alternative of estimating a large

number of micro equations and.aggregating the results.

An attempt was made to measure the input from long term

capital items in terms of the annual service flow rather than using a

"proxy" variable (such as the stock of capital) as has been done in

past studies. It has been shown that the use of stocks instead of flows

is a1, inappropriate measure except in special cases such as land(65).

The aggregation of micro units of an.input which does not

exhibit homogeneity is a problem in some input variables. Variables
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which typically have this characteristic are labor and land. The de-

lineation of the study area into homogeneous farming areas seemed to

reduce this problem in the labor variable. A relative productivity

index was constructed for the- cropland variable; observations were

defined as the-quantity of cropland weighted by the-index of cropland

quality.

Ordinary least-squares (OLS) regression procedures were. used

to obtain the first estimates of the parameters. Multicollinearity

tests indicated a strong probability of significant interdependence

between-several input variables, signifying that estimated standard

errors were not minimum (compared to.the standard errors if the

variables were independent) and that the usual 't" tests -for signifi-

cance of the parameters were not reliable-indicators of significance.

This problem, combined with probable-measurement error, prompted

the conclusion that at least part of the parameter estimates.and their

standard errors were unreliable.

Prior information was selected as analternative to problems

associated with OLS solutions. Other- alternatives include (1) gather-

ing new data, (2) selecting new methodology, and (3) abandoning the

project. Considering the restrictions on research time and expendi-

tures, as well as the existence -of techniques for incorporating, prior

information into the analysis, the prior information alternative was

selected.
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A prior information model developed by H. Theil was selected

for use inthe analysis because of its relatively low information re-

quirements and ease of computations. The results of using this model

helped to identify the seriousness of the multicollinearity problem of

the OLS models. The new results exhibited a set of parameters which

are economically more realistic1

and statistically almost as "good"

(by several measures) in explaining the variation in the dependent

variable.

In general, the results indicated that any reallocation (or at

least a redirection of future.investment) in irrigation investment

should move in the direction of Areas C and F (Area C is pri.marily

a field crop producinga.rea.and Area E produces a high proportion of

high valued fruits, nuts, and truck crops). The returns to.irriga,tion

were sufficient to cover all or most of the private cost, but were not

sufficient to cover the public investment.

Estimated returns to other factorinputs generally differed from

equilibrium values. Returns to labor were evidently low in threeof

the five areas; returns to current operating. expenditures were usually

high. Returns to machinery capital were generally low or insignifi-

cant. The attempt to separate the productivity of irrigation from

the cropland was at least partially successful -- this has not been

done in past studies. Returns to cropland were somewhat low in

Area D andE, but were about as expected in Areas A and C.
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Limitations and Implications for Further Research

The greatest shortcoming of this study is possibly the quality of

the data available for analysis. The sample information alone does

not exhibit reliable estimates of some of the parameters (particularly

$. and8) generated from ordinary least-squares regression. Use

of prior information models indicate that the new set of parameter

values for drainage (7) and ACP () could be near the expected

values without conflicting greatly with OLS solutions based only on the

sample. Reliance on the estimates of and'3 from the prior in-

formation model solutions is limited to the reliability of the prior

information its elf.

En addition to the interdependent nature of the county data, some

measurement problems were encountered. The problem of an ob-

viously heterogeneous labor input was treated by stratification of the

study area. A land quality index was constructed to adjust the land

input to a homogeneous unit. The problem of homogeneous specifi-

cation of all the variables needs additional research.

The measurement of the drainage and ACP variables needs

additional research effort. These variables are no doubt quite im-

portant in some areas but they are difficult to quantify. A "proxy

service flow (the assumption that farmer participation in ACP re-

presented the private investment in these variables) was usçd in this
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study. Other physical measures such as acres drained or feet of

drainage pipe, for example, are poor measures. A more complete

accounting of investment in these variables is perhaps the best pos-

sibility. Another possibility is that the analysis could be done at a

lower level of aggregation, considering only areas where drainage

and ACP are a more significant portion of farm capital.

A further implication of the study is that the reliability of esti-

mates from other studies of a similar nature, which have attempted

to isolate the parameters of relatively unimportant variables perhaps,

suffer from similar problems. Improved and alternative sources of

data are no doubt required for the long run solution to the problem.

The use of priorinlormation models seems to be a promising

methodological tool to explicitly set out and utilize the researche.rts

prior information. Additional research in the use of prior in.forma-

tion models would be helpful in determining the advantages and dis-

advantages of particular models.
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APPENDIX I

DERIVATION AND PROOF OF NECESSARY AND SUFFICIENT
CONDITIONS FOR CONSISTENT AGGREGATION

Chapter II aludes to the aggregation problem in the context of

this study. This Appendix specifies the requirements for consistent

aggregation of production functions. The discussion is first concerned

with aggregation problems of exact models and the.n .with aggregation

problems associated with stochastic models.

Following Green (18, p. 99-107) we first define the necessary

and sufficient conditions for consistent aggregation of production func-

tions. Consider the firm production functio.n

y f (x ,...,X ,...,X )
(Za.1)

s s ls rs ms

thwhere; y output.for the s firm (s = 1,,... ,.n)

Xrs = the rth input (r = 1'. ,m).

The only restriction is that y and X be non-negative and continuous.

We wish to be able to write

Y = F(x ,.. .,x ) (Za.Z)
1 m

where Y and x are defined by the aggregate function:

y(y y ...... y) .(Za. 3)

x x (x ,...,,x .,.....,x ) (Za.4)r ,r rl rs rn

The necessary conditions for the function (Za. 1) to be aggregated

tothefunction(Za.Z)arethat, for alIr 1,....,mands 1,....,n
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DF Dx y
.!fi . (2a.5)

aXr Dx ay5 ax

To prove this relationship we write the total differe.ntialfor the

two expressions for Y ((Za. 2) and (2a. 3)). From (2a. 2) we have

m.
dY = dx + dx + =

DF dx
1 Dx 2 &x rn r

1 2 m rr4 r

Finding dXr from (2a. 4) we have

rn n a
dY = Z dx = dx8x r axax rsr1 r r1 s1 r rs

Then from (2a. 3) we have

dY = dy + .... + dy dy
Dy1 1 n n s1 s

and finding dy from (2a. 1)

n a m
d Y d .

Dy S Dy Dx rss1 s s=l r1 s rs

(2a. 6)

(2a. 7)

Thus, the coefficients of dx found Lathe two expressions (2a. 6)

and (2a. 7) must be equal for each pair of values of r and s. This is

what (Za.5) states.

The necessary and sufficient conditions for aggregation of the

function (2a. 1) to the function (Za. 2) are that there exists functions

G,H,g,h,G,H,g a.ndh suchthatr s r s rs rs

Y H(h1(y1) + .... +h(y)) (2a.8)

G(g1(x1) + .. .. + g(x)) (2a.9)
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y = H (h1 (x1) + . . . . + h(x)) (s=1 ..... ,n) (Za. 10)

Xr G(g1(x1) + .... + Xrn (r=1,...,m). (Za.i1)

It is obvious that the existence of these functions provides a sufficient

condition for (Za. 5) sInce the functions are additive with no interaction

terms. Equation (Za. 5) holds for each pair of values of r and s.

It is more difficult to show that the equations (Za. 8) through

(Za. 11) are necessary conditions for (Za. 5). This will be shown in

several parts:

(1) If we solve (2a.5) for
8y

and take the ratio

(where t is a.ny of the firms s=l,. . . , .n); i. e. , take the ratio of the

partial derivatives from (Za. 3) for any two firms s and t.. We obtain

Y/ay_- ax1/ax1 ax1/ax1

ax /8x ax /8x_m ms , m mt
af /8x af /8x

S ms t mt

The ratio of the marginal contribution to aggregate output of a.ny two

firms s and t must be equal to the quotient of two ratios. The numera-

tor of the quotient is the ratio of the marginal contribution of the
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firm input to the aggregate input, to the firm level marginal product

of the same input. The denominator is the same except it is for the

firm t. This quotient must then be equal for all inputs (rl,... , m)

for the two firms sand t. The partial derivatives in this expression

(excluding the left-hand side) depend only on the values x19 .....
,
Xfl)5

and x ..... JXmt as can be seen by examining equations (ZaJ) and

(2a. 4). These variables determine the values of y and but do not

influence the value of a.ny other firm!s output. Thus Oy/8y5 is a

ay/ay

functio.n only of y and y . This is true for all s and t. With these

relationships we can obtai.n the functions H h1;.... It must be

that Y=y(y1,...,y)= H1(y1)+ ,..., +hn(Yn))

aF(2) If we solve (Za. 5) for and (where q is any of the aggregate
r q

inputs r=l,. ... , m) and take the ratio of the two, we have

aF/axg af1/axg1 8f1/8xr1 af2/axg2 &f2/0x2
8F/8x 8x/8x ax /ax 8x /8x 8x /Oxr q qi r rl q qZ r rZ

,..., =af/a., af /0
ti gil, ii rn.

Ox /ax Ox /Dx
q q.n r r.n

This is true .for all pairs of aggregate inputs r1, .. . ,rn. These

partial derivatives (except the left-hand side) depend only on the valties

x ,..,. ,x which determine x a.ndx ,.. . ,x which determine xqi qn q rl rn r
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Therefore, the left-hand side (8F/axq aF/ax) depends only OnX

and.x. This is true for all q and r so that we may write Y

F(x ,... ,x ) = G(g (x ) + ... + g (x )), which shows the existencein 11 mm
of the functions G, g1,... , g

(3) Solving (Za. 5) for f5 /8Xq8 and f /Ox and taking the ratio of the

two, we b.ve

f /Ox 8F/8x ax /ax
s gs g gs

ai /ax aF/ax 8x /Ox
s rs r r rs

The left-hand side depends only o.n.x1 ..... ,x. aF/ax . 8F

was shown above to depend only on Xq1 Xqn and.xri,... Xrn

The second part of the right-hand side depends o.n the same variables

thus, the only. variables on which both sides depend are x and xqs rs

So, the left-hand side is a. function of only and x . We can now
qs rs

write

y f (x ,x )=H (h (x )+... +h (x ))
g s is ins s is is ins ins

show ihg theexistence of the functions H , and h ,. .. ,h
s is ins

(4) Solving (2a. 5) for ax/ax and 8x/8x and taking the ratio of

the two, we can show by the same argument as above that this ratio

depends only o.n x and and we may write

x x (x ,...,x )=G (g (x )+... +g (x )).r r ri rn r ri ri r.n rn
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This completes the statement arid the proof of the necessary and suf-

ficient conditions for consistent aggregation. We will now consider

some interpretations and applications of these results.

sums

We first consider the case where the aggregates are the simple

n 0
Y y and x = x (r1,...m).

S r rss1 sl
From the necessary condition (Za. 5) the two partials ax/axrs

and aY/ay both equal unity and the equation becomes

ar/ax = 8f /Bxr 5 rs

for all r a.nd s. For any input r, "r depends only on the totals

x , ... , x which are invariant with any finite number of distributions
1 m

of inputs among the n firms. The firm level marginal products

8fs/8Xrs must be equalfor all firms s. The marginal products must

also be constant for all values of x . This implies that the firmrs
production must be linear with identical slopes

y =a + b x
S S r rsrl

This condition is also seen to be sufficient since
n n mYya+ bx

S $ r rss1 s=1 r=1
0 m n fl

= a + Eb I x ) =a+ Zb x
S r' rs r rs1 r=1 s=l r1
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The restriction of identical slopes may be relaxed if we use

weighted sums of the inputs

U

x = w xr rs rs
s1

Th.e.n from (2a. 5) we have

aF/ax = i/w Of /axr rs S rs

for each r and s. The firm functions must still be linear but they may
b

have different slopes. The weights w must be such that -u- is the

same for each firm s. Thus if we select W to be the marginal prod-

ucts of each firm input, aggregation will be consistent.

A weighting procedure may- also be applied to the dependent
n

variable to obtain consistent aggregation. If we allow Y = . w5 y5
s=l

.tl

and require x x as before then (2a. 5) becomesr rs

OF/8x = w ØF /Oxr s s rs

for each r and s. The firm functions must again be linear, and if

m
y a +b x
S S rs rsr1

for all s, then we must have

b crs t or eb cb kb c srs trt rrt s
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for all pairs of firms s and t. In that case

n ti m .n

y cy = 2ca + cb x
S S S 5 S rs rss1 s1 r1 .s1

An. obvious extets ion of the above results to non-linear functions is the

case of the exponential function. if the functions are written in log

form the three above results can be applied directly. The aggregates

in this case are products instead, of sums. The' difficulty with this

formulation is that the aggregation is consistent only in the log form

which presents a problem of economic interpretation.

A further extension of consistent aggregation may be made if we

include economics and take a special case of the 'exponential function.

Consider n firms with production functions which are homogeneous. of

degree one. 18 If the optimal conditions for pure competition exist19

and. firms have production functions, which are homogeneous of the first

degree, the expansion paths are all straight lines out of the origin with

the same slope and aggregation will be consistent. This is true.for the

aggregation procedure

n nx x and c Yrs r s ss=l

18Functjons are homogeneous of the first degree if for the Lunc-
tionY .f(x1, x2, . x.), ty = f(tx1, tx2, .. tx) = tmf(X1,X2,

x) wheret. is an.arbitrary constant and. rn indicates the degree of
homogeneity- - in this case' m 1).

19The optimal cönt±itions are that the marginal rate of substitu-
tion between any two inputs must be the same for any two firms.
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on the previous page where the x's are allowed to take on any positive

number.

Since profit maximization requires the firm to be on the ex-

pans ion path, the production function may be written in terms of the

constant input ratios and one input alone. Consider the Cobb-Douglas

function

Y = a brS
r:1

b = 1.

The optimal conditions and the pure competition assumptions require,

in general that the marginal rates of substitution are equal for all

pairs of i.nputs for all firms. The nature of the Cobb-Douglas functions

assures that the expansion paths will be straight lines and the assump-

tion that expansion paths all come from the origin and have the same

slopes implies that b =b =b for all r; 1. e. the firms all have func-ri r2 r

tions with the same exponents for x. This is true since

MRS =MRSrq, t rq, S

which implies that

MPx bx MPx b.xrt rt gt rs rs gs
MPx bx MPx b x

qt qt rt qs qs rs

and the ratios and are constants and equal, which implies that

the only way the product of ratios can be equal for all s a.nd t is the

case where
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b =b =brs rt r

for all r, s and t.

By substituting the general for the specific exponents we may

write

b b
Y =a x1 ...xm

S S is andms

by substituting

Xq5 mrxrs (or mr for all s)

we have
/ b2 / \bmix
r 2sY =a x %

jx
i ms

S S i5\X1 . .

.11

xOr since rs is equal to
rss1 we may write

x is '-, x
1s1 S

, / \btx \Z
j I

ix m
Y a x 1i
S S 1S\x1/ ...

Aggregation yields

i 'b F \bri Y n ixi2 ,x im
r= ---=3xa L-.lEsx IS1 s s1 1;

b b b
l 2

xm
m

, which is the aggregate function - -

also homogeneous of degree one (9, p. 49-51). The weights for
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aggregating Y are equal to unity over a.

Green further shows (18, p. 43) that aggregation will be con-

sistent for polynomials by using weighted moments of the first and

second orders. This approachrequires knowledge of the probability

distributions of the variables to be aggregated.

The above discussion is concerned with exact models. The re-

stilts, as shown by Green (18, p. 100-103) are slightly more complex

for stochastic models. We assume the firm functions to be of the fol-

lowing form where the aggregation procedure is simple sums

m
Y (t) = A + b x (t) + U (t)

S S rs rs Sri
where t is the time subscript and U the error term. If we also

assume that the micro inputs XrS are related to the macro inputsin a

liner Las hio.n then,

and

m
x (t) a. + . x (t) + v (t)rs rs rs.q q rsq 1

ti ti
a = v (t)=0rs rs rs.q

sri sri sri

20This presents a slightly different concept of the aggregate pro-
ductio.n functIon. It tetids to measure the existing institutional effects

Ysand not strictly a technical relationship - - it is generated by a
group of economic decisions, assumed tO be optimal.

In a special case of this procedure where the firm functions are
all identical, the aggregate function will be consistent when the aggrega-
tion procedure is to use simple sums. The aggregate function is

ti b1 b2 b'
Y = Z Y = nax x . . . x: m.

s1 1 2
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for rq and zero if r=q, since
n

x =xrs rs1
The parameters and the error term for the aggregate function,

Y(t)=A+2b x (t)+U(t)qq
may be expressed as

n m
A= a +n Z cov(b ,

s rs rss=l r1
m

b = - b + .n coy (b , 13q n s1 rs r1 rs rs.q

n m
TJ(t) = U (t) + coy (b U (t).

S rs, rsr1
Three possibilities now exist for consistent aggregation: (1) If

the parameters b are the same for all firms, the covariance termsrs
are all zero and we have consistent aggregation as before. (2) If the

Xrs are related to only X and in a.n exact linear function, aggregation

will be consistent but b is not equal to the arithmetic mean of the br rs
(3) If x is related only to x , but stochastically with coy (b , U )rs r rs rs

0, then aggregation is again consistent.

In general, however, the b will not be equal for all firms and

the functional form of x may not be so uwell behaved's. In this case,rs
the extent of the aggregation bias depends upon the equation forms,

the aggregation procedure, and the statistical estimation method used.
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EXAMPLES OF CONSISTENT AGGREGATION

A. Linear firm functions with equal slopes,

Consider two firm functions,

= 2 + 4x1

y2=4+4x2.

We use simple sums for aggregates and the aggregate.function is

Y=y1+y2=2+4+4x1+4x2

= 6 + 4(x1 + x2)

2
6+4X , whereX= x

S

The aggregate function consistently gives us the same value of Y

from a.ny value of X, regardless of the distribution of the input among

the two firms; all we need know is the sums of the two firm inputs.

B. Li.near firm functions with unequal slopes.

Consider two firm functions,

y 2+4x

4 + 2x2

We may use a weighted sum for the input, where the weights

equal the marginal products. Thus, the aggregate function is

Y = 6 + (4x1 + 2x2)

6+X whereX(4x1+2x2)
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We must k.now the slope coefficients, 4 and 2. Given this i.nfor-

matio.n we will consistently get the same aggregate output whether we

use the two firm functions (and sum the results) or use oniy the aggre-

gate function.

Alternatively we may use the weighting procedure for y.

(i = 1,2). We have

c b =c b k
S rs t rt r

or in this example,

(1/4)4 1/2(2) = 1 (any value of k will do),

Then the aggregate function is,

Y 4y1 + 1/2y2 (i4)(2) + 1/2(4) + (x1 +

2

=2V2)+X,whereX= Ex.
s =1

C. Cobb-Douglas functions .with inputs in fixed proportions and con-

sta.nt returns to scale.

Co,nsier the two functions

.5 .5y1 = 2x1 x12

.5 .5421

Given fixed proportions, x12 2x11 and x21 = 2x22

the function may be written

x .5
y 2x 12 = 2T2x

1 lix 11
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x .5
4x21 = 4'.fx21

The aggregate function may be written

2
+ 4z 2 x where X = x11 + x1).

In the special case where the constant term is equal to unity in

each firm function the aggregate function is

Y = 1/2y1 + 1/2y X , where X = +

.5 .5 .5 .5
or, since y1 + y = x11 x1

2
+ x21 x22

..5 .5
2x1 x2

and we let
2

and x21 = as before, then

+ y2 + 2(x11 + x21)

= 2X

So if we define the aggregate output as the simple sums of the

firm outputs, the.n aggregation is consistent if we also use simple

sums for the inputs.. This also holds when firms have identical func-

tions, e.g.

11
.5 .5y22x21 x22

The aggregate function

Y = y1 + y 4X15X , where = +

is consistent.
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FLOW vs. STOCK CONCEPTS OF CAPITAL INPUTS

The relationship between stocks and flows over time depends on

the shape of the service flow stream and the salvage value at the end

of the useful life of the asset. First consider the simple case where

the serv iceflow is constant over the finite life of the asset and there

is no salvage value. In the continuous form, the present value of the

service flow (stock value) is 21

where:

V = RJetdt R e-1
(2a. l)

V' present value of a new asset (indicated by subscript

zero) with a useful life of T years

R constant service flow

r = discount rate.

Thus, the proportionality of stock to flow becomes
T

V rT
0 1 e -1

r rTe

After k years of depreciation (1 < k ( T) the pesent value is

(2a13)

2lTh usual form of the discrete case of present value of a ser-
RT

vice flow is (1+r)
+ + (l+r)1 WhenR1 R2 .... RT

T, the equation becomes V = R ( (l+lr)t) With continuous c:m-

pounding (1+r) becomes e , so that the continuous form is RJ0 e dt.
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V = RJe rtd = e-1
( 14)

r(T-k) TT 1 e -1 vand V 1 - which is less than 0 for positiver rT
C R

T and r. As a result the proportionality decreases as the asset ages.

And the use of stocks instead of flows places more weight on the more

durable asset. For example, consider two assets with identical ser-

vice flows equal to $100, no salvage value, and equal original, useful

lives of 10 years. Let one asset be new a.nd the other five years old,

the.n

10 _fio -rt 100 e°r1
V -RI e dt-0,1 "0 r lOr

e

10 100 er05)_i 100 eSr1
and V5,2 r lOr r lOr

e

where the subscripts 1 and 2 indicate the new and the five-year old

assets, respectively. With a discount rate equal to . 10,

V°1 = = 1000(1 = $632

and V
1000e-i) $239.

The use of the stock value would place an unwarranted weight of 2. 6

on the more durable asset.

If the service flow deteriorates with the age of the asset then the

relationship between the value of the capital stock and the service flow

is slightly cha.nged. For example, if the rate of deterioration, s, is a
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-Stconstant over time such that R(t) = R e , then the relationship be-

comes,

wT RJT _(r+s)td R e)T_i
0 0 r+s e+T

Twhere W0 = present value of the asset

= a constant deterioration rate

R the service flow i.n t0.

After one year the value of the capital stock becomes,

T R
(r+s)(T-l)

e -W = (2a..16)
1 r+s e+5)T

wT wT
and > -j (the ratio of stock to flow decreases with age).

The result is the same as above; i.e., use of the stocks instead of

flows places more weight on more durable assets.

A varying weight from stocks to flows may result (depending on

the form of the two functions) in the case where assets (e. g. livestock)

first appreciate with age and then depreciate. Only in the case of an

asset with an infinite life span (e. g. land) will the proportionally re-

main constant. In this case

r-rTlT . iRe__-ii R
V limi' =

0 ir rT i rTpO e -J

'1i\ 1and the proportionality factor is - = -

Having established the appropriate measure of the production
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input from capital assets, a question now remains as to how to mea-

sure the flow. If it can be assumed that the service flow is constant

over time, with no salvage value, and the useful life, original market

value of the asset, a.nd r are known we may simply solve (2a. 12) for

R to obtain the annual service flow
rV

-rT
1 -e

Or, if the service flow is not constant over time and the function R(t)

is known, (along with 'useful life,, original market value and r), we may

solve an equation similar to (Za. 15) for the year of interest, t. But

R(t) may be difficult to establish. In this case there is an alternative

available using only current market values. It may first appear that

this could be done simply by calculating the relevant flow as V1 Vt

(the cha.nge in the market value of the asset during the production

period, t). But this calculatio.n involves factors other than the depre

ciatio.n (change i.n current flow of productive services) that we wish to

measure. The current market devaluation of a used asset is likely to

reflect not only a change in depreciation but also a.n obsolescence fac-

tor. The obsolescence factor is the penalty attached to old assets be-

cause of the probability of better assets becoming available. This

factor ca.n be removed simply, as Yotopoulas demonstrates.

If we have survey data available showing the market value of the

asset at the beginning and ending of the production period, we can
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find the service flow as

Rt = rV (V V) . (2a. 17)

This is the discrete form which would normally be required since

market values win be available only for discrete points on the market

value function. The proof of (2a. 17) is as follows:

Using the discrete form of the present value formula, the value,

V from t1 through T will be, (where d itr
V1 R1d + R2d2 + R3d3 + .. + RTdT

V?=O+R2+R3d2+..+RTdT'

VT _O +0 +0 + + RTd.

Or in general,

Vt Rtd + R+id2 + ... + RTdTt_

or

V = Rd + d(Rid + ... RTd(T'))

and solving for Rt

V1 = rV (V+1 V)

The service flow in any time period, t, will be equal to the discount

factor times the market value in time period, t, adjusted by the dif-

ference in market values between (t+1) and t.
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All the data needed then are the market values for two years and the

discount rate r

In summary, it has been shown that stocks can be used as a proxy

for the flows of capital services only in the case of a.n infinite life cx-

pectancy of the asset. Further, it has been shown that the service

flow can be calculated from present market values or from original

market values whe.n the service flow function i known,,
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HOMOGENEOUS FARMING AREAS

Table I is a percentage disaggregation of the total value of farm

output into broad census categories of types of farm output. Area A

contains counties with greater than 50% of total value of farm products

sold (TVFPS) from field crops (FC) plus livestock and livestock prod-

ucts (LLP), where the % from FC and from LLP is greater than 20%.

Area B contains counties with at least 50% of TVFPS from LLP and

less than 20% from any other single source. Area C contains at least

50% of TVFPS from FC and less than 20% from any other single classi-

fication. Area D contains counties with at least 50% of TVFPS from all

livestock and livestock products (ALLP) and not less than 10% from

LLP. Area E contains the remaining counties which exhibit a diversity

of TVFPS between the seven classifications. The percentages are

based on data from the Agricultural Census for 1964 (57, 58, 59,

Table 6, lines 63, 67, 69, 71, 73,77, 79, 81, 83).
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APPENDIX TABLE I. Value of ajor crop and livestock classifications as a percent of total value of
farru pmducts sold, Pacific Northwest, 1964.

All Crops All Livestock and Liv. Ptod,

Area, State Field Vege- Fruits Forest Poultry Dairy Livestock

and County Crops. tables & Nuts Prod. P. Prod. Prod. Liv. Prod.

Percent of Values of Farm Products Sold -----------------
AreaA

Ore zon

Benton 39.3 10.8 5 5.5 2.8 .12.2 24. 3

Crook 30.7 -- -- . 1 .6 2.7 66.0

Gilliam 69. 1 -- -- .1 1 .1 30.6

Jefferson 67.2 .2 -- -- .1 .7 31.7

Kiamath 44.4 -- -- .2 .9 2.9 51.5

Maiheur 53.5 6.7 .3 .8 .5 7.9 30.6

Morrow 64.3 .3 .1 .5 . 9 2.0 32.0

Uinatilla 42. 1 12.1 2. 8 1.5 1.5 1.9 37.9

Union 40.2 5.1 5.3 1.2 .4 2.6 45.1.

Wallowa 30.1. -- -- 1.4 .2 3.5 64.0

Wasco 38.5 .8 28,3 .8 . 1.2 1.1 29.1

Washington

Grant 57.3 1.4 .6 .5 .2 1.9 38.1

Klickitat 36.2 5.0 8.8 .1.3 .8 6.6 40.9

Yakjma 28.0 4.2 35.8 1.0 1.6 3.0 26.5

Idaho

Bannock 54.8 -- .1 .6 2.9 8.9 32.7

BearLake 30.9 -- .1 -- .6 .19.7 48.3

Boundary 61.1 -- -- 2.7 .7 14.1 21.4

Butte 50.2 -- -- .1 11.0 2.9 35.8

Carnas 66.8 -- -- .2 .1 3.8 29.0

Canyon 44.3 2.6 3.1 .9 1.9 . 10.8 36.4

Caribou 62.2 .5 -- .2 8.3 28.7

Cassia 56.3 .1 -- -- .6 4.5 38.4

Clark 21.2 -- -- -- .1 .7 78.1

Clearwatar 57.6 -- .2 7.3 1.4 3.5 30.0

Custet 22.6 -- -- -- .1 2.2 74.4

Elniore 48.3 .6 -- .1 .3 1.9 48.8
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APPENDIX TABLE I. (CON'T.)

AU Crops AU Livestock & Ly. Prod.

Areas State Field Vege- Fruits Forest Poultry Dairy Livestock

and County Crops tables & Nuts Prod. P. Prod. Prod. Liv. Prod.

------ Percent of Value of Fatm Products Sold -----------------
Fremont 57.1 -- -- -- .1. 4.5 38.2

Gooding 22.7 .4 .2 .3 5.2 15.2 56.2

Idaho 58,1 .1 .1 1.2 .1.0 3.5 35.5

Jefferson 65.1 -- -- -- .4 8.2 26.0

Jerome 51.1 .2 .1 .1 .4 7.6 40.5

Kotenai 48.5 .7 .3 4.7 5.3 17.1 22.7

Lincoln 36.4 -- -. .1 3,7 18.8 41.1

Minidolca 68.7 -- -- .2 .8 5.3 24.9

Oneida 62.1 -- -- -- .1 5.8 32.0

Owyhee 48.2 .7 .9 .6 .2 7.5 41.9

Payette 22.1 6.3 12.3 1.3 1.4 15.3 41.3

Teton 49.8 .2 -- -- .3 16.0 33.3

TwinFaUs 54.5 1.3 .4 .1 .8 8.3 34.6

Valley 23.3 -- -- .8 .7 2.7 70.4

Washington 29. 6 8. 1 1.5 .3 .6 10.7 49. 2

Area B
Oregon

Baker 15.5 * .1 .} .5 5.5 78.4

Douglas 7.5 3.3 10.9 8.8 6,8 10.4 52.2

Grant 3,2 -- 1.1 2.3 2.0 .7 905

Ha.rney 8.0 -- -- .1 .2 .1 91.6

Lake 17.5 -- -- .1 .2 2.2 80.0

Wheeler 12. 8 -- -- 1. 7 .. 3 .6 84. 4

Wathinnton

.Asotin 26.3 -- 1.8 1.3 .3 4.0 65.9

Ferry 14.2 -- .9 7.1 .4 1.7 75.7

Kittitas 17.6 .
2.0 .2 .1 .6 5.4 73.6

PendOreille 19,3 -- -- 10,4 .7 16.6 52.8

SanJuan 9.7 11.8 .2 2.2 9.4 7.2 59.6
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APPENDIX TABLE I. (CON'T)

Crops All Livestock & Liy. Prod.,All

Area, State Field Vege- Fruits Forest Poultry Dairy Livestock

and County Crops tables & Nuts Prod. P. Prod. Prod. Liv. Prod

Idaho
------ Percent of Value of Farm Products Sold ----------------

Mains 8.5 -- .1 1.8 .6 3.2 85.8

Blame 17.4 -- -- .1 1.1 13.6 67.7

Boise 12.8 -- -- .2 .4 .6 85.9

Lenthi 15.0 -- .2 .1 .8 4.5 78.6

Area C
Oregon

Linn 51.0 9.5 5.2 2.6 7.0 9.6 15.2.

Sherman 83.0 ..- .1 -- .1 -- 16.6

Washizton

Adams 73.7 1 3 .3 -- . 1 .4 24.3

Benton 53.6 4.2 13.8 .3 2.1 4.0 22.0

Columbia 64.6 20.8 1.8 .8 . 1 .1 11, 7

Douglas 52.8 -- 36.1 .2 .3 .1 10.3

Franklin 75.1 1.3 .6 .1 .2 1.9 20.8

Garfield 83.0 -- .3 -- .1 .1 16.5

Lincoln 84.0 -- -- .5 .7 14.7

Spokn 57.9 1.2 1.1 5.1 11.0 11.1 12.4

WallaWalla 68.3 12.4 .4 2.1 2.2 2.9 11.6

Whitman 81.0 .6 .4 .1 .5 .7 16.7

Idaho

Benewah 81.3 -- -- 1.7 .5 1.2 15.2

Bingharn 67.4 -- -- .1 .4 7.2 24. 9

Bonneville 72.8 -- -- .5 .3 5. 6 20.6

Latab 84.3 .2 .1 .6 .9 2.7 11.0

Lewis 91. 7 . 2 -- .5 . 1 . 4 7. 1

Madison 76.6 -- - . 1 3.0 7.6 12. 7

Nez Perce 70.4 5.2 .1 1.0 .9 3.3 19.0

Power 85.1 .3 -- -- .1 2.3 12.3
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APPENDIX TABLE I. (CON'T.)

All Crone All Livestock &Ljy. Prod.

Area, State Field Vege- Fiiñts Forest Poultry Dairy Livestock

and County Crops tables & Nuts Prod. P. Prod. Prod. Lw. Prod.

Percent of Value of Farm Products Sold ----------------
Area])

OrgOn

Ciatsop 2.3 .2 .6 4.5 6.7 25.4 60.3

ColumbIa 6.0 1.6 11.7 18.5 11.2 20.3 59.5

Coos 2.4 * 6.6 7.7 2.1 54.1 27.0

Curry .2 -- .6 346 2.6 19.8 42.1

Deschutes 17. 3 -- -- .2 4.6 23. 7 33.5

Josephine 20.8 .2 1.9 8.7 8.7 38.4 20.8

Lincoln 2.0 .5 1.9 14.5 6.2 37.6 36.5

Tillamoolc .2 -- .1 1.6 .5 82.8 14.8

Wathin2ton

Clallam 11.5 1.9 1.8 6.8 3.0 51.0 23.9

Clark 7.9 5.3 8.8 3.2 20.8 37.5 16.3

Grays Harbor 3.4 3.4 4.2 3.3 5.2 65.0 15.4

Island 6.6 1.6 2.7 5.7 49.7 18.3 15.1

Jefferson 2.8 .2 1 6.8 10.2 45.6 34.0

King .4 7.9 3.4 17.9 17.1 38.5 14.7

Lewis 5. 3 2. 1 3. 0 3.8 34. 9 30.1 20. 6

Mason 2.3 2.0 2.2 22.6 2.7 38.0 30.0

Pacific 1.4 -- 28.4 6.9 2.5 36.2 24.3

Snohoinish 1.2 3.6 5.5 5.3 14.0 53.1 17.2

Stevens 22.7 -- .5 7.4 .9 33.4 35.0

Thurston 1.3 1.4 3.4 13.3 36.1 25.2 18.7

Wahkiaiwm .5 .5 .5 1.9 .1 79.3 17.0

Whatcorn 5.9 25 7.4 2.1 16.8 54.8 10.4

Ada 15.7 .7 .3 1.2 14.4 38.5 29.0

Bonner 13.0 -- .2 6.1 1.5 37.4 41.5

Franklin 29.6 3.2 -- , 1 7.4 27.7 31.9

Cam 8.3 1.4 26.6 .1 1.9 18.7 43.0
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APPENDIX TABLE I. (COWT..)

All Crous AU I4vestock Liv. Prod.

Area, State Field Vege- Fruits Forest Poultry Dairy Livestock
and County Crops tables & Nuts Prod. P. Prod. Prod. Liv. Prod.

-------Percent of Vaiue of Fajm Products Sold

Shoshone 6.5 -- .3 7.6 25.7 11.3 48.5

Area E
Ore aoxi

Clackamas 11.9 5.8 17.6 13.4 30.2 7.6 13.3

Hood River I ..0 -- 85.4 7 4.4 4.4 4.0

Jackson 6.7 1.0 44.9 1.6 11.0 14.7 18.7

Lane 16.8 15.6 10.6 10.9 15.6 14.9 15.9

Marion 27.4 19.6 19.4 7.7 8.7 7.6 9.5

Multu.omah 6.9 16.9 15.9 36.8 4.2 10.3 8.7

Polk 4O8 8.6 17.5 1.1 6.4 11.0 14.4

Washington 19.1 4.7 28.0 12.0 10.3 17.3 8.5

Yarahill 23.6 12.7 17.8 3.9 18.7 9.4 13.8

Waahin2ton

Chelan .8 -- 92.8 2.2 .1 .8 3.1

Cowlitz 7.3 6.6 3.5 25.4 14.5 24.2 18.4

Kitsap .1.1 .5 19.8 19.S 16.6 24.5 17.8

Okanogan 5.5 -- 62.0 10.8 .1 1. 3 20.2

PIerce .6 6.7 10.0 11.8 33.7 24.1 13,0

Skagtt 5.2 18.2 11.9 9.3 7.9 36.0 11,4

Skamania 2.8 .3 481 5.2 3.3 1.2.8 26.4

* Less than .05%.
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EXPLANATION OF VARIABLE MEASUREMENT

The variables for the production function models were based

primarily on data from the Agricultural Census of 1964. Other

sources were used when census data was inadequate, but whenever

possible the "other sources" were tied to thecensus data, In the

case of drainage (X7) and ACP (X8), however, this:was not possible.

The value of farm products sold was taken directlyfrom the

Agricultural Census for 1964 (57, 58, 59 Table 6, line 63). The

value of home consumption was estimated by using the state estirra.tes

of value of home consumption from Farm Income Situation (53.) and

allocating this estimate among thecounties according to the number

of people on farms (57, 58, 59, Table 7, line 2).

Total manyears of labor was estimated mostlyfrom the Agri-

cultural Census in three.components: (a) Hired labor; (b) Family

labor; and (c) Operator labor. Hired labor was estimated as ex-

penditures for hired labor (57, 58, 59, Table 9, line 92) divided by

average monthly farm wage rates for all farm laborers in the state

times 12 (54). Family labor was estimated from the 1964 Agricu].-

tural Census by counting one manyear of labor for each male person

living on farms between the ages of 19 and 65 who was not a farm

operator; plus 40% of a man year for each male person on farms be-

tween the ages of 15 and 19; plus 60% of a man year for eaclimale
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person on farms. over 65 years of age (who was not a farm operator);

minus man years of work off farms byfarnily members (assuming

300 days of off farm work equal to.oneman year). Operator labor

was estimated from the 1964 Agricultural Census by countin.g.one

man-year per operator under 65 plus 60 percent of a man-year for

operators over 65.

Current operating expenditures include expenditures for feed

for livestock and poultry, seed, bulbs, and plants, fertilizer, gaso-

line, fuel a.nd oil, and machine hire. The source for these items. was

the 1964 Agricultural Census (57, 58, 59, Table 9, lines 57, 73, 75,

78, and 89). Repairs and maintenance .(R and M) were estimated us-

ing,tractor, auto, truck and machinery repair and maintenance cost.

per unit by type of farm from a U. S. Department of Agriculture

national survey (47, p. 25, 46, 52,. 76). A weighted average cost per

unit was obtained by taking R and M cost per unit (adjusted to 1964

price levels) times the appropriate percent of the correspondingtype

of farm in the county.

Pesticide expenditures were estimated using. 1964 Agricultural

Census and ERS Pesticide Uses Surveyfor 1964(52). The latter was

used todetermine percentage of total acreagetreated by crop, by

stteand expenditure per acre treated. Thetotal expenditure(esti-

mate by state and by crop) was allocated among the counties by the

number of treated acres ineachcounty. Pesticide expenditures on
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animals were estimated using the Pesticide Use Survey estimates of

average cost per farm that treated any livestock, times the number of

farms treating any animals (57, 58, 59, Table 8, lines 75 and 77).

The service flow of capital includes durable machinery items

such as tractors, combines, trucks, etc., and was estimated by al-

locating Farm Income Situation Reports sta.te-estima,tes of 1964 capi-

tal consumption (53) among counties by; (1) dividing this- state esti-

mate among categories for major machinery items based on the

ratios of one year's -total-deprecia.tion for all major -machinery-items

to one depreciation for each major-item (based on new rnachi.n-

ery prices), (2) calculating.the service flow for each-major-item at

the state level using equation (Za. 17) of Appendix 1, and (3) allocating

these service flows among counties according to the number of

machinery items in each -county contained in-the major-item category

(57, 58, 59, Table 8, lines 5, 9, 12, 17, 20, 22, 26, 28, and 31).

Acres of cropland were taken directly from 1964 Agricultural

Census (57, 58, 59, Table 1, line 17) and excludes timber-land, range

land, and waste land on farms and national or state forest and range

lands. This-quantity was-adjusted by an index of land quality. The

construction of this index was discussed in Chapter III with an ex-

ample in footnote No. 6. The county indexes by Homogeneous Farm-

ing Areas: are given in Appendix Table II.

The number of AUMs per county was taken from the Columbia



North Pacific Region Comprehen8ive FrameworkStudies (39) corn-

piled under the direction of Economic Research Service, USDA.

Acre feet of irrigation water per county was estimated using

average application rates from the 1957 Census of Irrigation (60,

StateTable 2, Idaho, Oregon, Washington, line 43). These rates

were calculated using river basins irrigation rates (as reported in the

Irrigation Census). A weighted average Irrigation, rate per county

was estimated using the percentage contribution from each river basin

to total irrigated..acres in the county. Dot maps from (60) which show

location of irrigated.a.cres were used to establish these percentages.

Total acre feet per county was estimated by multiplying this weighted

average rate by thenumber of irrigated acres reported in the 1964

Agricultural Census. This procedure uses 1964irrigated acresand

assumes 1959 application rates. This variable was not measured in

value of service flow terms since adequate private investment data

was not available.

The service flow of drainage investment was based Agri-

cultural Stablization .and Conservation Service (ASCS) historical re-

cords of farmer participation in Agricultural ConservatIon Program

(ACP) cost sharing arrangements in drainage practices. It was as-

sumed that most drainage investment was made under ACP and that

the farmer's investment was equal to the Federal governments' share

under ACP. (The farmers' shareon drainage practices, as well as



most other practices, is 50% of the total cost.) Time series data

was obtained from ACS Annual Reports (48, 49, 50) for each state

and the service flow for 1964 was calculated using equation (Za. 15) of

Appendix I solved for R andassumi.ng.a constant deterioration factor

equal to.the inverse of the expected life of the drainage practice. Life

expectancies for all ACP practices were obtained from thea Soil Con-

servation Service (55).

Water conservation practices include some 36 different prac-'.

tices under ACP (see Appendix Table Ill). The service flow was

calculated for each practice using the same assumptions and data

sources: as for the drainage variable. Each practiceiricluded in this

group is classified as water related conservation practices. Again,

equation (Za. 15) solved for R was used to determine the 1964 service

flow from each prior year's investment. And these flows were sum-

med over years nd practices to obtain the value for X8.
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APPENDIX TABLE II. Land Quality Index by Homogeneous Farming
Areas, Pacific Nortlrwest, 1964.

Area*and Index of Crop- Area and Index of Crop-
County land Quality County land Quality

Area I

Oregon

Benton 154. 6

Crook 95.7

Gifliam 84. 1

Jefferson 75. 1

Kiamath 75.7

Maiheur 74. 7

Morrow 78.0

Union 95.2

Wallowa 100. 4

Wasco 98. 1

Umatilla 74. 1

Washington

Grant 106.7

Klickitat 97.2

Yakirna 103.0

Idaho

Bannock 86. 6

Bear Lake 65.2

Boundary

Butte

C amas

Canyon

Caribou

Cas sia

Clark

Clearwater

Custer

Elmore

Fremont

Gooding

Idaho

Jefferson

Jerome

Kooten.ai

Lincoln

Minidoka

Oneida

Owyhee

273.4

81.7

109: 1

77. 5

100.5

88. 6

94. 9

157. 8

82. 9

97. 7

89. 6

75. 2

150. 3

89.2

91.6

140.4

76. 2

89.7

103. 6

109. 6
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APPENDIX TABLE 11 Con't.

Area and Index of Crop- Area and Index of Crop-
County land Quality County land Quality

Area I Con't.

Payette 103.2

Teton 64.9

Twin Falls 99. 8

Valley 74.5

Washington 94.8

Area II

Oregon

Baker 99.?

Lake 78. 1

Wheeler 88.9

Grant 97. 1

}iarney 142. 8

Douglas 99.3

Washington.

Asotin 101.6

Ferry 114.9

Kittitas 155.2

Pend Orejlle 83. 4

San Juan 114.5

Idaho

Adams 103.0

Blame 110.3

Boise 145.7

Lemhi 106.2

Area III

Oregon

Sherman 105. 1

Linn 141.3

Washington

Adams 73. 1

Benton 100.0

Columbia 167. 6

Douglas 117.9

Franklin 97.4

Garfield 143. 5

Lincoln 135.8

Spokane 136. 1

Walla Walla 126. 9

Whitman 190. 9
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APPENDIX TABLE II Con't

Area and Index of Crop- Area and Index of Crop-
County land Quality County land Quality

Area III Cori't.

Idaho

Benewah 209.7

Bingham 58.7

Bonneville 66. 9

Latah 206. 8

Lewis 198. 2

Madison 85.5

Nez Perce 170. 2

Power 86.8

Area IV

Oregon

Josephine 84.5

Lincoln 107.7

Coos 90.3

Tillamook 97. 1

Columbia 88. 1

Curry 108. 5

Deschutes 82.4

Clatsop 89.7

Washingtoi

Clallam 102. 3

Clark 99,5

Grays Harbor 97. 7.

Island 93.0

Jefferson 99.2

King 94. 8

Lewis 96. 6

Mason 99.0

Pacific 100. 1

Snohomish 97.6

Stevens 113.6

Thurston 100. 0

Whatcorn 108.5

Wahkiakum 89. 9

Idaho

Ada 109.9

Bonner 111.6

Franklin 78.9

Gem 82. 8

Shoshone 96. 0



APPENDIX TABLE II Con't

Area and Index of Crop- Area and
County land Quality County

Area V Hood River

Oregon Jackson

Clackamas 113.3 Wa8hington

Lane 123. 1 C owlitz

Marion 1Z9.,9
Kitsap

Multnoxnah 103. 2
Pierce

Polk 146.3 Skagit

C1e1anWashington 157.4

Yamhill 100. Q
Okanogan

Skamania

173

Index of Crop-
land Quality

88. 7

113. 9

109. 5

93, 1

114. 7

72. 6

240.9

132. 3

109. 3
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APPENDIX TABLE III. Selected Agricultural Conservati.oaPractices
Defined as Water Oriented Conservation
Practices (ACP), Pacific Northwest, 1964.

Estimated
Practice Life Span*

A - ESTABLISHMENT OF PERMANENT PROTECTIVE COVER

A-i Permanent Cover - Other 5

A-2 : Permanent Cover for Soil Protection 5

A-S : Contour Striperopping 20
A-6 : Field Striperopping 20
A-8 : Tree Planting - Erosion 20

B - IMPROVEMENT AND PROTECTION OF ESTABLISHED
VEGETATIVE COVER

B-i : Improving Established Forage Cover 5

B-5 : Wells for Livestock Water 20
B-5A : Storage Tanks at Wells 20
B-6 Springs or Seeps for Livestock Water 20
B-6A : Additional Storage - Springs or Seeps 20
B-7 : Reservoirs for Livestock Water 20
B-8 : Pipelines for Livestock Water 20
B-8A Storage Tanks in Connection with Pipelines 20
B -8B : Supplemental Livestock Water Storage 20

C - CONSERVATION AND DISPOSAL OF WATER

C-1 : Sod Waterways to Dispose of Excess Water 12

C-2 : Permanent Cover Dams, Dikes, Ditchbanks, etc. 17

C-5 : Diversion Terraces, Ditches, Etc. 15

C-6 : Storage Type Erosion Dams 17

C-6A : Non-Storage Type -- Dams, Ditches, Etc. 17

C-7 Inlet or OutletProtection 20
C-8 : Stream or Shore Protection 17

C-9 Open DrainageSystem 7

C-9A : Spreading--Spoil -. Old Banks 10
C-b : Underground Drainage System 20
C-li : Leveling for Drainage 22
C-l2 Reorganizing Irrigation Systems - Siphons & Pipes 15

C-12P : Reorganizing Irrigation Systems - Pools Only 15

C-13 : Leveling For Irrigation 22
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APPENDIX TABLE III Can't.

Estimated
Practice Life Span*

C-.14 : Reservoirs for Irrigation Water 20
C-15 : Lining Irrigation Ditches 15

C-16 : Spreader Ditches or Dikes 17

C-17 : Regular Subsoiling 5

C-17A : Rotary Subsoiling 5

F-2 Contour Farming
F-ZB : Deep Plowing

* In some cases these figures are midpoints of a rangeof expected
life spans.
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BASIC DATA

APPENDIX TABLE [V contains the data forthe five homogene-

ous farming areas where X3, X7 and X8 were.calculated using a

discount rate of five percent (R = 0. 05). The data for each area

where a discount rate of 0. 075 and 0. 10 was used to calculate X3,

and are available from the author upon request.



ApFE0DIX TA3LE IV. BASIC OA'tA FOR FIVE 11O1OCE12OUS FARING AREAS, PACIFIC NORTIEST, 1964.

AREA A .050

U1) X(2) X(3) X('+) X(5) X(6) )U7) X(d) V
570.30 25R3.'8 1950.75 10'..08 35".59 48.10 10.00 27.3'. 6313.10514.30 02L.5 2223.69 ..67 267.00 237.5'. .55 17.25 7379.33
411.36 1551.21 1339.17 223.25 230.55 23.97 1.4? 37.90 5933.60?5733 4807.22 221.5.83 66.75 352.76 187.04 .81. 11.13 18099.30

1510.36 7°71. 58?3.9Z 14c.S? 7'3.78 740.9? 4.01 41.35 25837.80
271.7.30 2.S7 8973.38 1.57.R9 1197.42 610.34 8.5'. 23.77 38246.6020.33 1941.13 264.58 201.35. 11.1.30 1.42 23.00 6042.602061.31 10573.60 6155.78 '.55.64 559.25 302.8'. 13.63 50.25 34544.90
748,35 '325.5? 2821.30 1.41.76 497.97 1.22.24 6.93 31.47 9055.806j.33 1671.15 2541.02 91.42 353.13 186.65 2.16 12.76 5994.93

2151.63 2391.50 166.16 513.03 59.47 1.4? 21.63 7836.002619.30 15010.4 6082.11 522.55 '.34.51 920.63 1.99 62.17 6361.6.90
3369.57 2518.67 182.08 1.51.71. . 66.63 1.31 39.72 6239.90

ioq'.'.81 2Q354.55 15955.71 345.61 690.50 1261.45 11.25 11.58 119948.90
75r,.30 22U.7q 2574.57 - 152.25 48.91 188.79 .27 3.86 7370.23

1349.08 1930.51 14.02 11.57 1.1.9.38 .38 '.3.43 3142.0060753 1257.86 128.87 5.85 1.02 .47 14.36 2573.10101.39 817.21. 94.65 '.1.02 132.91 1.22,99 .0'. 1.91. 3242.20
164.10 46.55 751.86 104,21 i35.24 34.56 1.23 8.5? 1963.904195.33 181.54.42 1.1966.68 152.65 410.56 1195.84 5.05 9.7'. 57987.98696.30 1924.11 2567.88 224.58 266.49 135.08 1.4? 5.21 85'.8.80141 979556 5491..'.? 242.27 344.73 625.89 .5t. 5.15 33106.83
1.43.33 539.1'. 413.31 25.55 199.06 45.51 .05 3.04 1484.90

551.42 1360.85 51.'.9 54.00 .38 .72 11.41 1421.00
359.39 7'7.27 1.31.9.39 32.85 16'..62 257.12 .02 6.92 3072.10t0.30 2047.62 1539.52 40.32 134.62 297.46 2.61 7.43 8691.10
9.fl.j3 3139.91 3095.53 1.42.95 170.05 459.05 .11 5.92. 14290.70
1951.30 2637.9' 4035.35 67.17 154.6-7 '.13.96 .26 1.55 12414.509".33 2637.02 3813.06 293.53 158.31- 8.53 4.27 ..93 9165.401Z9.)6 .425.78 4551.78. 1.40.'.? 355.6'. 964.73 .1.0, 3.97 18656.90
1652.30 5863.10 4695.72 108.71 1.17.10 601.44 .34

-

.37 22057.5066°.3) 2143.64 2299.72 130.00 225.49 14.52 2.31 18.16 '.758.00
532.99 1693.81 1725.08 34.40 322.27 220.48 .3.4 1.91 5156.80i6t.3' 1475.47 4588.03 1.39.05 329.28 812.21 .27 1.53 24743.50528.30 8295.99 21tJ6.55 227.43 108.25 91.25 .89 9.56 '.933.20
975.0-3 3505.83 3582.90 86.96 624.53 432.68 2.91 9.8? 11300.60

1016.30 13-'..49 3021.72 +7.t0 44.58 305.82 10.46 3.90 10486.80355.16 915.69 1467.45 68.1.'. 413.43 81.71 .66 3.95 3551.50
2654.30 11594.57 9734.28 241.14 293.11 1212.21 .55 5.77 36833.60
157.90 .3.4 539.21 15.54 120.1.9 74.93 1.77 25.1.9 1379.50
?'P.39 2995.93 2324.16 60.22 114.16 104.31 3.30 14.0'. 7675.20

I-.

-J



APPENDIX TABLE IV (Con't.)

AREA B g= .8500

XCI) XC?) X(3) X(4) X(5) XC6) XC7) X(8) V
31V3.14 3908.8" 111.45 577q4 379. 3.23 23.qq 11129.90
2!61.78 3574.51 44.8 507.18 47.45 .91 56.75 62t.10

4q2.00 114.98 20G5.56 641.73 197.74 2.82 16.81 '+306.30
1802.tq 2975.20 245.76 1402.11 210.28 10.95 42.61 5220.20

5?1.10 1464,36 2594.56 99.4! 1193.16 445.60 4.95 26.83 5673.30
167.30 4%1.'i 767.27 28.03 322.63 38.88 .30 8.57 1641.50
312.30 1469.75 1028.47 86.5? 100.13 5.1? 1.40 8.10 4600.30
216.10 437.5 Bt+1.8 30.13 132.76 21.0 .11. 9.74 1251.00
1024.30 41.10.01 3265.61 105.18 742.54 482.0 26.82 36.0? 17007.90
273.0) 667.82 963.56 22.42 24.60 12.49 1.52 14.12 11.10.30
35.00 196.30 356.01 6.79 51.25 .01 .46 6.75 '+58.00

247.01 65'3.t7 1191.51 25.38 88.52 60.77 1.52 8.52 2265.80
1033.93 1178.03 42.67 206.21 177.6 .2 3.70 3771.30

99.1f1 230.81 406.16 7.80 69.85 37.34 .03 1.95 690.60
479.30 932.16 1969.85 61.11 76.96 406.96 1.00 6.72 4078.00
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APPENDIX TABLE IV (Con't.)

AFA C R .0500

)1) xca X(3) X(4) X(5) X(6) X(7) X(5) V
8q31.63 6t78.60 327.75 75.70 68.34 22.76 55.21 23039.90
1(+71+.?l 12C2.08 2Sfl.27 154,93 6.P4 25,85 10.65 6627.70

1410.00 8416.13 +378.14 565.96 220.98 304.46 2.78 70.88 31247.00
5329.49 3610.45 263.71 116.36 247.96 2.29 5.61 16709.30
4471.13 1536.22 322.02 65.72 25.34 1.18 10.4? 8666.10

i3k2.0 3268.15 3384.24 611.91 173.35 61.06 1.52 29.73 13520.00
1153.00 5949.23 3465.74 342.43 343.30 398.10 1.01 4.61 20744.00

1663.95 13t5.72 265.40 121.65 7.46 1.68 15.76 6414.20
5400.7 5139.85 1155.67 200.90 50.51 19.39 80.30 21442.30
9014.91 7780.63 577.88 96.58 60.18 24.85 1098.75 27169.40

t752.0 8126.37 4323.10 691.53 68.19 178.3i 4.19 25.31 24640.10
2356.39 12441.46 8359.76 1948.97 209.78 45.21 57.43 56.21 51233.50
25.P) 914.84 1059.88 137.72 72.28 .27 10.89 22.93 2531.20
2551.10 950R.35 7995.36 145.64 389.67 1588.63 1.72 7.40 37040.30

5994.15 5220.87 193.66 155.39 789.96 .57 90.43 24253.70
918.10 138.22 619.70 483.93 100.16 .87 21.53 37.90 11834.20
31.]'3 1654.97 1550.10 289.75 19.42 .62 4.64 27.11 7341.40
965.09 3635.52 2956.02 147.01 112.58 436.20 .44 12.55 12729.20
764.39 2962.78 2689.55 330.52 173.42 6.23 5.78 23.94 10713.60

2178.54 1981.02 242.83 53.42 235.62 4.54 3.61 10124.50



APPENDIX TABLE IV (Co't.)

APEA fl p =

X(1 X(3) X(4) X(5) X(G) X(7) X(8)
465.0 j4443 946.79 7.35 15.58 .23 .52 4.39 31.18.'.')
7457'I 1gC1.3 224'..Cc 18.09 421.0'. 2.78 7.79 7.313 4546.40

247.74 1645.01 14.36 695.32 28.90 3.61 46.26 5926.80
24.19 72'.? 626.24 3.26 213.83 5.87 .58 15.q9 1868.40
550.00 286.33 20t.6.26 31.00' 518.23 1.64.58 .26 5.66 621.6.70
698.10 1903.32 1628.85 12.31 191.50 62.42 3.37 19.61 4426.50
279.30 725.0" 778.56 5.82 180.62 2.84 1.13 19.15 1236.30

3095.39 7651.76 7.46 336.03 9.29 4.03 37.53 7413.30
414.30 1234.26 1624.96 1.02 81.41 75.97 2.4? 14.65 3378.1.0
164.00 5861.21 5453.80 55.73 326.32 32.4'. 10.80 - 38.05 13936.90
5.31.00 2134.33 1808.89 17.3? 116.86 15.03 1.27 27.04 4715.60
i11. 1827.02 950.85 9.89 44.72 3.52 2.60 8.63 3001.1.0
145.99 476.01 473.94 3.93 66.27 4.81 2.62 6.53 834.10

1789.99 9496.02 4247.52 18.83 333.25 12.19 26.25 28.18 21528.20
6175.84 4926.5'. 58.50 316.26 31.09 13.14 38.92 11076.90

t9cLP3 770.06 . 632.35 3.84 54.15 3.53 1.76 4.69 196.70
113.)) 720.69 958.9? 8.97 11.5.14 19.89 4.5'. 9.92 2020.30
1761.00 8516.95 5432.85 31.53 229.65 20.72 32.65 39.60 17162.70
1113.0') 2859.70 4686.74 146.77 141.15 64.31 6.24 59.56 7970.90
931.00 '.463.6'. 2629.88 20.63 139.41 33.59 3.67 26.54 8409.80
189.0') 633.70 712.69 4.79 67.92 1.03 4.46 5.46 1685.30
232.0) 11417.28 7570.78 77.24 605.85 28.53 20.8L, 61.3'. 26467.00
1651.00 7424.86 6092.76 102.13 154.87 492.91 2.52 1.57 17')9.20
968.00 1208.48 1908.78 41.68 30.54 7.12 .53 17.94 24Q.5Q

2904.47 3174.69 103.40 33.75 99.28 5.24 7.1.7 8329.70
2618.27 2941.50 35.16 285.69 286.52 1.62 6.07 8561.10

49.09 67.03 146.48 2.22 2.40 .14 .01 .01 174.20



A2PEDIX TA3LE IV (Cont.)

AREA E R .0500

XC1 X(2 X(3) X(4) X(5 X(6) XC7 X(8) Y34Q0. 11843.11 7464.33 - 115.70 277.93 13.83 57.25 26,13 28043.90117. 230.t+2 1277.43 15.29 64.99 60.02 5.19 16 6734.601811.0 5U07.2 3674.63 59.45 244.28 157.47 5.51 15.12 13507.602kt.-1) 7754.58 6023.45 1.25.23 553.04 108.08 9.20 50.86 1.7280.40j556.49 83B?.8 26S.39 212.11 83.23 118.55 23.53 64657.601519.)0 3463.93 1940.78 26.7.1 17S.8 22.69 21.99 7.1.7 12110.501237.30 4223.34 3325.78 178.05 521.18 16.87 64.03 31.1.4 10856.102619.,') 7745.56 5735.61 175.60 396.49 1.7.53 54.76 34.85 21360.607331.06 4510.88 124.52 115%.8? 21.14 59.57 14.17 18255.202953.0') 4514.34 2899.68 112.5? 74.11. 116.E .71 3.43 23565.30516.ifl 170.22 1611.18 13.34 69.07 13.48 3.29 11.35 4177.10452.0 1190.23 1.395.80 6.49 20.66 6.7 4.92 2.40 1983.5023gLi.1 431+9.?7 4545.52 171.12 334.87 230.18 1.54 40.98 20787.301936.1') 9309.31 4094.92 24.96 77.65 26.66 26.02 1.2,35 19335.709916.77 6565.25 44.63 165.81 25.60 27.03 36.73 20765.6056.10 227.43 351.36 2.92 5.70 1.92 .10 3.55 466.60
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MEANS OF THE VARIABLES

The arithmetic and geometric means of the variables used in

the production functions for the five homogeneous farming areas are

given in APPENDIX TABLE V. The means of X3, X7, X8, and the

corresponding predicted values of Y as the discount rate was chan.ged

from 0. 05 to 0. 075 and 0. 10 are available from the author upon

request.



APPENDIX TABLE V. Arithmetic and geometric means of the variables, Pacific Noxwest, 1964.

Log Natural
Area Variable Equation Actual Equation

x1 x2 *x3 x4 x5 x7 x8 Y Y Y

A

Arith 1249.4 4598.8 3624.5 150.6 295.5 333.2 2.8 16.0 16,326.4 16,553.0 16,529.8

Geom. 791.1 2664.5 2665.0 112.6 202.0 144.8 1.0 9.7 9,259.9 9,207.0

B

Arith 450.2 1363.6 1801.3 65.2 416.2 168.2 3.8 18.1 4,657.0 4,661.7 4,661.5

Geom 342.0 967.0 1414.1 44.0 221.0 47.6 .1.1 12.4 3,095.1 3,125.9

C
Arith 1241.1 5236.3 3889,3 466.6 180.2 225.6 10.8 84.5 18,416.1 18,416.1 18,223.1

Geom 1037,0 4638.0 3257.0 362.0 134.0 43.0 4.6 25.3 14,808.6 14,212.8

Arith 791.3 3167.7 2553.4 31.8 209.6 55.6 6. 1 20. 7 7,189.5 7,179.6 7,149.3

Geom 573.0 1962.0 1802.0 17.4 125.0 13.7 2.6 11.2 4,439.60 4,454.6

B

Arith 1964.4 6028.0 3881.5 91.1 923. 2 57.6 28. 7 19.6 16,542. 2 16,492.8 16,482.0

Geoin 1458.0 4254.0 3069.0 49.4 168.0 30.3 10.0 11.1 11,357.3 10,691.4

4' Calculated using a discount rate o 0.05.

I-



APPENDIX TABLE VI. Multicollinearity tests for the lineax models in five.homogeneous famiing areas, Pacific Northwest, 1,964.

Area Test Value of Statistic Critical Values csf 2, F, and
t Distributions

B General -41 3
1.36.829 (28, .95)

(v) X 51.0

Location F7(
90)

= 2.78 F7(
95)

=

(v1, v2) X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 F( = 8.89

72.7 45.4 49.5 3.9 14.2 17.8 19.6 67.7

= 1,895t(7Patterns* 90)
x1 xS X7 X8 t7 r.2. 365

X1 2.87 -.17 -.75 -2.93 2. 33 -2.01 4.59 = 5405t(7 .999)
X2 .861 2.10 .09 1.37 -3.08 6.41. -3.78

X3 .913 .852 1.15 -.26 2.39 -2.90 1.47

X4 .400 .536 .642 .60 -42 .38 .02

.493 .539 .718 .835 2.43 -1.31 3.27

X6 .517 .656 .683 .500 .586 4.06 -5.58

X7 .511 .785 .522 .538 .535 .601 3.60

X8 .860 .688 .833 .574 .704 .314 .501

* The lower diagonal is the simple correlation matrix and the upper diagonal the t values.



APPENDIX TABLE VI. (CON'T.)

Area Test Value of Statistic Critical Values of x2, F, and
t Distributiojis

C General X = 41.3

X
(28, .95)

(v) 99.758 X(2$ 995)51

Location F() 2.67 F(95)= 3.57
X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8"2 F1(995)= 8.18

4.4.4 18.4 75.4 15.8 4.3 10.4 1.4 8.3

Patterns* .t(12 94)t.782

t X1 X2 X3 X4 X7
t(13

95)
- 2.179

()
2.85 3.48 -1.92 -.87 -.92 -.32 -1.58 t(12 999)_4.318

.936 -.67 1.45 .84 .53 .03 .72

X3 .955 .914 4.69 2.75 3.68 .36 4.94

X4 .422 .561 .522 -3.80 -5.80 .92 -5.07

.527 .486 .476 .019 -3.19 .05 -3.83

X6 .499 356 .436 -.277 .277 -.26 -4.93

X_ .326 .438 .483 .758 .179 -.336 -.11
-I

.332 .314 .444 .111 -.095 -.106 .266

* The lower diagonal is the simple correlation matrix and the upper diagonal the t values



APPENDIX TABLE Vt. (C0N'T.)

Area Test Value of Statistic Critical Values ofX
2,

F, and
t Distributions

D General =41.3
2

(28, .95)

(v) 237.708 51.0X2(28
995)

Location F1 F1

X1 K2 K3 K4 K5 X6

(90)2.39 (995)=7.7S

.(y1 v2) F'9 3.44

92.9 55.1 92.2 11.2 2.9, 8.1 1.2.5 9.2 .

Patterns* t =1.729(19, .90)

X1 X X3 X4 X7 X8 .95)
=2.093

2.39 2.72 -.19 .92 .49 .94 .27 t(19 999)3.883

.961 1.37 -2.04 -.29 .22 1.39 -.32

X3 .963 .912 3,44 -.z .96 -.03 1.14

.581 .453 .721 -1.63 .71 -.37 .82

K5 .511 .488 .448 .095 1.09 -.48 2.27

X6 .310 .246 . 384 .470 074 -2.71 -4. 39

K7 768 819 678 204 361 - 146 - 77

K
8

622 573 625 413 543 - 244 542

* The lower diagonal Is the simple correlation matrix and the upper diagonal the t values



APPENDIX TABLE VI. (CONT)

Area Test Value of Statistic Critical Values of F, and
t Distributions

E General X2(28 41.3

X 2
(v) 122. 776

(28.
51.0

Location F
(.90) 2, 75 F (995) = 8. 68

(v1, V2) X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8
F 3.73

39.7 42.6 30.0 34.3 .9 3.6 23.7 10.7

Pattern* t(8 90)=1.860

xl x2 x4 x5 X7
t(3 .96)

2. 306

X1 2.82 1.00 3.26 -2.01 .27 -1.94 -4.41 t(81 999)_5.041

.869 1.08 -4.06 .69 .42 2.99 1.84

X .884 .929 .10 1.27 -.26 -.01 1.58

X4 .782 .620 .776 1.10 1.31 5.78 3.21

X5 -.009 .102 .142 .152 .22 -.57 -1.87

X6 .349 .041 .212 .353 -.133 -2.21 -.26

X7 .670 760 .719 .729 .266 -.243 -2.43

X 413 488 668 596 - 042 327 274
8

* The lower diaotal is the simple cornlaton natnx and the upper thagonal the t values



APPENDIX TABLE VII. Multicollinearity tests for the log-linear models in five homogeneous finning areas, Pacific Northwest, 164.

Area Test Value of Statistic Critical Values ofx, F, and
t Distributions

A General =41.3
,Ae ,,o (s .95)

x O'tO. 310

(v) X
128.

995)_51.0

32 32Location F 7 (90) = 2.56 F
, (.995)

=

v2) X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 F3.1951= 3.38

187.2 .93.1 120.5 7.7 5.8 12.5 5.8 5.5.

Pauerns*

(v)
X1 X2 X3 X4 X6 x7

3.93 6.04 .16 -.26 .07 .58

X2 .972 .24 .89 .92 1.17 .65

.980 .955 .86 -.42 62 .00

X4 .648 .636 .661 .31 -2.5 -1.22

X5 .547 .585 .539 .353 3.13 .62

X6 .667 .693 .654 .185 .602 -1.90

.440 .431 .439 .423 .349 .035

X8 .063 .058 .087 .376 .255 -.223 .578

* The lower dtagonal is the simple correlaton matrix and the upper diagonal the t vahies

-.61

-.57

51

1.92

-.84

3.38

t(32 90)1.697
t(32 . 95)

2. 042

t(32 999)_3.646



APPENDII TABLE VII. (COWT)

Area Test Value of Statktic Critical Values of X' F, and
t Distibutlons

B General x
2

28 95
= 41. 3

2 134.867
X (v) =51.0

(28. .9951

Location F; (90)2.78 F (995)_8.89

(v1, v2) X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 F; = 3.79

74.2 30.9 65.6 6.2 2.4 3.8 6.5 6.8

isc
Patterns* (7, .. 90)

t =2.365
x2 X4 x7 (7, .95)

3.89 3.89 -1.19 -.94 -.67 -2.46 .62 = 5.405
999)

X2 .954 -1.46 1.45 .70 .24 2.25 -.84

X3 .971 .934 1.10 .68 1.81 1.67 .47

.801 868 .860 .42 .06 -.06 -.15

X5 .684 .695 .752 .744 .38 -1.01 1.28

X6 .667 .646 725 .675 .589 -.65 -1.65

692 780 .757 .760 577 . 370 1 22

X8 778 752 813 673 689 320 786

* The lower diagonal is the simple correlation mauix and the upper diagonal the t values.

'0



APPENDIX TABLE VII. (CON'T)

Area Test Value oI Statistic Critical Values oEX2, F, and
t Distributions

2
C General X 28 95

= 41.3
'137.299

X(v) =slo
(28. . 995

Location F'(90)=2.67 P818
W(v v2) X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 F195= 3.37

60.4 24.4 32.8 2.2 1.2 7.1 3.3 1.9

t(12
Patterna* .90)_1.782

X1 X3 X4 X5 X7 95)
= 2.179

.t(v) (l2,

t(12
X1 2.75 3.69 .34 -.02 .91 -.67 54

999)=4.318

-.28 .96 .17 .25 .03 .23

X3 .934 .917 -.61 .47 -.01 1.31 1.56

.418 .477 .457 -.64 -.32 1.69 .40

X5 .563 .539 .563 .124 .45 .81 -.67

X6 .730 .689 .605 -.009 .469 -1.94 -1.13

X7 .009 .045 .170 .545 .073 -.474 -.21

X8 .346 .358 .480 .465 .063 -1.08 .432

* The loer diagonal is the simple correlation mabx and the upper diagonal the t values 0



APPENDIX TABLE VU. (CON'T)

Area Test Value of Statistic Critical Values of x 2, F, aid
t Distribjtions

D General = 41.3
271.844

28 95

(v)
2

X 51.0
(28. 995)

Location
19

F 2.597,(.90)
(v1, v2) X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 Fr9s)

86.6 59.2 143.5 31.6 8.4 6.0 7,4 5.9

Pattern$* t(19 95)_1.729

X1 X2 X4 X5 X6
t(19 .95)

2.093

X1 2.44 2.16 .45 .80 -1.01 -.63 .17 (19,
3.883

.967 2.01 -2.25 -.76 .69 .44 .24

X3 .976 .953 4.12 1.10 .04 1.33 -.39

X4 .830 .759 .885 -2.78 2.08 -.97 .34

X5 .688 .699 .665 .401 2. 49 -. 22 1. 82

X6 .669 .646 .717 .736 .589 -.56 -.27

X7 .728 765 .727 .485 .643 .409 2.23

X8 659 683 641 417 728 429 764

* The lower diagonal is the simple correlation matrix and the upper diagonal the t values '.0



APPENDIX TABLE VII. (CON'T)

Area Test Value of Statistic Critical Values 0X 2, F, and
t Distributions

E General X2 =41.3
X2 142.451 (28, .95)

X2(28 99551.0

F 2.75 F; 8.68
çcation

(90)= (995)=
(v1, v2) X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 F; 3.73

48.7 49.4 41.8 10.6 2.9. 4.1 6.0 4.5

Patterns* t(8 9Ø)_1.860

X1 X2 X3 X5 X6 X7 X8 .95)
= 2.306

X1 2.21 .74 2.15 -1.12 12Z -.28 -2.09 t(8 999)=5.041

X2 .950 1.45 -1.51 .32 -.06 1.36 .47

X3 .926 .964 .36 .36 -.06 .11 2.14

.861 .816 .878 1.69 -.08 .12 1.28

X5 .629 .681 .726 .764 .76 .95 -.41

.723 .570 .569 .630 .382 -2.05 -.22

.654 .788 .741 .573 .650 .103 -.76

X8 430 545 676 626 545 172 425

* The lower diagonal is the simple correlation matrix and the upper diagonal the t values
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EXAMPLE OF THEIL'S PRIOR INFORMATION MODEL

The following example of Theil's prior information model is

designed to show the steps involved in the-calculations. Also, it

shows the reason that combinations of large sample-coefficients (and

large standard errors) with small 'values from the prior information,

yield small posterior estimates.

Consider a simple example-of Theil's model. The data for-this

example were designed to indicate why the-coefficients for X7 and

in Table Vt(see Cli. IV, p. 92)changed drastically.

Data for the example are given in raw form as sums of squares

and products

Y X

3 . 001 .rXIX XY1 fi 000000 0.006000 21. 000QOO1

8 .002
J I

0.000014 0.0490001

10 . 003 'X y'J
.L

173. 000-oj

We first calculate the OLS solutions which are:

0.000007 v.333333 -1,000.000000

b = ; S2 1.500; (X'X)

3500. 000000
L

500, 000. 000000

also, S. E. of = 1. 871, S. E., b1 = 866. 025, and R2 = .9423.

Assume -that we also have prior information-on only the slope
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coefficient and its variance - - .nothing, is known about the constant

term. Assume,

r='[l.00] R[0 1]; =[0.04j

First we calculate thecomparability statistic, 9 as shown in

(3. 17). Since we have only one prior estimate, r-R' is a scalar, viz.,

-3499. 00 and R(X'XY1R' reduces to the lower right hand term of

500, 000. Thus,

= 16.28.

This quantity indicates that the two information sources. are not

compatible since it is significantly greater than even aXl) at the

99. 5% level 995 7. 88). If this were an actual case, it would

indicate that we need go no further. However, the purpose of this

example 'is to show all the solution parts. New estimates of the para-

meters are (from 3. 18):

r6. 99541

I;
= 0.7071 and = 0.2

L2. 3056] ro .

r

Notice that the coefficient for X changed from a sample estimate

of 3500.0 to.a posterior estimate of 2.3056. The new estimate f the

model variance is 12. 992. The new R2 (in terms of the sample

data) is . 00061, which we would expect due to the large difference in

the estimates of the slope coefficient.

The results of this. example were designed to demonstrate the

general magnitude of change in the sample estimate compared to the
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posterior estimate. Similar resu.ltà were shown in Chapter V, Table

VI. The results in terms of R2 and regression significance-were not

so drastically affected as in this example si.nce the large-changes were

associated with only a small portion of the total explanation of the

variance in Y where as in the above example, the change in one-co-

efficient had a direct impact on explained variation.
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PRIOR INFORMATION FOR THE LINEAR MODELS

APPENDIX TABLE VIII contains prior information for the

linear models of Areas A through E, including the coefficient esti-

mates (designated SMALL R) and the variance-covariance matrix

(designated VAR-COy MATRIX FOR SMALL R). The parameter es-

timatesin this case areexpected market equilibrium values. The

variances are specified such that a t1t test (given the parameter

estimate and thedegrees of freedom in each area) would be sigzlifi-

cant if a. statistical httu test was actually appropriate. TABLE IX

shows similar information where the parameter estimates are taken

from former studies. Statistics from the ordinary least-squares

regression calculations are included (e.g., X1X, XY, S2, DY

and N).
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LNtLX TAlIL YXIX PEXOR N0kNAION IIASED ON ExrEcrID MAUJ(WL' EqUXL.IaKIUM VALUH8 IN lIVE
HOMOGENEOUS PAENIOIG AREAS, PAC1G NORTHWES0, 1964.

AREA A

SMALLR
4.56 1.00 1.00 3.55 1.65 6.00 1.00 1.00

VAR-COy MATRIX FOR SMALL R
7.212 .01. .01 .01. .01 .01. .01 .01
.01. .347 .01. .01 .01 .01. .01 .01.
.01. .01. .166 .01. .01. .01. .01. .01
.01 .01. .01 31.674 .01. .01 .01 .01
.01. .01 .01. .01. .945 .01. .01. .01
.01. .00. .01. .01. .01 12.503 .01 .01
.01 .02. .01 .02. .02. .01 .34? .01
.01 .03. .01 .01. .01 .01 .01 .347

AREA fl

SMALLR
4.56 1.00 1.00 5.00 1.65 6.00 1.00 1.00

VAR-COV MATRIX FOR SMALL R
5.506 .01. .01. .01 .00. .01. .01 .01
.01 .265 .01. .01 .01 .02. .01 .01
.01 .01. .1.01. .01 .01. .01 .01 .01
.01 .01 .01. 6.620 .01. .01 .01 .01
.01. .01 .01. .01 .721 .01 .01 .01
.01 .01. .01. .01. .01 .536 .01 .01.
.01 .01 .01. .01 .01 .01. .265 .01.
.01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .265

AREAC

SMALL R
4.56 1.00 1.00 1.0.35 1.65 6.00 3.00 1.00

VAR-Coy MATRIX FOR SMALL R
6.446 .01. .01 .01. .01 .01 .01. .01.
.01 .310 .01. .01 .01. .01 .01 .01
.02. .01 .135 .01 .01 .01. .01 .01
.01 .01 .01. 33.212 .01 .01. .01. .01
.01. .01 .01 .02. .64.5 .01 .01 .01
.01 .01. .01. .01. .01. 11.1.62 .01 .01.
.01. .01. .01 .01. .01 .01. .310 .01
.01 .03. .01 .01 .01 .01 .01. 31.O

SMALLR
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PS

APPENDtZ ABt VIII (Cen't )

AREA 0

1, 56 1. 00 1.00 1'. 40 1.65 6.00 1. 00 1 00

VAR-Coy MATRIX F0 SMALl. R
6.911 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01. .01
.01 .33 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01
.01 .01 .154 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01

.01 .01 68.956 .01 .01 .01 .01
.01 .01. .01 .01 .906 .01 .01 .01
.01 .01. .01 .01 .01 11.972 .01 .01
.01. .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .333 .01
.01 .01 .01 .01. .01 .01 .01 .a33

AREA E

SMALL R
4.56 1.00 1.00 18.00 1.65 6.00 1.00 1.00

VAR-Coy MATRIX 0R SMALL R
5.189 .01 .01. .U1 .01 .01 .01 .01

.01 .279 .01. .01 .01. .01 .01 .01

.01. .01 .11.2 .01 .01 .01 .01. .01
.01. .01. .01. 90.231. .01. .01 .01. .01
.01 .31 .01 .01. .759 .01 .01 .01
.01. .01 .01 .01 .01 10.024 .01 .01
.01 .01 .01 .01 .01. .01 .279 .01
.01 0i. .01. .01 .01. 01 .01 .219
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API1SNDX TAIUL IX. 1'R10r4 INIORMATXON ilAsID ON ?RUVIOUS srUDXgs IN FLVX RONOGENEOUS PAPJ(ING
MtLA, 'Aii1(.. WkW1WIbi i%4.

AREA A

SHALL B K S SQUAREU (TY
9 8 .456313.2121 41 30851390900.

XIV
67867523590i1.990813660186051734471+40 166198918 328321353 '.89616708 398610213317 052

SMALL. R
1.081 2.12 2.12 36.00 2.25 6.57 2.12 2.12

M4LLB
11'.2.3364 5.183764 2.9230819 -2.068772 15.184418 5.4538322 5.5131165 -263.4356 -17.801240

XIX
1+1 51226 188550 148609 6176 12117 13662 114659

51226 190064150 619952863 39572599D 11733538 24384263 36172139 325743891695
168550 6i99528632i7B876.6Di399j28633 44428108 87812018 133150167 10709703640451
148605 3957259901399128633 958862346 30847059 6567249? 91i7059 7086682667303

6116 it7538 44428108 30647059 1526026 2221329 2710560 23977143465
121.17 24381+263 8781231.6 656721+97 2221.329 7191.795 5920613 56156247357
13662 36172139 1331531.67 91170359 27t6563 592061.3 9811.789 53933209503

11'. 325743 1070970 708668 23917 56156 53933 91+62695
655 891655 36401+51 2667303 1.43465 247351 ZG3503 269520150

R
0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00.0
0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.00.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.00.0
0.0 0.0 . 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.00.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.00.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.01.0

VAR-COV MATRIX FOR SMALL R

S
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1.PPENDIX TABLE IX (Con't.)

.406 .01. .01. .01 .01 .01 .01 .01

.01. 1.960 .01. .01 .01.. .01. .01. .01

0.1. .01 1.560 .01 .01 .01. .01. .01

.01. .01 .01. 450.034 .01. .01. .01. .01

.01. .01. .t.1 .01. 1.758 .01. .01. .01.

.02. .01 .01 .01 .01 14.992 .01 .01

.01. .01 .01. .01. .01. .01. 1,960 .01

.01. .01. .31. .01. .01. .02. .01. 1.560

AREA B

(8FiO.Q)
SMALL B K S SQUAR0 N . YTY

9 8 30907,6195 15 595522302.0

XTY
69926 46637782 16621.8709 1.847871.74 6404995 4284917q 196031.82 612936

181.1.012

SMALL R
1.081 2.12 2.12 36.00 . 225 6.57 2.12 2.12

SMALL B

-37.27492 2.351*79 3.07784 .11.215 -5.0764.7 1.04980 1.24571. 102.43136

-80.70904

XIX
1.5.0 6753.0 20453.68 27019.32 977.75 621.2.57 2523.63 56.25

271.29
6753.0 471.41.29.0014133369.91747687j.9999304.7403864.862, 071.584180.134.2711. 9000

169704.970
204.53.6 t1.133369.94.71.03961.653477367.11867204.4612382918.8934.8881.07166396.951
551409.325
2701.9.32 1.7476&71.q53477387.168527727.22411229.8216482225.96561371.98161969.079
712116.501.
977.75 559004.7401867204.462411229.821151e25.047717757.00323991.0.8366656.07630
5535597

62'+2.57 3864862.371.23 518.81 82 5.9717757.035776037187241191.6233.4537
18230 1.015
2523.63 1984180.735348881.076567371. 98239910.8361687241.19865251.15619858. 6520
58206.1.210
56.25 1+2?J.1.50302.66396.951161969.3796r,56. 376301.6233.453719858.6520890.879100
1803.701.60
271.29 189704.970551409.325712116.50125535.68971.82301.01558206.12101803.70160
8532.08590
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AP?EDU IX (Con'c.)

R

1.

1.

1..

1.

VAR.-COV MATRIX FOR SMALL R
.309 .01. .01 .01. .01. .01. .01. .01
.1)1 1.1.90 .01. .01 .01. .01. .01 .01
.01 .01 .456 .01 .01 .01 .01. .01
.01. .01 .01. 343.287 .01. .01 .01. .01
.01. .01. .01. .01 1.341 .01 .01. .01
.01. .01 .01. .01 .01 1.1.431 .01 .01
.01. .01 .01. .01 .01 .01 1.190 .01
.01 .01. .01. .01. .01 .01 .01. 1.190

AREA C

(8F10.0)
SHALL B K S SQUARED N YTY

9 8 '.760307.5306064 20 9531.146060.0

XIV
368322 5977521972635514330j910034400 235001.472 81025081 120080080 5531382

43050822

SMALL. R
1.081. 2.1.2 2.12 36.00 2.25 6.57 2.12 2.12

SMAt.L8
402.43849-4.g3tO 2.7377 1.2396 .58Z8 -1.9247 9.3243 1.6.0595

-1.8122
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APPENDIX TAULE IX (Con't.)

XIX
20 2422 1.04721 77787 9333 360'. 21.5

24822 39874464 1.69922766 1.25325819 13936245 5607020 8087658 32802'.
3142280
1.04727 1.69922766 7'+9.36655 537034416 63592197 2379703'. 31.988508 1512616

13507849
77787 125325819 537034416 402711324 45960266 17420748 24774183 1136769

11222522
9333 13936245 63592197 '+5960266 7778063 1706925 1258890 187505

1003464
360'. 5607020 23797034 1.7420746 1.706925 1160062 1140956 46696

233471
4512 8087658 31988508 24774183 1258890 1140956 3755445 1.4009

197807
215 328024 1512616 11.36769 187505 '+6696. 14009 61.79

35475
1689 3142280 13507849 11222522 1003464 233471 197807 35475

1238653

R
1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

VAR-Coy PIATRIX FOR SMALL R
.362 .01. .01 .01. .01. Q1. .01.

.01. 1.392 .01 .01 .01. .01 .01 .01

.01 .01 .642 .01.. .01. .01 .01 .01

.01. .01 .01 401.802 .01 .01. .01 .01

.01 .01 .01 .01 1.570 .01 .01. .01

.01 .01. .01 .01 .01 13.381 .01 .01

.01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 1.392 .01.

.01. .31. .01. .01 .01 .01 .01 1.392
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A1'L'LNvIX TABLE IX (Can't )

AREA 0 -

SMALL 8 K S SQuAR0 H YTY
9 8 951596.40653388 27 2562055120.0

XIV
19381.8 251.7384321.134699230 816520453 9427597 571976% 16597076 2296017

5739963

SMAL&.R
1.081 2.1.2 2.12 36.00 2.25 6.57 2.1.2 2.12

SMALL B
325.2t719 2.7211 1.9273 -.1500 20.3680 2.0999 3.0279 6.6112
-6.5704

XIX
21 2136'. 89528 68942 898 9660 1500 164

556
2136'. 26259140 11301561.7 84526501 101.2456 5952473 1705560 227969

612816
85528 113019617 508789083 361571.967 4030218 2501.6154 6825876 101.7062

2563509
6891.2 84526501 351571967 279665738 3568685 18753847 5967573 107407

1998279
858 1012456 4030218 3568685 62905 19677'. 9591'. 6826

24718
5660 5952473 25016154 18793847 196774 2074699 39281.5 48641

16-3093
1500 1705560 6825876 5967573 95914 352845 381755 5813

1.91.56

164 227969 1047062 707407 6826 4861.1. 5813 2736
9431
558 612816 2563599 1998279 24718 163093 19156

19637

R
4 S4 0

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

1..
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APPEND1.X TABL. IX (Con't.)

VAR.COV MATRIX FOR SMALLR
.388 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01. .01
.01 1.493 .01 .01. .01 .01 .01 .02.
.01. .01. .691. .01 .01 .01. .01. .01
.01 .01 .01. 431.019 .01 .01 .01. .01
.01 .01. .01 .01 1.685 .01 .01 .01
.01 .01. .01 .01. .01 14.357 .01. .01
.01. .01. .01 .01 .01 .01. 1.493 .01
.01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 1.493

AREA E

SHALL. B K S SQUARED N YTY
9 8 2432095.65661.33 16 6175328060.0

XIV
263884 ?222868072223776490135260?160 34106057 272369199 18372738 1.1523311

6264364

SMALLR
1.081 2.12 2.12 36.00 2.25 6.57 2.12 2.12

SMALL 8
22.416639 6.4317992 1.6111985-2.103761.6 26.401.909 .2542178 2.8314669-29.753836
19.6421.01

XIX
16 31430 96448 621.04 1458 14771 922 460

31.4

31430 85369088 258049200 i6ai13885 4020231 28512014 22363'. 1325806
138176
9641.8 258049200 845303401 508204349 11071229 107408552 5725526 4373324

2372568
62104 160113685 50820431+9 31.9692630 7766765 71233Ei14 4051898 261.1418

1577527
11.58 4028231 11871229 7766765 226676 1859723 111317 70883

39663
14771. 2851201.4 107408552 71233614 1859723 135592159 480441 804897

261599
922 2238634 .5725526 4051898 11.1.317 480441. 11.6937 18529

23084
460 1325806 4373324 261i.18 70883 804897 18529 30050

111.72

31.4 738176 2372968 1.577527 39663 261599 11.1.72
9829
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APPNDZX TABLE x (Con' c )

R
'1..

t.

1..

1..

1.

1.

1.

VAR-COy MATRIX FOR SM#L R
.325 .01 .01 .01. .01 D1 .01. .01
.01. 1.250 .01 .01 .131 .01. .01. .01.01 .01 .00 .01. .01 .01. .01 .01..01. .01 .01. 360.866 .01. .01. .01 .01.01 .01. .01. .01 1.409 . .01. .01. .01..01. .01. .01. .01 .01. 12.020 .01. .01.31 .01. .01 .01. .131 .01. 1.250 .01
.01. .01 .1. .01. .01 .01. .01 1.250




